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1 Introduction

In recent years, exposure to fake news has become a global phe-
nomenon. The shift to digital news distribution over the World Wide
Web is a major contributing factor to this trend. The capability for
instant transmission and publication of the new medium has made
it harder to account for how information is generated, processed, re-
mixed and propagated. In Figure 1.1, we can see a widespread concern
of citizens around the world about the news they receive online, as
reported in the Reuters Digital News Report 2020 [DNR20].
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Figure 1.1: Concern about fake news online.

Interviewed in 1996, TimBerners-Lee predicted that the opennature
of the World Wide Web would eventually require some means to
deliberate on the trust of the presented information. As part of the
solution to this problem, he envisioned the “Oh, yeah?” button [Ber+96]:

1
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Say you’re going into uncharted territory on theWeb and you
find some piece of information that is critical to the decision
you’re going to make. You should be able to click on “Oh,
yeah?” and … the server could then present you with an
argument as to why youmight believe this document or why
you might not.

Berners-Lee described that the authenticity of these metadata could
be verified by use of digital signatures, but he did not concretely define
the nature of these metadata or how they can be generated. It was
some years later when these metadata came to be collectively referred
as provenance. The first use of the term in the context of the web
was by Lynch [Lyn00]. In 2005, the US-based INFOSEC Research
Council included information provenance in their Hard Problem List
[IRC05]. Later, it was recognized that for provenance to be of real
value, it needs to encompass a substantial part, if not the whole,
of the data lifetime [Che+09; Mor10; PES19; Ell+20]. Towards this
end, the Provenance Working Group of the World Wide Web Consortium
proposed the PROV family of documents [W3C13e; W3C13d; W3C13c;
W3C13b], aiming to standardize the provenance interchange andquery.
However, the question on how to generate and update provenance
information remains open. This constitutes a unique challenge, which
cannot be addressed with approaches used for provenance in other
domains.

For instance, in art the provenance of awork is usually supported by
a paper trail. This is feasible, because typicallyworks of art are intended
to be preserved. Touch-ups are rare, and changes of ownership
infrequent—in the order of years or even decades. Moreover, any gaps
in the continuity of the paper trail are very likely to negatively affect the
market value of thework. So, there is a strong incentive to preserve the
provenance of the work.

Provenance is also important in traditional news reporting. How-
ever, the nature of the news media severely limits the amount of
provenance information attached to a news article. This is because tra-
ditionaly news media are non-interactive, thus precluding dynamically
querying for detailed provenance information. Moreover, attaching
full provenance information along with each news article is very
costly—for example in terms of printed paper or air-time. To tackle
these complexities, the provenance attached to a news article is typ-
ically limited to the news agency or reporter that created it, without
going in more depth by including the sources used by the author. This
model is adequate because traditional media outlets essentially operate
as both gatekeepers and curators for news that essentially vouch for
the validity of the information they transmit. Simply pointing to the
medium is usually enough to allow someone to make assertions about
a piece of news, based on the reputation of the medium. However, this
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over the World Wide Web, which lacks both gatekeepers and curators.
But perhaps the most important drawback of these legacy ap-

proaches to provenance is the lack of scalability. In [IRC05], it is
predicted that by 2025 the US Government will have amassed more
than an exabyte of potentially sensitive data. It is evident that it is
impossible to manually curate and annotate the provenance of such
amounts of data. This precludes a number of provenance applications
that would improve the control of citizens and organizations over
the collected data [PES19]. Worse, as long as critical decision mak-
ing is based on data with unknown provenance, the door is open to
potentially catastrophic provenance failures [Che+09].

1.1 Open Systems Provenance

There has already been a substantial amount of research on provenance
in databases, workflow systems and e-science [Lud16; CCT09; SPG05b;
BF05]. However, as Moreau [Mor10] has argued, these cases are
essentially closed systems that have full control of the data theymanage.
As a results, the approaches proposed in these contexts are limited to
tracking provenancewithin the strict scope of a specific system, and are
not applicable to open environments, such as the ecosystembuilt around
the World Wide Web. While the PROV family of documents [W3C13e]
has paved the way for the interchange and querying of provenance, we
are still in need of tools to assist us with general-purpose provenance
collection. In the following paragraphs, we highlight some of the
challenges that need to be overcome.

One size doesn’t fit all. The INFOSECResearch Council report [IRC05]
makes the point that provenance collection and management systems
need to accomodate different scales and granularities. Cheney et
al. [Che+09] further elaborate on this observation, noting that the
provenance that needs to be captured depends on the application
that will consume it; different applications have different provenance
needs. This makes deciding on what provenance should be captured
by a general-purpose system a complex issue, which they propose
to be addressed by developing interfaces for customizing provenance
collection.

Post-hoc and incomplete provenance. Groth [Gro07] notes that
provenance cannot be based on the prospective operation of a system,
as it is possible to have unexpected deviations during runtime. Instead,
it needs to be assembled post-hoc, using information extracted during
the actual execution. However, provenance applications are often not
part of an overall design, but instead they are organically grown tomeet
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operational needs [Che+09]. Thismeans that if not enough information
has been recorded during execution, provenance will be incomplete.
While provenance applications could be built to handle incomplete
provenance [Gil+10], it should still be useful to efficiently record as
much information as possible to improve future provenance analysis.

Provenance in off-the-shelf software. While methodologies have
been developed to make new applications provenance-aware [Mil+09;
GC15], major redesigns of existing applications are usually too costly
and risky to go forward. Therefore, it is expected that a significant
fraction of software will continue to provide minimal support for
provenance in the forseeable future. Still, such off-the-shelf and legacy
software is often involved in critical decision-making. For instance,
office suites and other desktop productivity software are used to
prepare material for a company’s board meeting. Therefore, it is
important to be able to track the provenance of the data handled
by such software, in order to avoid a potential provenance failure
[Che+09; BU19]. However, current approaches to this problem [Hol+08;
FMS08; Ges+12; Pas+17b] only produce coarse-grained provenance that
is prone to false-positives, manifesting as extraneous dependencies
in the provenance graph. A particulary troublesome class of false-
positives has been termed as the n-by-m problem [Car+14]. The name
refers to all of the n inputs of a program being associated with all of
itsm outputs, lacking the ability to discern whether a true dependency
exists.

1.2 Provenance in Software Security

On of the most commonly cited applications of provenance is the
detection of policy violations in the use of data [Mor10; Gil+10; MG13].
For example, by querying the provenance graph, one can identify
when classified information have been included in a public report.
Checking provenance against policy violations has also been proposed
as means of detecting Advanced Persistent Threats [LZX13; BGY19;
Han+20a; Ul +20]. In both cases the provenance used typically has
coarse granularity, describing relationships between files, processes
and users.

Similarly, many software vulnerabilities can be abstracted as
violations of runtime provenance policies. The key difference
here is that the provenance information used is fine-grained, and
describes relationships between lower-level constructs such asmemory
locations, registers, instructions, and so on. Let’s consider the policies
in Figure 1.2 regarding the provenance of runtime data used by a
program. These policies need to be —directly or indirectly— enforced,
in order to prevent hijacking the execution flow.
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P(1) The memory pointed to by the instruction pointer register
must not directly originate from the input of the program.

P(2) The data pointed to by the frame pointer at the time of
execution of a RET instruction, must have been generated by
a CALL instruction.

P(3) An unused heap address cannot be used as operand for the
indirect variants of the CALL instruction.

Figure 1.2: Examples of provenance-oriented runtime security policies.

The classic stack-overflow attack [Ale96] violates the first two
policies; P(1) because at the final stage of the attack the instruction
pointer points to data that have been injected as program input; P(2)
because the return address stored in the stack has been overwritten
during the attack by input provided by the user. For the same reason,
the return-to-libc attack [Sol97] violates P(2). Finally, dangling pointer
attacks [AS07] violate P(3), because they rely on calling a C++ virtual
function—whichmaps to an indirect CALL instruction—on the remains
of a deallocated heap object.

While abstracting software vulnerabilities as provenance policy
violations may seem obvious in retrospect, the practice never really
caught on with the security community. First, most classes of software
vulnerabilties predate the emergence of data provenance as a separate
research direction. Unsurprisingly, deprecating the established
terminology in favour of a new alternative didn’t happen. But
more imporantly, fine-grained provenance tracking is too expensive.
Even after limiting provenance tracking to a very strict scope and
optimizing the implementation accordingly [CC04; BSB11; PSB06], the
performance overhead is significant, compared to the benefits of the
application.

Despite the obvious connection, it remains an open research
question how fine-grained provenance can be used in the context of
software security. Since application on a production system is unlikely
to happen, other avenues can be explored. For instance, one can
perform an offline provenance analysis, and use the results to defend—
or attack!—a live system.

1.3 Research Questions

Fine-grained provenance analysis has the potential to address the
challenges discussed in Section 1.1. The intuition is that by starting
from this perspective one has an unobstructed view on how data are
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processed. This approach hasn’t been explored in depth so far. The
result of this approach is what we termed as high-fidelity provenance.
Analogous to high-fidelity sound, this implies minimizing the amount
of a) noise (false-positives) and b) distortion (misrepresentation of
existing relations). This is a definition which refines the first use of the
term, by Pohly et al. [Poh+12].

In this thesis, we explore the feasibility of obtaining high-
fidelity provenance, while addressing the challenges we presented in
Section 1.1. Thus, our main research question could be phrased as:

Q-1 To what extent is low-level, high-fidelity provenance tracking
possible?

Perhaps the greatest challenge in this line of research is bridging
the semantic gap between the low-level view we have and the higher-
level semantics we want to obtain, in order to support traditional
provenance applications. Moreover, in order to support legacy and
off-the-shelf applications, bridging this gap needs to be application-
agnostic. An additional challenge are the scalability and performance
concerns associated with fine-grained provenance [Mor+08].

In our exploration, we became intrigued by the evident—yet only
partially explored—relation of high-fidelity provenance with software
security, which we highlighted in Section 1.2. This lead us to decide
explore an additional question:

Q-2 How can high-fidelity provenance be used to support security
analysis?

To tackle this question, the most important challenge is the
performance expectations for the deployment of software security
defenses. The additional layer of complexity, which is required to
extract high-fidelity provenance, makes analyses based on it inherently
more heavyweight than traditional approaches that are optimized for a
specific use case. This largely precludes us from exploring provenance-
based software defenses that are meant to be deployed on production
systems. Instead, we focus on offline provenance-enabled analysis.

1.4 Thesis Organization

In Chapter 2 we frame provenance capture as a data flow analysis
problem. Concretely, we explore the use of dynamic taint analysis
[DD77; CC04; Kem+12] for tracking provenance in off-the-shelf
applications We also demonstrate how the fine-grained provenance
that is produced by dynamic taint analysis is able to tackle the n-by-
m problem [Car+14] in practice. Next, in Chapter 3 we explore the
performance cost of provenance tracking using dynamic taint analysis,
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conclude that full-blown dynamic taint analysis is not suitable for
production systems, as it is too costly and its performance highly
depends on the type of workload.

The high cost of fine-grained provenance tracking is addressed in
the following two chapters. In Chapter 4, we present how provenance
analysis can be decoupled from the execution bymeans of deterministic
record and replay, building on similarwork in other computing domains
[CGC08; Por+10]. The approach is in-line with the propositions that
provenance is post-hoc [Gro07] and that verbose logging is beneficial
for provenance applications [Gil+10]. More importantly, deferring the
analysis provides flexibility in terms of the methods used and the
granularity produced [IRC05; Che+09]. Further, in Chapter 5 we show
how deffered provenance analysis can be applied on a World Wide
Web publishing scenario. We show that dynamic taint analysis can
be applied selectively—only when needed—rather than being always-
on. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of record and replay,
demonstrating that while it slow compared to native execution, its
performance cost is bounded. This concludes addressing of question
Q-1.

In the next chapters, we address questionQ-2. First, in Chapter 6we
build a framework tomake the collection of execution traces easier. The
framework can be used either for traditional provenance applications
—similar to previous chapters— or for provenance-enabled security
analysis. As a case study for the framework, we used it to deploy an
ssh honeypot and collect a dataset of traces for the study of ssh brute-
force attacks. Finally, in Chapter 7 we use fine-grained provenance
analysis to lower the bar of mounting attacks against state-of-the-
art memory protection mechanisms. By tracing the provenance of
function call arguments, we demonstrate how a simple memory-
corruption bug can be escalated to a code-execution vulnerability. Our
method yielded a successful code-reuse attack against the strongest
available implementations of Context Sensitive Control Flow Integrity
[GCJ17; Liu+17; VAG+15; Che+14; PPK13] and Code Pointer Integrity
[Kuz+14].

1.5 Contributions

Following, we summarize the main contributions of this thesis.

High-fidelity provenance tracking. We used dynamic taint analysis
to implement highy-fidelity provenance tracking and demonstrated how
to tackle the n-by-m problem (Chapter 2). Moreover, we explored the
performance of this approach and compared it to other provenance
analysis methods (Chapter 3).
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Decoupled provenance analysis. We presented a novel provenance
analysis system, based on deterministic execution record and replay
(Chapter 4). In contrast to existing provenance analysis systems,
our approach allows deciding the provenance type and granularity at
analysis time. Further, we demonstrated that the system offers an
avenue towards practical high-fidelity provenance tracking (Chapter 5).
Overall, our approach addresses the challenges of open systems
provenance outlined in Section 1.1, supporting different provenance
granularities according to the requirements of the analysis, and
support for unmodified software.

Provenance as a tool for securing (or exploiting) software. We used
fine-grained provenance tracking to sidestep state-of-the-art software
security defenses, and demonstrate that code-reuse attacks are easier
than previously believed (Chapter 7). Our work outlines how to expand
the use of high-fidelity provenance in software security, beyond its
established use for threat detection. A key novelty of this approachwas
the use of fine-grained provenance tracking in combination with static
analyses, which significantly lowered the bar for memory-corruption
attacks.

Dataset contribution. Recognizing the shortage of datasets to be used
used for provenance research, we released ourPANDAcap framework
(Chapter 6). Moreover, using PANDAcap, we captured and released
a dataset of recordings from a PANDA-based SSH honeypot. The
dataset can be used for future research on applying provenance-based
techniques to improve the understanding of of tools and incentives
behind brute-force attacks against SSH hosts.

Open-source software contributions. All the tools we have developed
as part of this thesis exceptNewton (presented in Chapter 7) have been
released as open-source software. Themost significant of these in terms
of value provided to other researchers are the following:

1. Our DataTracker tool (presented in Chapter 2) was used as the
basis of VUzzer [Raw+17], a novel application-aware evolutionary
fuzzer.

2. Several contributions were made to the PANDA [Dol+14; Dol+15]
reverse engineering framework and its plugin ecosystem. Perhaps
the most commonly used is the introspection plugin for Linux,
which was developed as part of PROV-Tracer, presented in
Chapter 4.

3. ThePANDAcapframework lowers the bar for automating creation
of PANDA datasets. It is presented in Chapter 6.
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2 High-Fidelity Black-Box Provenance
Tracking

Knowing the provenance of a data item helps in ascertaining its
trustworthiness. Various approaches have been proposed to track or
infer data provenance. However, these approaches either treat an
executing program as a black-box, limiting the fidelity of the captured
provenance, or require developers to modify the program to make
it provenance-aware. In this paper, we introduce DataTracker, a
new approach to capturing data provenance based on taint tracking,
a technique widely used in the security and reverse engineering
fields. Our system is able to identify data provenance relations
through dynamic instrumentation of unmodified binaries, without
requiring access to, or knowledge of, their source code. Hence, we can
track provenance for a variety of well-known applications. Because
DataTracker looks inside the executing program, it captures high-
fidelity and accurate data provenance.

2.1 Introduction

Provenance is a “record that describes the people, institutions, entities,
and activities involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece
of data or a thing” [W3C13c]. This record can be analyzed to understand
if data was produced according to regulations, understand the decision
making procedure behind the generation of data, used in debugging
complex scientific programs, or used tomake trust calculations [MG13].

Chapter originally published as: Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Paul Groth and Herbert
Bos. ‘Looking Inside the Black-Box: Capturing Data Provenance using Dynamic
Instrumentation’. In: Proceedings of the 5th International Provenance and Annotation
Workshop. IPAW’14 (Cologne, Germany, 9th–13th June 2014). June 2014. DOI: 10.
1007/978-3-319-16462-5_12

9
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Given the need for an explicit record to analyze, the community has
studied a variety of ways to record or capture data provenance ranging
from modifying applications, to explicitly recording provenance, to
reconstructing provenance from the computational environment. In
designing a provenance capture system, one must make a trade-off
between the fidelity of the captured provenance (i.e. how accurate
the provenance is) and the effort on the part of application developers
and/or users to make a system provenance-aware.

In this work, we introduce DataTracker, a new system for
capturing provenance that practically eliminates the effort of making
an application provenance-aware while still producing high-fidelity
provenance. Analogous to high-fidelity sound, we use this term to
refer to provenance informationwithminimal amounts of noise (false-
positives) and distortion (misrepresentation of existing relations).
DataTracker offers both these qualities as it a) eliminates a large
number of false-positives by tracking how data are actually used,
and b) is able to capture provenance at the byte-level. Our system
is based on dynamic taint analysis (DTA), a method popular with the
security research community, allowing our system to leverage already
available infrastructure. It can trackdataprovenance for awide-variety
of unmodified binaries ranging from small command line utilities to
full-fledged editors like vim. Moreover, unlike other systems that can
be used to capture high fidelity provenance, DataTracker does not
require prior knowledge of the application semantics. Concretely, the
contributions of this paper are:

1. A system,DataTracker1, to transparently capture data provenance
of unmodified binaries based on DTA.

2. An evaluation of the system that shows high-fidelity provenance
capture on small inspectable programs.

3. Case studies of provenance capture for well-known applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses

previous work on capturing provenance and introduces dynamic
binary instrumentation and taint analysis, the techniques we use to
implement DataTracker. In Section 2.3 we present the architecture
of our system and detail its implementation. Next, in Section 2.4 we
evaluate the provenance produced by it. We use both simple programs
that address cases that are not adequately handled by the state of the
art, as well as real applications. Finally, in Section 2.5 we discuss some
of the aspects ofDataTracker, highlighting possible follow-up work.

2.2 Background and related work

1The source code of DataTracker is available on: http://github.com/m000/
dtracker

http://github.com/m000/dtracker
http://github.com/m000/dtracker
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2.2.1 Capturing provenance

Provenance has been widely studied in the database [CCT09], distrib-
uted systems [SPG08] and e-science communities [DF08]. For a compre-
hensive overview of the field, we refer the reader to Moreau [Mor10].
Furthermore, Cheney et al. and Simmhan et al. provide specialized re-
views for databases and e-science respectively [CCT09; SPG05a]. Here,
we focus on systems for provenance capture.

We classify provenance capture approaches on a spectrum in
terms of how much intervention they require in order to make
an application provenance-aware. By intervention, we mean the
modifications of a program or computational environment to capture
provenance. Typically, the more intervention required the higher
fidelity of provenance and the greater the required effort is.

At the most detailed level are systems modified to be provenance-
aware. For example, Trio DBMS [Wid09] extends a relational database
system to cope with uncertain data and provenance. Frameworks for
modifying programs to record provenance information have also been
proposed [Mil+09; MS12].

An alternative take to provenance-awareness is the use of middle-
ware to wrap applications and components. The provenance is gener-
ated by the middleware after inspection of the inputs and outputs of
the wrapped components. This approach is popular with the scientific
workflow community and includes systems such as Taverna [OGa06],
VisTrails [Fre+06], Kepler [BML08] and Wings [Kim+08]. Middleware-
based systems like Karma [SPG08] are not tied to a workflow system,
but instead tap into the communication stack to capture provenance.

It has also been proposed to capture provenance by exploiting the
mechanisms offered by the operating system to trace the activities of
programs. Such systems include TREC [VA98], ES3 [FMS08] and the
work of Gessiou et al. [Ges+12]. All these systems operate in user-space
and don’t require special privileges. A slightly different approach is
taken by PASS [Hol+08], which has been implemented as a Linux kernel
extension. From this vantage point, PASS is able to capture provenance
from multiple processes at once. The fidelity of the provenance
captured by these systems is comparable, as they all retrieve and use
similar information (albeit using differentmechanisms) and all of them
treat traced programs as black boxes without tracking how data are
actually processed. We consider our system to be an extension of
these approaches to support higher fidelity provenance. From them,
DataTracker is mostly related to Gessiou’s et al. system, in the sense
that both use dynamic binary instrumentation.

Finally, newer work [Mag12; Nie+12] does not use a-priori instru-
mentation but attempts to reconstruct provenance directly from data.
Without primary access to the actual provenance, this approach will
always suffer from lower fidelity.
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2.2.2 Dynamic Instrumentation and Taint Analysis
Dynamic Instrumentation. DataTrackerappliesDynamic Instrument-
ation on the executing programs using the Intel Pin [Luk+05] frame-
work. Pin allows monitoring and interacting with an executing pro-
gram using a rich API and provides the base platform for the imple-
mentation of Dynamic Taint Analysis (discussed next). We picked Pin
over similar Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) tools [NS07; Bru04]
because it is considered the easiest to work with while providing high
performancewithout theneed formuchmanual tinkering. Instrument-
ation techniques which require modification or recompilation of the
instrumented programs [SE94; LA04] were precluded.

Dynamic Taint Analysis. Pioneered by Denning in the 70s [DD77],
the idea of tracking the flow of data though a program is all but
new. The technique has remained relevant through the years and
has been implemented on different levels, ranging from source code
[ME06], to interpreters2, to full emulators [CC04; BSB11]. Its most
commonapplications are in the field of security and intrusion detection
[Cos+08; BSB11]. However, until now, it hasn’t been used for capturing
provenance.

When data flow tracking is applied at runtime, it is generally called
Dynamic FlowTracking or, equivalently,Dynamic Taint Analysis (DTA).
The term taint refers to the metadata associated with each tracked
piece of data. A short and concise definition of DTA has been given by
Kemerlis et al. [Kem+12] as: “the process of accurately tracking the flow
of selected data throughout the execution of a program or system”. The
four elements that are define a DTA implementation are: a) the taint
type, which encapsulates the semantics tracked for each piece of data;
b) the taint sources, i.e. locations where new taint marks are applied;
c) the taint sinks, i.e. locations where the propagated taint marks are
checked or logged; d) a set of propagation policies that define how that
taint marks are handled during program execution.

Given the effectiveness of DTA, recently much research has been
done on reusable DTA frameworks. This was largely made possible
by the evolution of dynamic binary instrumentation platforms (see
above). Dytan [CLO07] uses the Intel Pin [Luk+05] DBI framework and
providesmuch flexibility for configuring taint sources and propagation
policies. Further, it offers limited support for implicit data flows (see
Section 2.5). DTA++ [Kan+11] focuses on the efficient handling of such
implicit flows in benign programs.

A more recent effort (also based on Intel Pin) which emphasizes
on performance is libdft [Kem+12]. To achieve superior performance,
libdft consciously sacrifices some flexibility by supporting only bit or
byte sized taintmarks and omitting any support for implicit data flows.

2E.g. Perl taint mode: http://perldoc.perl.org/perlsec.html#Taint-mode

http://perldoc.perl.org/perlsec.html#Taint-mode
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DataTracker is based on libdft, however we opted to use a modified
version which adds support for arbitrary taint marks.

2.3 System

The architecture ofDataTracker is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The colored
blocks represent additional components which are required for cap-
turing provenance information in PROV format from unmodified ap-
plications. The darker blocks are those specifically developed forData-
Tracker. Due to Pin’s architecture, application and instrumentation
code appear as a single process to the OS and share the same address
space. This means that instrumentation code has access to all of the
application data and can seamlessly intercept system-calls made by the
application.

Linux Kernel

file A

file B

dtracker

libdft

C++ STL

Pin VM

Pin Instrumentation API

Code
Cache

Syscall/Event Dispatcher

Raw Provenance
Information

PROV file
(Turtle RDF)

Raw to PROV
Converter

Application
Image

Application
Process

Figure 2.1: Architecture ofDataTracker.

2.3.1 Modifications to libdft

A fundamental requirement ofDataTracker is the ability to use richer
taint marks than those offered by the original libdft. Libdft has
been carefully optimized with security applications in mind. For
such applications, it has been argued that byte-sized taint marks are
adequate for the current crop of security applications based on DTA
[CLO07]. So, libdft has limited the size of supported taint marks to
either 1b or 1B, which allows for optimizing the taint propagation logic
and reducing the memory requirements.

However, the requirements for DTA-based provenance applications
are quite different. In this case, the default byte-sized taint marks of
libdft just do not provide enough fidelity. In order to accommodate
for the higher fidelity we need, we opted to use a modified version of
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libdft developed at our lab3. The modified version shares much code
with the original, however the taint mark type and propagation logic
can be configured to match the application needs.

DataTrackermodels the taint marks associated with each memory
location as a set of two-tuples: {⟨ufd0:offset0⟩, ⟨ufd1:offset1⟩,…}.
Each of these tuples is 64bit long, and uniquely identifies an offset
in a file4. The first half of each tuple is a unique file descriptor
(UFD) which identifies a file during an application session. The
second half represents the offset of the data within the file mapped to
the UFD. Unlike file descriptors provided by the OS, UFDs increase
monotonically and are not recycled after closing a file. Thus, they
enable us to tell apart data which outlive the file descriptor they were
read from. UFDs are only used internally and are resolved back to
filenames during the conversion to PROV.

2.3.2 The DataTracker Pin tool and converter

The core of DataTracker is the dtracker Pin tool. It implements the
following functionality: a) identifying when taint should be applied;
b) properly setting taint marks on data; c) logging raw provenance
information.

Identification of data to taint. When an instrumented program
accesses a file for the first time, dtracker intercepts the open() system
call and invokes its UFD mapper sub-component. The mapper will
checkwhether the file descriptor returned by open() should bewatched
for input/output operations, in order to respectively assign/log taint
marks. This check is necessary in order to avoid applying taint on
data that are either of no interest or highly unlikely to end-up in the
applicationoutput. Examples of suchfiles are shared libraries, UI icons,
etc. Themapper includes heuristics to identify such files. If themapper
determines that the file descriptor should be watched, it will create a
new UFD mapping for it. Additionally, it will check whether the file
was created as a result of the system call and if it has been opened for
writing. This information is logged and used to avoid generating false
prov:wasGeneratedBy records.

Applying taint marks. The majority of applications read data from
external sources using read() and mmap2() system calls. The return
values and arguments of these calls are intercepted by DataTracker
and, if the file descriptor used is watched, taint marks are set on the
memory locations where the data were read into. For instance, after
a system call read(fd, buf, size) which returns n, DataTracker will

3Source code available on: https://github.com/vusec/libdft/
4For simplicity, we prefer the term “file” over the more accurate “file-like resource”.

https://github.com/vusec/libdft/
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assign taint marks as: tags[buf+i] ← ⟨ufd[fd]:offset+i⟩, ∀i ∈ [0, n).
The handling of mmap2() is similar. The required offset to create the
taint mark is acquired by querying the operating system using the
lseek() system call. For file descriptors where this is not supported
(e.g. pseudo-terminal devices),DataTracker keeps track of the current
read/write offsets internally. After the taint marks have been set, their
propagation during program execution is handled by libdft.

Raw provenance logging and aggregation. While some pieces of raw
provenance are logged by the instrumentation code attached to open(),
the bulk of logging happens when write() and munmap() are called. A
naive approach for this logging would be to just loop through written
buffer and log one entry per tainted memory location. This strategy
would easily result in very large log files. Logging large amount of data
to diskwould also slow-down the execution of the application. To avoid
these issues and and produce more compact and meaningful output,
dtracker includes a simple aggregator for the logged taintmarkswhich
condenses logged information into two types of taint ranges: a) Sequence
ranges (Figure 2.2a), which occur when the same same sequence of
consecutive taint marks appears both in the input and the output;
b) Repetition ranges (Figure 2.2b), which occur when consecutive
output bytes are all marked with the same taint mark. From the
supported ranges the most common is the first, which naturally occurs
whenever data are moved or copied by the application.

input

output

(a) Sequence range.

input

output

(b) Repetition range.

Figure 2.2: DataTracker taint-range aggregation.

Raw output to PROV converter. In order to be able to use existing tools
to further process the produced provenance, DataTracker provides a
converter from its own raw format to PROV-O, the RDF serialization of
PROV. While the bulk of the conversions are simple transformations,
the converter script also needs tomaintain some internal state, in order
to avoid producing false-positives in some specific cases (e.g. false
prov:wasGeneratedBy triples).
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2.4 Evaluation

We carry out a two part evaluation. In the first part, we examine simple
baseline programs with transparent and inspectable functionality. The
goal is to demonstrate specific caseswhere our system is able to improve
on the quality of produced provenance and produce less false-positives
than existing approaches. In the second part, we focus on well-know
applications and show howDataTracker can be used to extract useful
provenance information from them without requiring modifications.
We use the diagrammatic convention of PROV5. We have also been able
to run bigger applications like AbiWord withDataTracker. However,
in this introductory paper we will focus on simpler, more tractable
programs.

2.4.1 Baseline experiments

Lorem Ipsum. In this experiment, we use sgrep, a simplified version
of the standard grep unix utility. It finds lines containing the word
𝑤 specified as its first argument inside the files specified by the rest
of the arguments. The search is case-insensitive and the found lines
are printed to the standard output. Its functionality is illustrated as
pseudocode in Figure 2.3a. We use sgrep to find the lines containing
word “dolor” in a file containing the standard Lorem Ipsum6 passage.
The standard output is redirected to file out.txt.

This test demonstrates thatDataTracker is able to produce the same
provenance graph as those of techniques like [Hol+08; FMS08; Ges+12].
In Figure 2.3b we can see that DataTracker correctly produces the
expected usage and derivation edges. Our system also produces byte
level provenance information, which has been omitted from the graph
for saving space.

Aesop’s Fables. Here, the sgrep utility is again used. This time, we are
looking to find lines containing the word “lion” in four files containing
Aesop fables. Only two of the four fables actually involve a lion.

We can see in Figure 2.3c thatDataTracker correctly identifies that
the output contains lines (and therefore was derived) from only two
out of the four input files. This is an improvement over systems
like [Hol+08; FMS08; Ges+12], which would have also produced
false derivation edges for the remaining two files. The reason that
DataTracker is able to eliminate these false positives, is that it goes
beyond simply tracking how the instrumented program exchanges
data with its environment. It actually looks inside the program, a

5http://www.w3.org/2011/prov/wiki/Diagrams
6A common placeholder text which has been used by typesetters since the 1500s.

http://www.w3.org/2011/prov/wiki/Diagrams
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provenance black box until now, and determineswhich of the exchanged
data have been used and where.

w← argv[1].lower();
for i← 2 to argc-1 do

f← open(argv[i]);
for ln in f.lines() do

if w in ln.lower() then
print(ln);

end
end

end

(a) sgrep pseudocode.

sgrep

lorem.txt

use

out.txt

gen
der

(b) Lorem Ipsum provenance graph.

sgrep

fab3.txt

use

fab2.txt

use

fab4.txt

use

fab1.txt

use

out.txt

gen
der

der

(c) Aesop’s Fables provenance graph.

Figure 2.3: sgrep pseudocode and provenance graphs.

TRicky. For this experiment, we use a utility called tricky which
purportedly scans the input file for urls, and writes them to the
specified output file. However, it seems that we’ve been tricked! In
reality, the program always prints the same url regardless of the input
it reads, as shown in Figure 2.4a.

We ran trickywith a call for papers as input that happens to include
the exact same string that tricky has hardcoded. DataTracker was
able to correctly identify that tricky generated the output file but its
contents actually have nothing to do with the input file (Figure 2.4b).
Similarly with the previous example, systems that only trace the
operations performed by the instrumented program but not the data
used would have been tricked into producing a false derivation edge.
But in this case, systems that infer provenance by applying content-
based heuristics [Nie+12] would have also been tricked.

Shout it out loud. In this final baseline experiment, we use a utility
called upcase. This program opens the files specified as arguments and
produces one output file for each of themwith its contents in uppercase,
thus “shouting”. The pseudocode of upcase is shown in Figure 2.5a.
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f← open(argv[1]);
g← open(argv[2]);
dummy← f.readline();
g.write(”http://bit.ly/ipaw2014”);

(a) tricky pseudocode.

tricky

cfp.txt

use

out.txt

gen

(b) TRicky provenance graph.

Figure 2.4: tricky pseudocode and provenance graph.

This experiment is simply a verification thatDataTracker is able to
identify the correct derivation edges in the case of multiple inputs and
outputs. The generated graph is depicted in Figure 2.5b. For upcase and
𝑁 input files, other systems would have produced a graph with 𝑁 ×𝑁
edges. Such a result is too vague to be of practical use. With the use of
heuristics, the quality of this result could be improved. However, with
DataTrackerwe don’t have to resort to heuristics that may fail in other
cases.

2.4.2 Case studies
In this sectionwewill present theprovenanceproducedbyDataTracker
when instrumenting two well-known applications: vim editor and
Python.

Vim editor. We used vim to run the following editing scenario,
illustrated in Figure 2.6a:

1. Open empty.txt with vim.
2. Read world.txt, cruel.txt, and hello.txt into the buffer.
3. Move contents of hello.txt to the top of the buffer.
4. Remove contents of cruel.txt from the buffer.
5. Type the word “cool” in the buffer.
6. Write the buffer to out.txt and quit.

The produced provenance graph can is shown in Figure 2.6b. We can
see that the produced graph is much denser than the ones produced by
the baseline programs of subsection 2.4.1. This is because vim opens
numerous supporting files. We can see that DataTracker correctly
didn’t produce an out.txt

𝑑𝑒𝑟←−− cruel.txt edge, as the contents of cruel.txt

were removed in step 3 of the scenario. It also didn’t produce an
out.txt

𝑑𝑒𝑟←−− .empty.txt.swp edge, even though the contents of out.txt were
temporarily stored in .empty.txt.swp during the session.

http://bit.ly/ipaw2014
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for i← 1 to argc-1 do
f← open(argv[i]);
f′ ← open(argv[i]+”.up”);
while (c← f.getc())≠ EOF

do
if ’a’≤ c≤’z’ then

f′.putc(c +’Z’−
’z’);

else
f′.putc(c);

end
end

end
(a) upcase pseudocode.

upcase

fab2.txt

use

fab1.txt

use

fab2.txt.up
gen

der

fab1.txt.up

gen
der

(b) Shout it out loud provenance graph.

Figure 2.5: upcase pseudocode and provenance graph.

Additionally, our system was able to capture provenance attributed
to user input. The node labeled “0” in the graph corresponds to
the pseudo-terminal device which is used by the program. We can
see that DataTracker correctly produced derivation edges out.txt

𝑑𝑒𝑟←−− 0

and 0
𝑑𝑒𝑟←−− 0 for it: the former represents the word “cool” we typed,

while the latter denotes that whatever we typed was also displayed on
the pseudo-terminal. Capturing the user input has remained largely
unaddressed by previous work (e.g. [VA98]). Not only canDataTracker
trace provenance back to user’s input, but it can also pinpoint which
parts of the output were contributed by the user.

Python scripts. We used DataTracker to capture the provenance
produced by some simple Python scripts in order to test how it
performswith interpreted languages. Due to limited space,wewill only
briefly present our findings. DataTrackerwas able to produce correct
provenance graphs on the file granularity. However, the provenance of
some byte ranges was not captured correctly. This can be attributed to
implicit flows, discussed in Section 2.5.

2.5 Discussion

The use of DTA allows for tracking of high-fidelity provenance.
Following, we discuss some shortcomings of this technique as well as
avenues for future work.

Capturing implicit provenance. A notable deficiency of DTA is that it
cannot easily track implicit information flows. An implicit information
flow between variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 occurs when the value of 𝑦 is set from a
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variable/constant 𝑧 but the execution of the assignment is determined
by the value of 𝑥. This matches cases like conditional assignments
(e.g. if (x) then y=0; else y=1;) or assignment through lookup tables
(e.g. int v[] = {1, 2, 3}; y = v[x];). In DTA implementations like
libdft [Kem+12], where taint marks propagate only through operations
directly involving a tainted location, these cases will not result in
propagation of taint from x to y. This problem had already been noted
by Denning [DD77] in her seminal work. The provenance relations that
occur as a result of implicit flows are called implicit provenance.

Attempting to track implicit flows may result in over-tainting
and a high number of false-positive, especially when using DTA to
analyze malware [SB09]. For tracking taint through implicit flows
in benign programs, Kang et al. propose DTA++ [Kan+11]. Their
approach uses an offline analysis phase to identify locations where
implicit flows occur and cause loss of taint. This is consistent with
Cavallaro’s observations [CSS08]. However, when using DTA to capture
provenance we can safely assume that our programs are benign. So, in
principle, techniques like DTA++ could be retrofitted toDataTracker to
improve its recall on the retrieved implicit provenance relations.

Performance. While performance is acceptable on most command-
line programs, issues do exist. E.g. the use of large taint marks may
result in increased memory usage. The extent of this effect depends
on how much tainted data are used at once. It can be alleviated by
attaching to the application after its launch, reducing the amount of
un-needed taint applied. We plan to quantitatively study this effect
and investigate optimizations to lessen it. Another issue is that DTA
is particularly slow when instrumenting interpreted programs (see
subsection 2.4.2). This is because it treats interpreted programs as data
and applies taint to them. Investigation of possible solutions to this
problem is an area of future work.

2.6 Conclusions

We have presentedDataTracker, a novel system for capturing proven-
ance from unmodified binaries based on Dynamic Taint Analysis and
implemented using Dynamic Instrumentation. DataTracker advances
the state of the art bynot treating executingprograms as black-boxes, in-
ferring provenance by how they interact with their environment, but
instead dynamically tracking the flow of data through their internals,
capturing high-fidelity provenance along the way. We have shown that
DataTracker is able to generateaccurate provenance in caseswhere state-
of-the-art techniques would have produced false-positives. It is also
capable of capturing user interaction provenance and generating high-
fidelity provenance for individual byte ranges within files.
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3 The Cost of High-Fidelity Provenance
Tracking

Automatic provenance capture from arbitrary applications is a
challenging problem. To tackle this proble, different approaches
have been developed, most notably a. system-event trace analysis,
b. compile-time static instrumentation, and c. taint flow analysis
using dynamic binary instrumentation. Each of these approaches
offers different trade-offs in terms of the granularity of captured
provenance, integration requirements, and runtime overhead. While
these aspects have been discussed separately, a systematic and detailed
study, quantifying and elucidating them, is still lacking. To fill this gap,
webegin to explore these trade-offs for representative examples of these
approaches to automatic provenance capture, by means of evaluation
and measurement. We base our evaluation on UnixBench—a popular
benchmark suite within systems research. We believe this approach
will make our results easier to compare with future studies.

3.1 Introduction

Automated provenance capture systems1 which collect provenance
information with minimal or no modification of applications are
important solutions for tracking and exposing provenance [Bra+06].
Mainly, they reduce the need for software to be re-engineered
specifically for provenance. Additionally, they can capture more
complete provenance as instrumentation can be done both broadly

Chapter originally published as: Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Hasanat Kazmi, Hashim
Sharif, Remco Vermeulen, Ashish Gehani, Herbert Bos and Paul Groth. ‘Trade-offs in
Automatic Provenance Capture’. In: Proceedings of the 6th International Provenance and
Annotation Workshop. IPAW’16 (McLean, VA, USA, 7th–8th June 2016). June 2016. DOI:
10.1007/978-3-319-40593-3_3

1These are sometimes termed OS level provenance systems.
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(e.g., across every application) and deeply (e.g., within the application
itself). Automated provenance capture is complementary to disclosed
provenance systems such as workflow management systems, version
control systems, or databases, which require active engineering of the
software to enable them to capture provenance [Bra+06].

There are number of different methods for automated provenance
collectionwith varying trade-offs in requirements (e.g., the availability
of source code), impact on application performance, granularity of
provenance collected, and level of instrumentation required. The
aim of this paper is to investigate these trade-offs. In particular,
we compare three representative automatic provenance collection
methods: a. system-event trace analysis, b. compile-time static
instrumentation, and c. dynamic binary instrumentation. To perform
this comparison, we use the implementation of thesemethods for SRI’s
open source SPADEv2 [GT12] provenance middleware.

Our analysis is based on UnixBench [SL+11], a widely used
benchmark suite. We are aware that UnixBench emphasizes on
performance of system calls and is not meant as a comprehensive
performance benchmark. However, we believe that the results
produced by it are still relevant for the evaluation of automatic
provenance collection: Most such systems [Hol+08; FMS08; Poh+12;
Bat+15] tap (one way or another) into information derived from system
calls. This is also true for the three systems we study (see Section 3.3).
For this, supplemented with knowledge of specific features and
requirements of a workload, the results produced by UnixBench can
be used as input to decide on the suitability of a particular provenance
collection method or system.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to comparatively
benchmark provenance systems using a common systems benchmark.
The need for exactly such benchmarks in provenance systems has
been highlighted by the ProvBench series of workshops2. We discuss
further steps towards the standardization of provenance benchmarks
in Section 3.6. Standardized benchmarks are essential to provide a
baseline for comparing iterations of theThe contributions of this paper
are as follows:

• A systematic comparison of three automated provenance capture
systems using the UnixBench benchmark suite.

• An examination of the trade-offswhen using these threemethods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, we begin with a
description of the evaluation platform and the three systems used.
Experimental results are then presented. This is followed with a
discussion of those results and their implications. Finally, we present
future work and conclude.

2https://sites.google.com/site/provbench/

https://sites.google.com/site/provbench/
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3.2 Evaluation Platform

In this section, we discuss the framework we use for the evaluation,
as well as some implementation details for the three fundamentally
different methods of automated provenance capture we study.

3.2.1 SPADE

The SPADEv2 [GT12] provenance middleware aims to track the proven-
ance of data that arises frommultiple sources, possibly distributed over
the wide area, and at varied levels of abstraction. Our choice of the
SPADEv2middlewarewasmotivated by a number of factors. First, it has
a modular design, allowing most of its provenance filtering, storage,
and query infrastructure to be used regardless of the instrumentation
approach. Second, the distribution includes a number of reportermod-
ules, each of which can be used to collect provenance using a different
methodology. As a result, we can easily plug the different methods of
instrumentation for our comparison while benefiting from SPADEv2’s
infrastructures. Third, the system supports storage of provenance in
a number of data formats, including queryable ones such as the Neo4j
graph database and the H2 (or any JDBC-compliant) SQL database. Fi-
nally, the SPADEv2 platform can be configured andmanagedwith a con-
trol utility. This allows an analysis to be repeatably executed (in order
to measure behavior over multiple runs).

It is worth noting that the results of collecting provenance from the
same program on different operating systems may differ substantially
in runtime and storage overhead. Our comparisons have all been
performed on Linux (see also subsection 3.2.3).

3.2.2 Provenance Collection Methods and Reporters

In our experiments, we used implementations of three representative
methods for automatic (i.e., non-disclosed) provenance capture:
a. system-event trace analysis, b. compile-time static instrumentation,
and c. instruction-level dynamic instrumentation. An overview of the
properties of these methods is presented in Table 3.1. We now present
the details of the specific SPADEv2 reporters we used that implement
these methods. It is important to emphasize that the implementations
of the threemethods used in this evaluation are not necessarily the best
or the fastest, but they serve as representative examples. For instance, it
may be that a highly optimized taint analysis solution improves the per-
formance of instruction-level dynamic instrumentation significantly,
but the performance gapwith compile-time solutionswouldmost likely
remain.
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Table 3.1: Overview of provenance collection methods properties.

system call analysis static, compile-time
instrumentation

dynamic,
instruction-level
instrumentation

integration effort easy medium easy

prov. granularity3 file-level function-level byte-level

analysis scope process and children process,
no dynamic libraries process and children

false positives many depends on
configured scope

negligible, tracks use
of individual bytes

execution
overhead

depends on the size
of program I/O

depends on the
number of function

calls

high, depends on the
taint tag type used

Reporter strace reporter LLVMTrace DataTracker

System-Event Trace – Strace Reporter

This first method for collecting data provenance treats the monitored
program as a black box. Bywatching its interactionswith the operating
system, themethod infers the set of artifacts that the programuses and
generates.

The implementation we use monitors such interactions using the
strace tool, which is available for Linux and Android. strace uses the
ptrace facility available in Unix-like operating systems to learn which
system calls (along with their arguments) are made by the program
being monitored for provenance collection.

While tapping on strace simplifies the implementation of the
reporter, it comes at a high cost because strace pauses the process
twice for each system call. In order to avoid unnecessary overhead,
strace reporter configuresstrace so that only the subset of systemcalls
related to data flow are traced. Even after that performancemay still be
degraded for system-call heavy workloads.

The output of strace is parsed to generate appropriate Open
Provenance Model (OPM) [Mor+11] provenance elements.4 Doing so
imposes an additional overhead, compared to an implementation
building directly upon the ptrace facility. The particular OPM
elements generated are: a. Process elements for the operating system
analog, b. Artifact elements for the files read or written, c. Used
or WasGeneratedBy edges (depending on the use of the files), and
d. WasTriggeredBy edges when one process creates another.

3We use concrete rather than relative terms to describe the granularity of provenance.
This is because in different application domains, a relative term (e.g. “fine-grained”) may
refer to different granularities.

4OPM can then be easily converted to the W3C PROV recommendation [W3C13e].
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Compile-time Solutions – LLVMTrace

Thesecond approach for provenance capture is to instrument programs
at compile time. Since a compilation of the application is required
to enable provenance collection, compile-time solutions come closest
to disclosed provenance capture techniques. However, no manual
adaptation of the software is required.

Here, we use LLVMTrace as our representative implementation. It
tracks intra-program data flows, providing a more precise dependency
analysis. LLVMTrace utilizes the LLVM framework [LA04] to automat-
ically add provenance instrumentation to applications at compile-time,
using a custom compiler optimization pass [TAG12]. The instrument-
ation is added at the entry and exit of each function call and logs its
name, arguments, return value, and the thread that invoked it. Thus,
LLVMTrace enables us to record the trace of function calls that occur
during program execution. While this analysis obviously does not ex-
tend to dynamic libraries (see analysis scope in Table 3.1), compile-time
library interposition is used to intercept and log calls to libc functions.

The produced logs are parsed in order to produce OPM provenance
elements: a. Process elements are generated for each function call,
b. Artifact elements are used to represent the function call arguments
and return value, c. Used edges are used to associate a function with its
argument, and d. WasGeneratedBy edges are used for return values.

Thread-specific attributes are added to each provenance element,
in order to to separate recorded activity from different threads
into individual paths in the resulting provenance graph. The
transformation from the function call trace to the provenance
representation only captures direct data flows. Other types of
information flow (e.g. use of shared buffers) are not captured.

Dynamic Instruction-Level Solution – DataTracker

DataTracker [Sta+14] is a tool that captures provenance using Dynamic
Taint Analysis (DTA). The analysis is applied as Dynamic Binary
Instrumentation (DBI) using the Intel Pin [Luk+05] and libdft [Kem+12]
frameworks. DataTracker adds instrumentation which determines
how the application uses the data as it executes. This allows
the tool to strongly reduce the number of false positives in the
captured provenance compared tomethods based on heuristics—albeit
at a high cost. Like system-events based solutions, DBI has the
benefit that provenance can be collected directly from unmodified
binaries, without requiring development effort to make applications
provenance-aware.

The type of taint metadata used byDataTracker is configurable. In
[Sta+14], sets of <file descriptor, offset> pairs are used for tracking
the provenance of each memory location. In this work, we instead
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opted to use bitsets—where each bit represents a file descriptor. We
made this change because the implementation of std::set in libstdc++

proved very inefficient in practice. The research of data structures that
will enable DTA to track each input byte individually, while offering
reasonable performance, is an open problem.

We used SPADEv2’s Domain-Specific Language Reporter [GT12] (DSL
reporter) to integrate DataTracker with SPADEv2. DSL reporter is
middleware to allow the quick integration of new provenance sources
with the SPADEv2 kernel. A converter transforms DataTracker’s
intermediate provenance representation to the OPM-based [Mor+11]
language of DSL-reporter. The following OPM provenance elements
are produced: a. Process elements are generated for each tracked
OS process, b. Artifact elements are used to represent files and
byte ranges5, c. Used edges are used to associate input artifacts with
processes, and d. WasGeneratedBy, WasDerivedFrom edges are used to
associate output byte ranges with processes and input artifacts.

Program
Source LLVMTrace

Instrumented
Binary

Program

LLVM
Reporter

Binary
Program

Strace
Strace

Reporter

Data
Tracker

DSL
Reporter

SPADE
Kernel

Graphviz
Storage

Figure 3.1: Provenance collection workflow for the three SPADEv2 reporters.

The integration of the three reporters results in the provenance
collection workflow illustrated in Figure 3.1. As we are not interested
in querying the capture provenance, we used the Graphviz storage
backend of SPADEv2. An advantage of this choice is that it makes
it easy to extend this work by adding results for the volume of
collected provenance. Such information is readily available directly
from Graphviz.

3.2.3 Hardware and OS

We ran our experiments on a machine featuring Intel Xeon E5-2630
CPU, with 6 cores clocked at 2.30GHz. The machine was configured
with 1GB DDR3 memory module and a SSD storage module with
40GB capacity. We used 32 bit Ubuntu Linux 14.04.3 LTS to run
our experiments. We used GCC 4.8.4 and LLVM 3.6.0 to compile
UnixBench. GCCwas used for strace reporter andDataTracker. LLVM
was used for LLVMTrace.

5Byte ranges have a memberof: field pointing back to the file they come from.
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3.3 Experimental Results

For our experiments, we use the UnixBench [SL+11] benchmark suite.
UnixBench was originally developed in 1983 at Monash University.
It was adopted and popularized by Byte magazine in the 1990’s and
updated and revised by many people over the years. It still remains
a popular general-purpose benchmark suite for the evaluation of the
overall performance of Unix-like systems.

UnixBench is comprised of multiple parts that measure different
aspects of a system’s performance. Itsmain focus is to test howa system
performs in basic operations such as file I/O, IPC, process creation, and
system call invocation. Such operations are often tapped to extract
provenance information [Hol+08; FMS08; Poh+12; Bat+15], and thus are
relevant to capturing provenance. This is also the case for the three
SPADEv2 provenance reporters we study: a. strace reporter produces
provenance solely by analyzing system calls, b. LLVMTrace traces
the wrapper functions of the system calls, and finally c. DataTracker
introduces taint when data are read, and logs provenance on writes.

We ran UnixBench first without any provenance reporter running
(baseline) and then once for each of the three provenance collectors we
study. The performance results can be seen in Table 3.2. Moreover,
Figure 3.2 shows the slowdown imposed by each reporter, compared
to the baseline performance. In our study, we had to skip the
Dhrystone (string handling performance) and Whetstone (floating
point performance) tests of UnixBench. The former was skipped
because of problems running it with LLVMTrace. The latter test would
be of little interest, as all three of the studied reporters do not focus on
floating point computation. The list of the performed UnixBench tests
and a description of what they measure are as follows:

1. execl-xput: How fast the current process image can be replaced
with a new one, as a result of an execve system call.

2. fcopy-256, fcopy-1024, fcopy-4096: Speed of a file-to-file copy
using different buffer sizes.

3. pipe-xput, pipe-cs: Speed of communication over pipes. In the
first test, the read and writes on the pipe happen from a single
process. In the second test a second process is spawned, so the
communication also includes a context switch between the two.

4. spawn-xput: A simple fork-wait loop to measure how much time
is needed to create and then destroy a process.

5. shell-1, shell-8: Execution speed for the processing of a data
file. The processing is implemented using common unix utilities,
executed through a wrapper a shell script. The two tests differ in
the number of concurrently executing scripts.

6. syscall: System call overhead. The test uses getpid to measure
this. The specific system call is chosen because it requiresminimal
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Table 3.2: Performance and Index scores for UnixBench tests. Units for ops are
as following: a. KBps for the fcopy-* tests, b. loops per minute for the shell-*
tests, c. loops per second for the rest of the tests.

Test baseline strace LLVMTrace DataTracker

ops index ops index ops index ops index

execl-xput 2285.5 531.5 668 155.4 1816.8 422.5 0.8 0.2
fcopy-256 120115.1 725.8 3303.5 20 91354.1 552 3624.7 21.9
fcopy-1024 352158.3 889.3 13133.3 33.2 397054.4 1002.7 7737.1 19.5
fcopy-4096 885101 1526 50492 87.1 954774 1646.2 11025.7 19
pipe-xput 813880.7 654.2 13745.5 11 711530.6 572 27658.9 22.2
pipe-cs 132217.1 330.5 6537.8 16.3 105752.7 264.4 11083.3 27.7
spawn-xput 7525.9 597.3 3229.9 256.3 1.4 0.1 12.2 1
shell-1 3816.4 900.1 1219.8 287.7 2291.3 540.4 2.6 0.6
shell-8 491.1 818.5 166.2 277.1 480.6 801 0.3 0.6
syscall 1140408.8 760.3 8388.9 5.6 695653 463.8 17921.7 11.6

Index Score 720.8 53.3 257.8 4.6

in-kernel processing, so its main overhead comes from the switch
between kernel and user mode.

3.4 Discussion of Experimental Results

In Table 3.1, we presented the overall features of three representative
provenance collection methods. After evaluating their performance
with UnixBench, we can draw conclusions with regard to the
performance trade-offs involved when choosing which provenance
method to use.

3.4.1 Integration Effort

The integration effort for using each of the reporters is associated
with the changes required for a. the tracked programs themselves,
and b. the platform where the programs run on. There seems
to be a correlation between the integration effort required and the
runtime overhead of provenance collection. From the studied reports,
LLVMTrace requires the most integration effort because each tracked
program has to be recompiled from its source. However, it also
presents the lowest runtime overhead during provenance collection.
On the other hand, strace reporter andDataTracker are the easiest to
deploy, requiring no modification to the underlying platform (Linux)
andworkingonunmodifiedbinaries. However, their runtimeoverhead
would be ranked fromhigh to prohibitive. Specifically for system-event
tracing, the overhead can easily be reduced if some integration effort is
invested tomodify the underlying platform. This is the approach taken
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Figure 3.2: Slowdown for the individual UnixBench tests.

in [Poh+12; Bat+15] which impose a very low runtime overhead (<4%).
It should be noted however that these works either exclude the store
runtime overhead from performance measurements [Poh+12], or use
in-memory databases [Bat+15] to reduce it.

3.4.2 Provenance Granularity

The UnixBench results appear to be counter-intuitive when correlated
with the granularity at which each method works. One would expect
that system call tracing, which only tracks file-level provenance, would
be the method with the lowest overhead. However, this doesn’t
appear to be the case for the implementations we study. The reason
for this are two-fold: a. UnixBench focuses on system-call stress-
testing, so a method relying on system-call analysis will suffer. b. The
strace tool was not designed with efficiency in mind. It has to
stop the program execution two times for each system call, in order
to inspect its arguments and return value. In x86 this translates
to trapping the SYSENTER, SYSEXIT instructions, a particularly
expensive operation.

Another important observation related to provenance granularity,
is that tracking such fine-grained provenancemay nullify benefits from
batching I/O.This is attested by the fcopy-* tests forDataTracker, where
we can see that there is no benefit from using a larger buffer size.
This can be explained by the fact that irrespective of the buffer size,
DataTracker has to individually update/log the metadata from all the
memory locations.
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3.4.3 False Positives

False positives are highly undesirable when collecting any type of
data. Their presence degrades the value of a dataset. Provenance is
no exception to this. However, as our measurements showed, in the
case of provenance reducing false positives to very low levels comes
at a significant runtime cost. Thus, in cases where false positives
can be tolerated or easily filtered-out later, faster methods should be
preferred.

In principle, provenance-based false positives originate from the
fact thatwe treat software components as black-boxes and try to “guess”
the provenance relations they produce. When a bad guess is made,
a false positive is generated. DTA (as implemented by DataTracker),
on the other hand, is a “track everything” attempt to see how those
software black-boxes use the data, thus eliminating the need for
guessing. In cases where the functionality of a software module is
well known, this approach is clearly overkill. Recent efforts [MZX16]
attempt to eliminate this trade-off by switching between DTA and
lightweight logging.

3.4.4 Analysis Scope

Not extending the scope of analysis to dynamic libraries, as LLVMTrace
does, may appear as a limitation at first blush. However, it turns out
that usually, this is a reasonable trade-off. This is because dynamic
libraries usually have well-known behavior, which makes it possible
to keep runtime overhead low by not tracking the internals of the
library while still producing accurate provenance. This could be
problematic however in programs that have pushed functionality into
dynamic libraries. This is a quite common design strategy for many
web-browsers. In that case, specific dynamic libraries have to also
be recompiled to include provenance instrumentation. This choice
represents a potential trade-off between the analysis scope and the ease
of integration.

Overall, we observe that when selecting a provenance system, there
are key trade-offs between the extent of instrumentation —both from
a breadth and a depth perspective— and the resulting performance.
We suggest that, when quick deployment is of importance, system
event tracing is a good choice. Depending on whether the deployment
will be permanent or not, one may choose to invest on deploying
tools like Hi-Fi [Poh+12] or LPM [Bat+15] instead of using the tool
used in our study. On the other hand, compile-time instrumentation
can combine good performance with potentially less false positives
for applications where the source code is available. The reduced false
positives is a result of tracking provenance at a finer granularity than
system events analysis. However, the effort required to properly apply
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compile-time instrumentation may become substantial for programs
that use multiple dynamic libraries. Finally, the overhead added by
DataTracker is prohibitive for time-critical applications. For this,
it is best reserved for special cases. E.g. if one is interested in
understanding the provenance produced by legacy applications (no
source code, little/no documentation), tools likeDataTrackermay help
identify properties that aremasked by tools operating on a higher level.

3.5 Related Work

Performance and overhead of provenance capture systems has been
identified as an important topic for the adoption of provenance
systems. In their provenance primer [Car+14], Carata et al. identify
two dimensions of overhead: a. temporal overhead, which is the
focus of this work, and b. spatial overhead, which is associated
with the cost of storing the captured provenance. An important
observation they make, is that the available data about performance
of provenance capture systems are not directly comparable. This calls
for the standardization of some benchmarks which can be used to have
comparable results for future systems.

In general, it seems there is more interest in the spatial aspect
of provenance overhead. Simmhan et al. [SPG05a] include only
spatial overhead as a dimension in their provenance taxonomy. The
ProvBench [PB13] effort focuses on collecting reference traces to help
assess provenance storage andquery processing time. Firth andMissier
[FM14] have proposed to synthetically create provenance graphs. Such
efforts would also help to get better understanding of provenance
collection runtime overheads.

This focus on spatial overhead could be partially explained by
the fact that for many disclosed provenance systems, the runtime
overhead is already low [Car+14]. Glavic [Gla12] observes that
provenance can be intensive both in terms of computation and required
storage. Moreover, he notes that by using DTA to capture fine-
grained provenance (similar toDataTracker), one can generate a very
large volume of provenance data from a small set of input files. So,
provenance collection can be used as a benchmark workload for Big
Data.

Finally, we note that we use only three implementations of
automatic provenance capture methods. There are many other
implementations such as PASS [Hol+08], ES3 [FMS08], OPUS [Bal+13],
Hi-Fi [Poh+12], Linux Provenance Modules [Bat+15] and PLUS [Cha+11].
Each of these systems has there own optimizations and capabilities
for provenance. However, we believe the methods described here are
broadly representative of these approaches.
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3.6 Future Work

In this work, we focus on exploring trade-offs related to the
performance of provenance capture. There are many opportunities for
future work. Here, we focus on those opportunities to do with further
benchmarking.

3.6.1 Non-performance Trade-offs
The community has shown interest in issues related to the storage
and querying of captured provenance (see Section 3.5). So we believe
that it would be interesting to include measurements about the storage
required by each provenance capturemethod. Another systems-related
aspect that would be of interest is the memory requirements of each
approach. Having low-memory requirements becomes important in
shared environments (e.g. virtualized servers or multi-purpose server
boxes).

3.6.2 Comprehensive Benchmarking
Aswehave alreadymentioned, UnixBenchputs emphasis on the system
call performance. However, in many real-life workloads system calls
account only for a fraction of the execution time. To achieve a
more comprehensive evaluation, more types of benchmarks should be
used. We initially had planned to use a subset of Coreutils6 as micro-
benchmarks to complement the results of UnixBench in this work.
Coreutils is a collection of small datamanipulationprogramswithwell-
understood behavior, which may also include substantial computation
in the user-space. However, due to to time constraints, we had to defer
their publication. Another optionwould be to use a set ofmore complex
programs as the basis for comparing provenance tools and methods.
E.g. [Poh+12] uses the compilation of the Linux kernel as a benchmark
and the Postmark mail server benchmark. In addition to that, [Bat+15]
uses the BLAST benchmark which is based on biological sequencing.
Using larger benchmark suites should also be investigated. However, it
is not necessary that all tests in a benchmark suite will be suitable for
benchmarking provenance capture. E.g. the SPEC benchmark makes
heavy use of interpreted programs.

3.6.3 Qualitative Benchmarks

Another aspect of provenance capture is the quality of the produced
provenance. In order to assess a method or tool with regard to

6GNU Coreutils: http://www.gnu.org/software/coreutils/

http://www.gnu.org/software/coreutils/
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its quality, we need an established ground truth against which we
compare. If we know the ground truth for a given set of tasks,
then we can calculate the precision/recall of each compared method
and rank them accordingly. Disclosed provenance systems could be
used to establish a ground truth for qualitative benchmarks of non-
disclosed tools and methods. Another option would be to use tools like
DataTracker which are not prone to false positives and can produce
fine-grained provenance.

3.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the performance of three methods for auto-
mated provenance capture, as implemented for the SPADEv2 proven-
ance middleware. We used UnixBench, a widely used benchmark, fo-
cusing mostly on performance of system calls. As UnixBench does not
include adequate variety ofworkloads, our presented results are clearly
not enough to fully evaluate the performance of the studied methods.
However, we believe that the trade-offs we present can still provide
some insights on the suitability of the methods for capturing proven-
ance of specific workloads. More importantly, we consider this work
as a first step for the systematic and multi-faceted performance eval-
uation of provenance capture systems. Having such information will
provide a baseline for the concrete assessment of improvements in fu-
ture provenance capture methods and systems.
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4 Decoupling Provenance Tracking
from Execution

Capturing provenance usually involves the direct observation and
instrumentation of the execution of a program or workflow. However,
this approach restricts provenance analysis to pre-determined programs
and methods. This may not pose a problem when one is interested in
the provenance of a well-defined workflow, but may limit the analysis
of unstructured processes such as interactive desktop computing. In
this paper, we present a new approach to capturing provenance based
on full execution record and replay. Our approach leverages full-
system execution trace logging and replay, which allows the complete
decoupling of analysis from the original execution. This enables
the selective analysis of the execution using progressively heavier
instrumentation.

4.1 Introduction

Akey challengewhendeveloping provenance aware systems is deciding
what provenance should be captured during the execution of that
system. Developers need to ensure that enough provenance is
captured such that future analysis will be able to be performed. If a
developer fails to foresee the need for a particular kind of provenance
to be captured (e.g. not capturing the loading of libraries), then
subsequent analysis will be difficult and would require one to attempt
to reconstruct the missing provenance [GGM12; Nie+12; FMS08].

Chapter originally published as: Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Paul Groth and Herbert
Bos. ‘Decoupling Provenance Capture and Analysis from Execution’. In: Proceedings of
the 7th USENIX Workshop on the Theory and Practice of Provenance. TaPP’15 (Edinburgh,
Scotland, 8th–9th July 2015). The USENIX Association, July 2015. eprint: TaPP15:
stamatogiannakis
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One answer, then, is to capture all relevant provenance information.
However, we may not be able to determine this a priori. In some cases,
an entire system is deterministically replayable and all operators of
importance are known in advance. This is an approach adopted within
database systems [Gla+14; CW03] where the operators in question are
well-known and have clear semantics. Such a replay centric approach
has also be recently applied to big data analysis systems [LDY13].
However there are also many systems, such as desktop computing
environments, that have operations which are complex or unknown
beforehand, and thus have unclear semantics.

For other applications, one could apply software methodology
to help make informed decisions upfront about what provenance
information should be captured and the level of instrumentation
required for that. Miles et al. created such software methodology
called PrIME [Mil+09]. Unfortunately, even such a systematic approach
cannot foresee every possible analysis.

Finally, lightweight always-onprovenance capture canbe employed.
The runtime overhead of provenance capture can vary between 1-
100% depending on the system used [Car+14]. For operating system
based capture, state of the art systems have roughly a 10% overhead
[GT12]. While the runtime overhead can be kept relatively low,
several compromises have to be made to achieve this: a) manual
instrumentation effort may be required for each application; b) the
produced provenancemaynot semantically rich [Zha+08]; c) virtually,
no analysis flexibility is offered; and d) intensive provenance analysis
[Sta+14] is precluded.

In this work, we eliminate the need for developers to decide a priori
what provenance needs to be captured. We do this by leveraging full
system execution trace logging and replay, which can be done at a fixed,
relatively small overhead. In essence, our approach replays exactly
what a system performs adding provenance instrumentation needed
for a particular analysis after the fact. More importantly, our approach
enables iterative/user-driven provenance analysis during replay, using
progressively heavier instrumentation. The user or analyst can use
provenance queries to find portions of the execution trace to focus on
and to request such additional instrumentation.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

• A 4-stage methodology for selectively and progressively applying
provenance capture instrumentation in the context of an execu-
tion record/replay environment.

• Twoplugins for the PANDA record/replay environmentwhich can
be used for provenance analysis using our methodology.

• A demonstration of the application of the system using a case
study.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing
our methodology and system. This is followed by a case study
description. We then discuss the ramifications for overall system
performance and alternative methods of record and replay. Finally, we
conclude.

4.2 System and Methodology

Our system is based on the following, 4-stage methodology:

1. Execution Capture: At runtime, a self-contained replayable
execution trace is captured.

2. Application of instrumentation: In this stage, depending on
goal of the analysis, an instrumentation plugin is selected to
process the execution trace. Through this process, a provenance
graph is generated.

3. Provenance analysis: In this stage, the provenance graph is
interrogatedby theuserusing aquery language, to focus onand/or
select portions of it.

4. Selection and iteration: Based on the provenance analysis, the
user can select a portion of the execution trace to apply additional,
more intensive, instrumentation on. To do this, the user starts
again from stage item 2.

Before describing our system, we provide a brief background on
execution record and replay that is at the heart of our system.

4.2.1 Full System Record and Replay

Recording and replaying of full system executions became popular in
the early years of this millenniumwith applications almost exclusively
related to debugging and security/intrusion analysis [Dun+02; XBH03].
After all, the ability to replay an execution with limited overhead is
ideally suited to finding rare and non-deterministic error conditions
and for analysing attacks as they occur. Moreover, by decoupling the
analysis from the execution the overhead can be kept to a minimum
[CGC08; Por+10]. The functionality became so popular that VMware
started shipping it in some of its products [Xu+07]. Over time the
techniques became more efficient [CC13], but the application domains
remained the same. Here, we show the usefulness of these techniques
in the field of provenance.
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4.2.2 The PANDA analysis framework

ThePlatformforArchitecture-NeutralDynamicAnalysis (PANDA) [Dol+14]
is an open source framework for full-system analysis based on execu-
tion record and replay. It is based on the QEMU emulator [Bel05]. In
PANDA, recordingworks by taking a snapshot of the guestmemory and
subsequently recording all the non-deterministic inputs1 to the guest
CPU. The recorded information enables the deterministic replay of all
the execution at any later time.

Because recoding happens at the “boundaries” of the virtual CPU,
execution traces recorded with PANDA cannot be used to “go live” as
they do not include the state of the emulated hardware devices. This
is a conscious decision in the design of PANDA, as it is meant as an
analysis framework rather than a generic VM. Another property of
PANDA execution traces is that they are self-contained (i.e. you can
replay and analyze a trace without having access to the VM image that
was used to record it).

One key feature of PANDA is its plugin architecture which
allows writing analysis modules in C and C++. The plugins can
insert instrumentation at different granularities: per instruction, per
memory access, per context switch etc. More importantly, PANDA
offers a framework for the plugins to interact with each other. This
allows implementing complex analysis functionality by composing
it from several smaller plugins. This approach follows the Unix
philosophy of relying on combining a plethora of small tools, rather
than building monolithic end-all, be-all tools. PANDA allows plugins
to either invoke functionality of other plugins through API calls, or
register plugin-specific callbacks.

4.2.3 The PROV-Tracer plugin
PROV-Tracer is the central PANDA plugin we developed for supporting
provenance analysis2. The plugin taps on osi and osi_linux plugins
for some functionality. Most of this functionality was developed from
scratch to support PROV-Tracer but it was modeled as separate plugins
because it was not provenance-specific. In fact we have reports of
researchers using it for other types of analysis.

The operation of PROV-Tracer can be summarized as:

1. Registering for notifications on the creation/destruction of pro-
cesses. The callbackmechanism is implemented by theosi plugin.

2. Retrieving process information from guest OS memory for each
new process. The guest OS introspection is implemented by the
osi_linux plugin.

1The captured inputs include CPU port I/O, DMA, hardware interrupts.
2Source code available on: https://github.com/m000/panda/tree/prov_tracer/

https://github.com/m000/panda/tree/prov_tracer/
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3. Decoding and keeping track of the performed system calls. This
functionality is embedded in prov_tracer plugin.

4. Doing book-keeping on the file usage, reads and writes performed
by processes and emitting the respective provenance along the
way.

In principle, PROV-Tracer works similar to existing provenance
systems that monitor the OS-process interface for events that are
related to provenance [FMS08; Hol+08; Ges+12]. However, in contrast
to those systems, PROV-Tracer does not have primary access to these
events. Instead, it has to construct them from lower level semantics.
E.g. a write to the CR3 register signifies a context switch, whichmay (or
may not) coincide with the creation of a new process.

PROV-Tracer emits provenance in a compact intermediate format.
This choice was made to reduce the complexity of the required book-
keeping. E.g. deduplication of the produced provenance relations is
much easier to perform after the analysis has completed. A python
script (raw2ttl.py) is used to convert theprovenance toPROVserialized
as Turtle RDF.

4.2.4 The ProcStrMatch plugin

The ProcStrMatch pluginmonitors allmemory accesses in the guest VM,
waiting for a specific text string to appear. Its functionality is clearly
simpler than that of the prov_tracer plugin. Although this type of
analysis would not be adequate on its own for fully-fledged provenance
analysis, it can prove very useful in enriching already extracted
provenance. This is a demonstration of how our methodology enables
the use of more intensive techniques not traditionally associated with
provenance analysis.

Theplugin is implemented on top of thestringsearch plugin, which
offers the stringmatching functionality and the osi, osi_linux plugins
which provide information about the currently running process at the
time a match occurs. Because of the use of the stringsearch plugin,
ProcStrMatch is particularly heavyweight in its analysis. The reason is
that while stringsearch has carefully been designed to match strings
as efficiently as possible (see [Dol+13]), it is still very heavyweight to
use. This is because a) it has to be invoked very frequently – on
every memory access, and b) some QEMU runtime optimizations have
to be turned off to enable this. The plugin emits any matches as
:hasMemText tripleswhich canbemergedwith the results ofPROV-Tracer
and subsequently be queried in a unified way (see subsection 4.3.4).
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4.2.5 User-driven Provenance Analysis
As discussed previously, provenance produced by the system is
represented using the W3C PROV recommendations[W3C13e] and
serialized using Turtle RDF. This enables us to leverage existing
Semantic Web infrastructure for provenance analysis. The integration
with this generic infrastructure is done by specifying query result
formats for obtaining parameter values that can then be fed back into
the replay and instrumentation system (i.e. PANDA). For instance, to
define a particular time range for future analysis, the SPARQL query
returns a start and end time. An example query would be as follows3:
SELECT ?stime ?etime WHERE {
<file:/home/panda/letter.txt>

prov:wasGeneratedBy ?act.
?act prov:startedAtTime ?stime .
?act prov:endedAtTime ?etime .

}

This finds the activity that generated the letter.txt file and retrieves
the start and end times of the activity. The use of SPARQL in
combination with PROV provides a full featured language for users to
interrogate and analyze the provenance produced by PROV-Tracer.

4.3 Case Study

To demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we apply it to the
following scenario. For storing andquerying theproducedprovenance,
we used the the Stardog4 triple store, which supports SPARQL 1.1.

4.3.1 Scenario
Alicehas been tasked by Bob towrite a report onCamelidae. The sources
of the report are sent to her as a tar archive file, named camelidae.tar.

1. The archive is extracted and four text files are generated:
alpaca.txt, bactrian.txt, guanco.txt, and llama.txt.

2. Alice creates a new file with vim text editor. Some text is typed
and the first three of the files are read into the buffer. The buffer
is saved as camelidae-report.txt

3. Alice now edits llama.txt and adds some text to it before appending
it to report. But Alice is now getting hungry, so she closes her
editor and goes out to lunch.

3The prefixes used in the SPARQL queries reported here are defined by the RDFa Core
Initial Context - http://www.w3.org/2011/rdfa-context/rdfa-1.1. We also define
or own predicates in the dt: namespace.

4Stardog RDF database: http://stardog.com

http://www.w3.org/2011/rdfa-context/rdfa-1.1
http://stardog.com
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4. Taking advantage of the author’s absence, Mallory edits llama.txt

adding the text: “Llamas are lame!”.

5. Alice resumes editing and appends file llama.txt to it, without
noticing the inserted text.

6. The report and its sources are packed into a newarchive (camelidae-

new.tar) and sent to Bob for proof-reading.

During proof-reading, Bob detects the inserted text and requests an
analysis to identify the source. Fortunatelly, the whole editing process
had been recorded in the execution trace alice.et.

4.3.2 Initial Provenance Analysis

To start the analysis, a quick full-system provenance analysis was
produced by PROV-Tracer:
$ qemu -replay alice.et -panda ”osi;osi_linux;prov_tracer”
$ ./raw2ttl.py < prov_out.raw > alice.ttl

We can see that PROV-Tracer stacks on top of two other PANDA
plugins. The osi plugins enable it to introspect the running OS and
get information on the running processes. On top of that, PROV-Tracer
decodes all the systemcalls thatwere executed andassociates themwith
a process, as described in subsection 4.2.3.

Because all the running processes are tracked, the quick analysis of
PROV-Tracer tends to produce unwieldy provenance graphs, even for a
short scenario like the one we study. The provenance graph that was
produced by the plugin for this scenario has 3063 triples and 222 unique
prov:Activities.

As a first step, a query was written to see the text files from which
camellidae-new.tar was derived:
SELECT ?file WHERE {
<file:/home/panda/work/camelidae-new.tar>
prov:wasDerivedFrom ?file .
FILTER regex(str(?file), ”txt”)

}

Results:
file
file:/home/panda/work/alpaca.txt
file:/home/panda/work/bactrian.txt
file:/home/panda/work/guanco.txt
file:/home/panda/work/llama.txt
file:/home/panda/work/camelidae-report.txt

This verified that the camelidae-report.txt file edited on Alice’s
machine was indeed included in the archive submitted to Bob.
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4.3.3 Selective Analysis

We now have an entry point to the part of the provenance graph
of interest. Using this, the full execution trace can be trimmed
down to only cover the time when processes interacting with the
above files were active. For trimming down the trace, we use the
pseudo-timestamps produced by PROV-Tracer (see subsection 4.2.3).
The pseudo-timestamps are extracted from the provenance trace using
a SPARQL query. The following query extracts the relevant start and
end positions of the editing sessions that touched the files in question5.
SELECT (MIN(?startTime) AS ?s)

(MAX(?endTime) AS ?e) WHERE
{
<file:/home/panda/work/camelidae-new.tar>
prov:wasDerivedFrom ?file .
FILTER regex(str(?file), ”txt”)

?file prov:wasGeneratedBy ?activity .
?activity a dt:Editor .
?activity prov:startedAtTime ?startTime .
?activity prov:endedAtTime ?endTime .

}

Results:
s e
705412095 990055363

Note, the above query shows the advantages of using an existing
query language. We are able to make use of the existing aggregation
and filtering functionality built into SPARQL. The results of the query
can then be used to retrieve a portion of the trace using the scissors
PANDA plugin.
$ export s=705412095 e=990055363
$ qemu -replay alice.et -panda
”scissors:start=$s,end=$e,name=report.et”

The resulting execution trace report.et contains the smaller slice.

4.3.4 Progressive Analysis

Now that we have a more compact execution trace, it becomes possible
to start applying more heavyweight instrumentation methods, which
enable more detailed provenance analysis. The intensiveness of these
methods stems from the fact that they apply instrumentation on a finer
granularity (e.g. per memory access) than the initial quick analysis
which operates on a per context switch granularity.

5We note that we have broken the semantics of prov:startedAtTime and prov:ended-

AtTime as this should be an XML Schema date time. In future revisions, we will make
changes to the correct formatting.
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String Matching

One particularly heavy analysis is offered by the stringsearch PANDA
plugin. The plugin instruments all the memory accesses in the trace
(reads and writes) and attempts to match them against a list of strings,
read from file. However, by itself the plugin does not provide high
level process semantics. For this, we do not use it directly, but rather
through thepsstrmatch plugin. Theplugin combines information from
different sources to tell us the name of the processes that read/wrote a
specific string to/frommemory.

$ echo '”Llamas are lame”' > search_strings.txt
$ qemu -replay report.et -panda
”osi;osi_linux;callstack_instr;stringsearch;psstrmatch”

By running this, we can determine the processes that wrote the
infringing string tomemory. Theplugin outputs this information infile
smatch.ttl which is in Turtle RDF format. As such, the new information
can be loaded in the same triple storewith the original trace to augment
the existing graph. This is another benefit of using RDF, which allows
for the incremental additionof data. After this update,we canquery the
provenance to retrieve the first of these processes using the following
SPARQL query:

SELECT (MIN(?st) as ?min) ?vi WHERE
{

?vi dt:hasMemText ”Llamas are lame”.
?vi prov:startedAtTime ?st

} GROUP BY ?vi

Results:
min vi
705412095 exe://vi~3547
782648505 exe://vi~3557
857809758 exe://vi~3570
963886071 exe://vi~3595

The first of these processes is the one which introduced the
infringing text into the report editing pipeline. The process can be
easily mapped to Mallory’s username. This result is not presented
in the query output because it is not currently supported by the
PANDA osi_linux plugin. It is however straightforward to extend the
osi_linux plugin so that this information is made available to PROV-
Tracer.

With this case study, we have demonstrated the application of our
methodology and the potential benefits of a progressive and decoupled
analysis.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Additional Analysis

With our analysis described, we managed to track the source of the
infringing text back to a vi process belonging to Mallory. However can
we be sure that Mallory hasn’t introduced any other text in the report?
This kind of question could be answered by applying taint analysis on
the captured execution trace, as proposed in [Sta+14].

Taint analysis in general is prohibitively expensive for runtime
application. Chow et al. [CGC08] quote a 100× slowdown on their
system, also based on QEMU. More recently, for security applications,
Kemerlis et al. [Kem+12] have managed to reduce the overhead of
taint analysis to the 4x-6x range for analysis of individual CPU-bound
processes. For taint analysis tailored for provenance, as implemented
in [Sta+14], the overhead is in the O(100×) range.

By applying taint analysis, very fine grained provenance can be
produced, attributing the source of each byte in the final report back
to a specific input source. This would help verify that Mallory didn’t
introduce any additional text that went unnoticed. It would also help
to selectively “clean-up” the original provenance graph from potential
false-positives. We are currently investigating the integration of the
existing taint-analysis module of PANDA into our provenance analysis.

Another potential fine grained analysis is the application of program
slicing to infer hidden provenance relationships [Zha+07]. As with
taint tracking this approach allows for the elimination of false positives
but is too expensive to be applied at runtime, with a reported 7x-40x
slowdown.

In addition, to these analyses, one can imagine the addition of post
hoc instrumentation to output additional semantics as we have have
done by outputting that vi activities are a type of editing activity.

4.4.2 Performance

In a record/replay environment, the primary performance concern is
low overhead during recording. Speed of replaying and analysis are
of secondary importance, as they take place offline. The performance
of PANDA proved adequate for paced user interaction with the VM.
Yet, it still is insufficient for deployment in a production day-to-day
environment. The reason for the subpar performance is mainly the
QEMU platform which incurs a 5x slowdown compared to native
execution. On top of that, PANDA recording imposes an additional 10-
20% overhead [Dol+13].

However, after paying this “startup cost”, arbitrary types of
provenance analysis may be explored. E.g. taint analysis for capturing
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provenance can easily incur an O(10x) slowdown. However, it has
been argued [Dol+14] that performance of PANDA can be significantly
improved by enabling KVM acceleration [Kiv+07] on QEMU. However,
this means that recording would have to be re-implemented inside the
KVMmodule – a substantial undertaking.

It is important to note that even in full-system execution record/re-
play systems based on platformsmore efficient than QEMU, the domin-
ant slowdown factor is still the virtualization itself. ForReVirt [Dun+02],
Dunlap et al. report a 1.58x slowdowndue toUMLvirtualization [Dik01]
plus an 8% overhead due to logging. Therefore, in environments that
are already virtualized, provenance analysis based on execution traces
could offerflexibility at a cost that is comparable to runtimeprovenance
analysis [Car+14; GT12].

4.4.3 Space Requirements

Another concern for whole-system execution recording is the space
required to store the captured execution trace. The raw trace produced
by PANDA for our case study scenario was roughly 160MB. This breaks
down to a 111MB initial memory dump and a 49MB log that contains
the non-deterministic inputs. We anticipate that the size of the non-
deterministic input logwould bemuch bigger in a loadedmulti-tasking
system. Although a more detailed study is needed to explore the
exact space requirements for different types of systems, we believe that
these requirements would still be within reach of todays’ technology.
Furthermore, several approaches could be taken for managing or
reducing the space requirements for storing execution traces.

Compression: PANDA already includes a packing script for reducing
the size of the captured execution traces and making sharing them
easier. The script utilizes XZ compression [TukXZ] and provides
substantial gains in terms of the space required to store the trace. For
our case study, the total size of the trace was reduced to 32MB.

Hard disk rotation: Thespace required to capture thewhole execution
trace for a working-day session seems to fall well within the limits
of today’s desktop drive technologies, where 2TB-3TB drives are
commonplace. This means that by adopting a hard disk drive rotation
scheme (similar to rotating backup tapes), it would be possible to store
several days worth of execution history at an affordable cost.

VM snapshots: An important design decision in the development of
PANDA was that the produced traces must be self-contained in order
to enable sharing among the research community. This decision has
as consequence that the non-deterministic input log must also include
any data read from the VM disk. If we don’t need to share the produced
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traces, we could make them more compact by associating them with a
VM disk snapshot. This would allow us to exclude any data read from
disk fromthenon-deterministic input log. On thedownside, thiswould
add significant complexity to PANDA, as now it would also have to deal
with the disk emulation code of QEMU.

4.4.4 Alternative VM Introspection Methods
In order to introspect the guest VM, our prototype system relies
on knowing the memory layout and data structures of the Linux
kernel. Using this knowledge, the current state of the running OS
can be reconstructed. However, because the kernel contains several
conditionally compiled code fragments, the exact layout of its data
structures (i.e. the exact offset of each member of the data structure)
depends on the compile-time configuration of the kernel. These offset
values can be easily acquired for the kernels of all popular distributions
and loaded as a kernel offsets profile to our system. A similar profile-
based approach is used by the Volatility memory forensics framework
[VolMF].

A different approach to introspection is utilized by the TEMU [YS10]
analysis framework, which uses a guest driver to export information
from the guest OS. However, this approach is not applicable in our
system, because PANDA cannot “go live” so thatwe can query the driver
for the desired information.

Finally, Jones et al. [JAA06] present a low-overhead method for
detecting process creation in the guest OS. Their method however, is
limited to the retrieval of the address space identifiers (ASIDs) of the
processes. As such, it is of limited use for our system as we seek to
extract much richer information.

4.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how the application of record and replay
techniques allows provenance analysis to be decoupled from execution.
We described a four stage methodology for the interweaving of
provenance analysis and progressively more detailed instrumentation.
This methodology is realized in a system implemented using the
combination of provenance specific PANDA plugins and Semantic Web
infrastructure. The resulting system is demonstrated against a case
study run in a desktop computing environment.

There are several avenues for future work. The application of
provenance analysis to real world execution traces, for example those
available at PANDA Share6, to discover regularities. The improvement

6http://www.rrshare.org

http://www.rrshare.org
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of the system through the development of additional plugins, more
seamless integration of querying and instrumentation as well as
performance improvements. On the usability side, it would be
interesting to explore building a GUI shell over the current prototype.
This would both make the system more accessible to analysts with
little experience with SPARQL and would allow the visualization
of provenance and debugging any anomalies. Finally, we aim to
investigate the role that offline or cloud processing of provenance can
play based on execution traces.

Overall, webelieve that record/replayprovides apowerful infrastruc-
ture for provenance capture and analysis that frees developers fromup-
front instrumentation concerns.
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5 PROV2R: Selective High-Fidelity
Provenance Analysis

Information produced by Internet applications is inherently a result
of processes that are executed locally. Think of a web server that
makes use of a CGI script, or a content management system where
a post was first edited using a word processor. Given the impact
of these processes to the content published online, a consumer of
that information may want to understand what those impacts were.
For example, understanding from where text was copied and pasted
to make a post, or if the CGI script was updated with the latest
security patches, may all influence the confidence on the published
content. Capturing and exposing this information provenance is
thus important in order to ascertaining trust to online content.
Furthermore, providers of internet applications may wish to have
access to the same information for debugging or audit purposes. For
processes following a rigid structure (such as databases or workflows),
disclosed provenance systems have been developed that efficiently and
accurately capture the provenance of the produced data. However,
accurately capturing provenance from unstructured processes, e.g.
user-interactive computing used to produce web content, remains a
problem to be tackled.

In this paper, we address the problem of capturing and exposing
provenance from unstructured processes. Our approach, called
PROV2R (PROVenance Record and Replay) is composed of two parts:
1) the decoupling of provenance analysis from its capture; and 2) the
capture of high fidelity provenance from unmodified programs. We
use techniques originating in the security and reverse engineering
communities, namely, record and replay and taint tracking. Taint

Chapter originally published as: Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Elias Athanasopoulos,
Herbert Bos and Paul Groth. ‘PROV2R: Practical Provenance Analysis of Unstructured
Processes’. In: ACM Transactions on Internet Technology 17.4 (Aug. 2017). ISSN: 1533-
5399. DOI: 10.1145/3062176
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tracking fundamentally addresses the data provenance problem, but
is impractical to apply at runtime due to extremely high overhead.
With a number of case studies we demonstrate that PROV2R enables
the use of taint analysis for high fidelity provenance capture, while
keeping the runtime overhead at manageable levels. In addition, we
show how captured information can be represented using the W3C
PROV provenance model for exposure on the Web.

5.1 Introduction

Provenance is a “record that describes the people, institutions, entities,
and activities involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece
of data or a thing” [W3C13c]. One can analyze this record to understand
if awebpage uses correctly licensed content, to understand the decision
making procedure behind a figure or to help debug complex programs
[MG13]. As [GMM09] argued, understanding the provenance of data
created by internet applications is an important factor in establishing
trust.

5.1.1 Unstructured processing
While provenance can provide an important signal for trust,modifying
applications to disclose provenance is a major undertaking. For
applications (e.g. workflow systems [OGa06]) that interact with the
world and behave in a well-structured way or for use cases that require
it (e.g. climate change modeling [Ma+14]), this is often a worthy
investment.

However, information is predominantly processed by off-the-shelf
applications. The developers/vendors of such applications have
very little incentive to make them provenance-enabled. Moreover,
applications may be extended or modified by third parties, making
matters worse. E.g. a web server may support extensions that
allow using different programming languages to dynamically produce
content. More importantly, when the processing of information
includes user interaction, an additional factor of unpredictability is
introduced: For the same given task, different users may use different
information sources, a different set of tools (often not known a-priori),
or even similar tools but in a different combination. We call this type of
computing where (a) arbitrary off-the-shelf applications are used and
(b) applications may be freely combined in order to perform a specific
task, unstructured processing.

When it comes to internet content, unstructured processes play an
important role both in the production as well as the delivery of that
content. E.g. a document may be created using MS-Word using local
and online sources, perhaps processed by other programs beforehand.
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Figure 5.1: The n-by-m problem for 𝑛 = 3,𝑚 = 3. Each output file is produced
using one input source. However, 𝑛⋅𝑚 derivation edges are produced. The red
edges are false positives.

Or content may be served and updated by nginx server running PHP
scripts through CGI.

5.1.2 Capturing provenance from unstructured processes

System events based provenance analysis

While provenance of online content can provide an important signal
for trust, the nature of unstructured processing makes it difficult to
capture it. An idea that has been extensively explored in to address
this problem is deriving provenance by analyzing events collected by
existing mechanisms of the operating system [FMS08; Hol+08; GT12;
Ges+12; Poh+12; Bat+15; Chi+16]. Themain benefits of this approach are
that a) these mechanisms are transparent to the tracked programs,
so there is no need to spend effort to make programs provenance-
aware and b) the mechanisms tend to be lightweight, so they incur
only a moderate execution overhead. While some of these systems
include support to redo a given process (e.g. ReproZip [Chi+16]), they
are lacking information to perform detailed provenance analytics for
the entire system execution.
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This is the primary downside of system-event based approaches:
only limited fidelity provenance is gathered. For the case of
provenance, high fidelity means a) low false positives ratio, and
b) accurate representation of provenance relations. The low fidelity of
the captured provenance can be attributed to the fact that system-event
basedmethods treat traced applications as black boxes – they trace their
interaction with the operating system but not how data are actually
processed.

A particular manifestation of this, is what Carata et al. termed as
the n-by-m problem [Car+14]: When a process reads 𝑛 input files, outputs
𝑚 files, without knowledge of what is going on inside of the process,
every output will file will be attributed to all input files, thus producing
𝑛 ⋅𝑚 derivation edges in the provenance graph. Figure 5.1 illustrates
this problem. There are two broad solutions to this problem [Car+14]:
one is specifically instrumenting the program to output semantically
correct relationships; and the second is to employ binary instrument
techniques such as taint tracking.

Taint-analysis for provenance

Pioneered by Peter and Dorothy Denning in the 70s [DD77], tracking
the flow of data though a program is and old but recurring technique.
The technique is also commonly referred to as Taint Tracking or Taint
Analysis because of its popularity in security applications, where the
tracked data are considered tainted. Taint analysis boils down to
trackinghowdata propagate and affect the operation of a systemduring
a program’s execution. Hence, it can fundamentally address the problem
of capturing provenance fromunstructured processes. Ifwe track theflow
of data through the execution of a program, we can tell the origin of
each piece of data produced by it.

The idea of using taint analysis to capture provenance was first
explored withDataTracker [Sta+14]. It was demonstrated that dynamic
taint analysis can effectively address the n-by-m problem, producing
high fidelity provenance with no developer instrumentation overhead.
Even so, the runtime overhead ofDataTracker is very steep for the tool
to be considered for practical use [Sta+16]. Moreover, optimizations
that have been previously explored for security applications of taint
analysis [BSB11; Kem+12] are not apropos to provenance applications.
This is because while security applications can deliver results by
tracking only a fewbits ofmetadata [CLO07], provenance requiresmore
detailed tracking.

Execution record and replay

Deterministic execution record and replay is a more recent concept
compared to taint analysis [Dun+02]. The technique captures a trace
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of the entire execution trace of a program or system, and allows
replaying it elsewhere for analysis. Deferring analysis to the replay
allows heavyweight techniques such as taint analysis to be applied
without obstructing the original execution much. Moreover, it allows
deciding the type of the analysis a-posteriori. These properties make
deterministic record and replay an excellent match for analyzing
provenance of unstructured processes. E.g. one can use system-events
based provenance analysis, or taint analysis, or both, depending on the
case.

Decoupling of provenance analysis from execution was (to our best
knowledge) first explored in [Sta+15] and later in [JLL16]. Thedifference
between these two approaches is that the first uses full-system record
and replay, while the latter uses process-based execution record and
replay. While applying taint analysis was possible for both systems,
both narrowed their scope to system-events analysis only. In this work,
weaim tofill this gap andcomplete thepicture of decoupledprovenance
analysis.

5.1.3 Contribution of this work
Overall, we summarize the key issues for capturing provenance from
unstructured processes as follows:

1. There is a trade-off between thefidelity of the captured provenance
(i.e., how accurate the provenance is) and the effort on the part of
application developers to make a system provenance-aware.

2. Provenance is secondary to the function of the application.
Performance of the primary function of the application has to be
maintained at adequate levels.

3. It is difficult to decide a priori what provenance to capture.
Developers need to ensure that enough information is captured to
allow for all relevant future analysis. If a developer fails to foresee
the need for a particular kind of provenance data (say, the loading
of an application’s libraries) and does not capture it, subsequent
analysis that requires it may be difficult or impossible. On the
other hand, opting for a more detailed analysis, “just to be on the
safe side”, may impose an overhead that is not acceptable to the
user.

In this work, we begin to tackle these difficulties by applying,
in combination, two techniques from the security and systems
communities: taint-tracking and record and replay. We build upon
our prior work on using taint analysis for provenance [Sta+14] and
record and replay for provenance [Sta+15] by tying them together into
the PROV2R system. This combination is an important addition as it
addresses deficits in both prior approaches.
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Overall, we aim to use taint tracking to attack the n-by-m problem
and low fidelity provenance, while employing record and replay to
ensure high performance capture. Record and replay has, as we will
show, the additional benefit that it enables provenance capture to
happen after the fact, when analysis needs are better known. Our
system is basedon thePANDAframework (see subsection 5.3.2) anduses
components developed by us as well as the wider community.

Concretely, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• PROV2R – a system that combines taint tracking and record and
replay for provenance capture;

• evidence of the effectiveness of record and replay as a substrate for
provenance capture from unstructured processes;

• an evaluation of our approach for two internet application
scenarios;

• an evaluation of the performance and space requirements of
record and replay in the context of provenance using the
UnixBench benchmark.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by providing
some background on taint analysis and execution record and replay in
Section 5.2. This is followed by a system description in Section 5.3.
We then present two case studies in Section 5.4, where we evaluate
the functionality of PROV2R. Finally, we provide a benchmark based
performance evaluation in Section 5.5 and conclude.

5.2 Background

PROV2R builds on two fundamental technologies for providing system-
level provenance, namely taint analysis and recordand replay. Taint ana-
lysis is a core methodology for tracking how information disseminates
in a system, while record and replay allows for an on-demand execu-
tion of the analysis. This significantly drops the cost of using taint ana-
lysis in comparison to systems that apply it “inline”, as the system ex-
ecutes. In this section, we provide a short background of how these
two technologies work. We stress here that PROV2R is the first system
to build on taint analysis and record and replay for provenance. There-
fore, we do not attempt any direct comparison of our system with re-
lated systems that rely on taint analysis or record and replay for deliv-
ering other applications. Our aim is primarily at introducing readers
coming from different backgrounds to these two technologies, high-
lighting their challenges andpractical benefits, and emphasizing on the
key characteristics thatmake PROV2R a practical solution for collecting
provenance from unstructured processes.
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For a comprehensive overviewof data provenance research,we refer
the reader to Moreau [Mor10], as well as Cheney et al. [CCT09] for
databases, and Simmhan et al. [SPG05a] for provenance in e-science.

5.2.1 Taint analysis

A short and concise definition of taint analysis is given in [Kem+12]
as: “the process of accurately tracking the flow of selected data
throughout the execution of a program or system”. The four elements
that define a taint analysis implementation are: a) the taint type,
which encapsulates the semantics tracked for each piece of data;
b) the taint sources, i.e. locations where new taint marks are applied;
c) the taint sinks, i.e. locations where the propagated taint marks
are checked or logged; d) a set of propagation policies that define how
that taint marks are handled during program execution. In addition
to its applications in security and intrusion detection [PSB06; Cos+08;
BSB11], the technique has also been used for information leak detection
[MPL04], and more recently, for capturing provenance [Sta+14].

The main limitation of taint analysis is that it imposes extremely
high execution overheads. As a result, a recurring topic of the
research around taint analysis, is how to optimize it. Minemu
[BSB11] and libdft [Kem+12] take a systems-based approach, investing
in taking maximum advantage of the underlying hardware registers
and caching mechanisms. Other approaches include static analysis
of programs to extract information that would help accelerating taint
analysis [SSP08] or using spare cores to run taint analysis in parallel
with the regular program execution [Jee+13]. An alternative path
in making taint analysis affordable is to only enable it on demand
[FS08; CS11; MZX16]. This however unavoidably leads to unexpected
performance degradation when taint analysis is turned on. Moreover,
the effectiveness of such systems is limited by the detectors they
use to turn taint analysis on. An important part of the overhead
depends on the type of taint being tracked. It has been argued that
formany security applications, byte-sized taintmarks are large enough
[CLO07].This observation leaves room for optimizations like those in
[BSB11; Kem+12], while sacrificing the flexibility to use the system for
other applications.

Through the years, taint analysis has been implemented on different
abstraction levels, ranging from source code [ME06], to interpreters1,
to libraries [CLO07; Kan+11; Kem+12], to process emulators [BSB11],
and even full system emulators [CC04; PSB06]. One take-away from
this trend is that, depending on the platform you are using, re-
implementing taint analysis is often preferred over trying to reuse
existing implementations.

1E.g. Perl taint mode: http://perldoc.perl.org/perlsec.html#Taint-mode

http://perldoc.perl.org/perlsec.html#Taint-mode
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5.2.2 Record and Replay

Recording and replaying of full system executions became popular
in the early 2000s with applications almost exclusively related to
debugging and security/intrusion analysis [Dun+02; XBH03]. After all,
the ability to replay an executionwith limited overhead is ideally suited
to finding rare and non-deterministic error conditions and for deep
analysis of attacks. The functionality was popularized when VMware
started shipping it in some of its products [Xu+07]. This led to further
research and improvements [CGC08; Cho+10]. Aftersight [CGC08]
was the first framework to demonstrate the benefits of decoupled
analysis using the new feature. Unfortunately, VMware discontinued
the feature a few years later due to lack of resources for further
development [VMwrr].

Taint analysis has always been a popular target for the decoupling
capabilities offered by record and replay. Paranoid Android [Por+10]
used record and replay in order to use taint analysis for intrusion
detection on mobile phones. DiskDuster [Bac+12] explored record and
replay based intrusion recovery. Both systems used custom QEMU-
based [Bel05] record and replay implementations. PANDA [Dol+15]
streamlined record and replay for QEMU, adding a rich API and
providing a stable research platform to the community. This led to
a string of publications that use PANDA for diverse purposes [Dol+13;
WLK13; Dol+16; Sta+15]. To our best knowledge [Sta+15] and PROV2R
(its follow-up) are the first provenance systems utilizing full system
execution record and replay.

A different approach to record and replay is applying the technique
to specific processes, rather than the whole system. Platforms
that implement this include PinPlay [Pat+10], Mozilla-rr2 and Arnold
[Dev+14]. We believe that process-level record and replay is not as
a good match for capturing provenance from unstructured processes
as its full-system counterpart. The reason is that one needs to know
upfront which processes need to be recorded, which preculdes finding
unknown connections between processes. However, systems based on
process-level record and replay, such as RecProv [JLL16], may be easier
to employ for occasional provenance analysis.

Finally, another line of research on record and replay is the
application of the technique on multiprocessors. This has been
explored by systems such as ReEmu [CC13], ReSeer [Wan+16] and
Samsara [Ren+16]. However, the focus of these works is addressing the
intricacies of multiprocessor record and replay rather than providing a
platform for further use.

2See: http://rr-project.org/

http://rr-project.org/
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5.3 System description

We implement a provenance capture and analysis system based on
record and replay where provenance capture is decoupled from
application runtime. Instead, provenance capture is performed post-
hoc on an execution trace based on the needs of the analysis user. We
now describe our analysis methodology and its realization.

5.3.1 Analysis methodology

PROV2R is based upon the 4-stage methodology developed in [Sta+15]:

1. Execution Capture: At runtime, we capture a self-contained,
replayable execution trace.

2. Application of instrumentation: In this stage, depending on
goal of the analysis, we select an instrumentation plugin to
process the execution trace and generate a provenance graph.

3. Provenance analysis: In this stage, the provenance graph is
interrogatedby theuserusing aquery language, to focus onand/or
select portions of it.

4. Selection and iteration: Based on the provenance analysis, the
user can select a portion of the execution trace on which to apply
additional, more intensive, instrumentation. To do this, the user
starts again from stage item 2.

We implement the methodology as a set of loosely coupled analysis
modules built on top of the PANDA framework, which we describe in
more detail below. This approach matches the iterative nature of the
methodology better than implementing it as a monolithic provenance
analysis framework. The combination of these modules, PANDA, and
output to standards formats makes up PROV2R. In item 5.2 we show
how our methodology is implemented in PROV2R.

We should stress that at the time of writing, PANDA was the only
full-system record and replay platform we knew that offered a) a
maintained codebase; b) anAPI toworkwith for the analysis part; c) an
active community around it. Other systemswe took into consideration
were Aftersight [CGC08] and Samsara [Ren+16]. However, the first is
based on the discontinued VMware record and replay implementation,
while the latter had just been released and doesn’t offer a documented
API to workwith. We now describe our implementation inmore detail.

5.3.2 The PANDA analysis framework

ThePlatformforArchitecture-NeutralDynamicAnalysis (PANDA) [Dol+14;
Dol+15] is an open source framework for full-system analysis based on
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Figure 5.2: Workflow overview of PROV2R: (1) an execution trace is recorded,
(2) an analysis plugin is run over the trace – generating provenance, (3) an
analyst queries the provenance for interesting information, (4) the analyst
starts another round of analysis using a different plugin.

execution record and replay. It is based on the QEMU emulator [Bel05].
PANDA recording works by taking a snapshot of the guest memory and
subsequently recording all the non-deterministic inputs to the guest
CPU.This non-determinism trace contains: (i) data entering through the
virtual CPU port inputs, (ii) data written to memory through DMA,
(iii) hardware interrupt data. The recorded information enables the
deterministic replay of all the execution at any later time. We refer the
reader to §2.1 in [Dol+15] for further details on the internals of PANDA.
There are two important implications stemming from this design:

1. PANDA execution traces are self-contained. This means that unlike
other record and replay systems (e.g. [Ren+16]), PANDA traces
can be replayed and analyzed without requiring access to the
VM image used to record them. This greatly simplifies the
management and storage of the traces, as each trace is essentially
a standalone execution artifact.

2. PANDA cannot “go live” during the replay phase. I.e., it is not
possible to alter the state of theVMduring replay and then resume
the VM in order to explore a different execution path. The reason
behind this is that in addition to the emulated CPU, QEMU (on
which PANDA is based) also provides emulated hardware devices
such as disk controllers or network interfaces. PANDA does
not record the state of the emulated devices, as this was not
deemed a priority for a system designed as a replay-based analysis
framework.

One key feature of PANDA is its plugin architecture which allows
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writing analysis modules in C and C++. The core of PANDA only
deals with the implementation of the record and replay features
and the plugin hooking mechanism. Analysis functionality is
always encapsulated within plugins. PANDA allows plugins to
insert instrumentation at different granularities: per instruction, per
memory access, per context switch etc. More importantly, PANDA
offers a framework for the plugins to interact with each other. This
allows implementing complex analysis functionality by composing
it from several smaller plugins. This approach follows the Unix
philosophy of relying on combining a plethora of small tools, rather
than building monolithic be-all, end-all tools. PANDA allows plugins
to either invoke functionality of other plugins through API calls, or
register plugin-specific callbacks. The specifics of the PANDA plugin
mechanism are detailed in §2.2 of [Dol+15].

5.3.3 The PROV2R plugins
As we mentioned earlier in subsection 5.3.1, PROV2R is a collection
of loosely coupled analysis modules that can be used for provenance
analysis. The modules have been implemented as PANDA plugins and
take advantage of the facilities provided by the PANDA core for plugin-
plugin interaction. From the plugins detailed in the following sections,
taint2 and file_taint have been developed by the PANDA community,
while the rest have been developed by us. Source code for all plugins
we used is available online3.

The Linux OSI plugin

A key step in capturing provenance from a VM is the extraction
of OS-level semantics like processes, files, libraries etc. from it.
PANDA only offers a low-level Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI)
interface, allowing us to peek into the registers and the memory of
the VM. This leaves a semantic gap that we need to fill in order to
achieve full Operating System Introspection (OSI). A simple approach
to this problem would be to use a guest-OS driver to export the
desired information to the hypervisor. This approach is common in
commercial hypervisors (e.g. VMware) and for closed-source operating
systems (e.g. TEMU Windows OSI [YS10]). However, since PANDA
cannot “go live” during replay (see subsection 5.3.2), the technique is
not applicable for PROV2R.

For this, we implemented the Linux OSI module for PROV2R by
reconstructing semantics of the guest-OSpurely from theVMhardware
state, using the PANDA VMI. This approach has been employed by
several systems in the past, like TEMU [YS10], DroidScope [YY12],

3https://github.com/m000/panda/tree/prov2r/

https://github.com/m000/panda/tree/prov2r/
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VMWatcher [JWX07], etc. Because the exact layout of the Linux kernel
data structures is determined at compile time, we had to implement
a kernelinfo module to extract the kernel offsets we need from the
guest-OS. This step only needs to be run once whenever a new kernel
is installed. Knowing these offsets, one can subsequently traverse
the Linux kernel data structures and extract the desired runtime
information from the guest OS.

Additionally, our plugin implements two new PANDA callbacks that
aim to simplify further analysis. The callbacks allow other plugins
to register analysis functions that will be called when a new process
is created or when a process is terminated. To achieve this, Linux
OSI plugin registers a context switch callback with PANDA4. Then, the
new and terminated processes can be calculated respectively as 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟 ⧵𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 and 𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 = 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 ⧵𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟, where 𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟 is the current process set and
𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 the process set at the previous context switch.

The PROV-Tracer plugin

PROV-Tracer basically implements system events-based provenance
analysis for PANDA. The analysis is similar to other state-of-the-art
systems (e.g. [Hol+08; Ges+12; Poh+12]), with the difference that it is
implemented at the hypervisor level. Despite its limitations system
events based analysis is an important first step when applying our
methodology (see subsection 5.3.1), as it provides quick results that
help us to guide further analysis. PROV-Tracer taps on the Linux OSI
plugin we described above, using both its introspection functionality
and callbacks. Its operation can be summarized as:

1. Upon starting, registers to the Linux OSI plugin for receiving
notifications on the creation/destruction of processes. It also
registers to PANDA for notifications about context switches as
well as notifications for the execution of SYSENTER and SYSEXIT

instructions.

2. Keeps track of the active process on each context switch. This
allows associating system calls with processes.

3. When a system call occurs, it associates it with the current
process and decodes its arguments. Arguments such as system
call flags are decoded by the plugin itself. On the other hand, file
descriptors need to be translated to file-names by the Linux OSI
plugin.

4. Does book-keeping of the file usage (creation, reads, writes etc.)
and emits provenance information when needed. False positives

4Process creation and termination always coincides with a context switch. For
IA32/IA32E architectures, the context switch concludes with a write to the page directory
base register (CR3). PANDA context switch callbacks run whenever CR3 is written to.
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are avoided as much as possible. E.g. if a file is opened but never
read, itwill not bementioned as used by the process in the emitted
provenance.

The system calls decoding is implemented by extracting from the
Linux source code the name, number of arguments, and type of
arguments for each system call. These are translated into a dynamic
library and loaded when the plugin is bootstrapped. Using this
information, PROV-Tracer can use the PANDA VMI interface to provide
the proper semantics for each SYSENTER and SYSEXIT instruction that is
executed.

PROV-Tracer emits provenance in a compact intermediate format.
This choice was made to reduce the complexity of the required book-
keeping. E.g. duplicates may arise because a process opens and reads
from a file multiple times. It is easier to eliminate these duplicates
after PROV-Tracer completes its analysis, rather than doing on-line
deduplication of the output. A python script (raw2ttl.py) is used to
convert the provenance to W3C PROV [W3C13e].

W3C PROV is a standard for provenance interchange published
the World Wide Web Consortium. Production of W3C PROV
compatible provenance is useful as it allows one to take advantage
of existing tooling for manipulating provenance, ranging from
provenance visualization [Koh+16], to generation of natural language
explanations [RM16]. At the time of standardization, there were over
60 implementations that supported PROV [W3C13a]. Moreover, this
enables the provenance generated by PROV2R to interoperable with
provenance generated by other more domain specific tooling (e.g.
neuroscience [Kea+13]). W3C PROV specifies a number of serialization
formats including XML and RDF.We chose RDF and its Turtle syntax as
anoutput format as it is easily usablewith command line tools. We refer
the reader to W3C PROV-O specification for more details [W3C13d].

The taint2 plugin

The taint2 plugin [WLK13] serves as the core for taint analysis in the
PANDA framework. From the four components of a taint analysis
system (see subsection 5.2.1), taint2 plugin defines and implements the
taint type and the taint propagation policies. Additionally, it provides
anAPI for otherplugins to implement the remaining twocomponents—
taint sources and sinks. The API is used to apply taint on memory
locations and registers, as well as to query for it. Taint is applied on
byte-level granularity and is stored in a shadow memory map, similar
with other taint analysis implementations [Kem+12]. To illustrate how
taint2 and its supporting plugins work, we will use the notation in
Table 5.1.

The taint type used by taint2 is a set of integers. As taint2 is
meant to be a reusable taint analysis framework, it does not assign
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Table 5.1: Notation used for taint2, file_taint, file_taint_sink plugins.

Symbol Meaning

𝑀 / 𝑇 / 𝐹 Memory / Shadow Memory / File
𝑀[𝑛] / 𝑇 [𝑛] / 𝐹[𝑛] The n-th value held in Memory / Shadow Memory /

File.
{𝑎,𝑏,…,𝑛} Set of values.

⊕ Arithmetic operator.
𝛼←𝛽 Assignment of value from 𝛽 to 𝛼.
𝐴 ⟹ 𝐵 Implication of 𝐵, given 𝐴.
𝛼 →

𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝛽 Provenance derivation: 𝛼 derives from 𝛽.

a particular meaning to the taint marks. This is left for the plugins
that use taint2 through its API.This contrasts with other taint analysis
implementations, where the taint type is often chosen to reflect the
semantics of a specific application. E.g. Argos [PSB06] associates a
single bit with each byte in memory, which is adequate to indicate
whether the byte originated from the network. For provenance
analysis,DataTracker [Sta+14] uses a set of ⟨src:offset⟩ tuples, in order to
attribute provenance tomultiple locations and sources. The integer sets
used by taint2 allow for powerful analyses to be performed, without
making taint operations unnecessarily complicated. For cases where
a more powerful abstraction is required, it is straightforward to map
the integer sets handled by taint2 to a richer data type. This mapping
should happen at the the plugins that implement the taint sources and
sinks, which are the ones that need to interpret the taint marks.

With regard to the taint propagation policy, taint2 always propag-
ates taint on direct assignments and arithmetic operations. This is the
standardbaseline for taint propagationacross all taint analysis systems.
In addition to the above, taint2 can also be configured to propagate
taint on pointer dereferencing. Whether it should be enabled is an open
discussion [SB09; DKK10] and largely depends on the goals of the ana-
lysis being performed. Using the notation in Table 5.1, we could sum-
marize taint propagation in taint2 as:

𝑀[𝑥]←𝑀[𝑦] ⟹ 𝑇[𝑥]← 𝑇[𝑦]
𝑀[𝑥]←𝑀[𝑦1]⊕𝑀[𝑦2] ⟹ 𝑇[𝑥]← 𝑇[𝑦1]∪𝑇 [𝑦2]

𝑀[𝑥]←𝑀[𝑀[𝑦]] ⟹ 𝑇[𝑥]← 𝑇[𝑦]∪𝑇 [𝑇 [𝑦]] (optional)

The plugin is implemented by translating the low-level TCG code
[Bel05] executed by QEMU to LLVM IR code [LA04] and inserting the
taint propagation operations there. The resulting IR code is finally
executed by the LLVM JIT compiler. This implementation decision
makes the taint2 plugin target-agnostic, as instrumentation is applied
on the higher-level LLVM instructions, rather than the instructions of
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the ISA emulated by QEMU. For more implementation details of the
taint2 plugin, we refer the reader to §4 in [WLK13].

Taint source plugin

As we mentioned previously, the PANDA taint2 plugin is only
responsible formaintaining and propagating the taintmetadata during
execution. Injection and inspection of taint is left to be implemented
by other plugins that use the taint2 API.The file_taint plugin is used
in PROV2R as the taint source for the taint analysis. The plugin injects
taint to data read from the VM disk. Currently, for each run the plugin
applies taint to bytes coming from one file, configurable at runtime.
Because data from a single file are tracked, there is no need to map
the integers contained in each taint mark to a more complex data type.
The integers correspond directly to offsets within the file. Using the
notation inTable 5.1, when reading from input file𝐹, file_taint applies
taint as following:

𝑀[𝑥]←𝐹[𝑦] ⟹ 𝑇[𝑥]← {𝑦}

The current capabilities of the file_taint plugin have proved
adequate for our case studies (see Section 5.4). In our second case
study (see subsection 5.4.2), where we need to track taint frommultiple
sources, we repeat the analysis once per source. In more complex
scenarios where multiple sources need to be processed concurrently,
a layer mapping the integers tracked by taint2 to a more complex data
type can be added.

file_taint depends on the Linux OSI plugin to reverse-map the file
descriptors used by system calls to file paths, so it can determine when
taint has to be applied on the processed data. As we have mentioned
in subsection 5.3.3, the reverse mapping is achieved by traversing
the kernel data structures in memory. This way, both regular files
and pseudo-files (e.g. /dev/ttyX) are supported5. Additionally, the
syscalls2 plugin is used in order to hook on specific file-related system
calls (open, read, etc.). The decoding of system calls by syscalls2

works similar with PROV-Tracer. The reason of this duplication
of functionality is that syscalls2 and PROV-Tracer were developed
simultaneously but completely independently.

Taint sink plugin

Asa taint sink for PROV2R we implemented andused thefile_taint_sink
plugin. Until now taint analysis in PANDA had only been used by plu-
gins that were analyzing the influence of tainted data to program con-
trol flow, so there was no plugin for inspecting the taint of bytes writ-

5Reverse mapping of file descriptors corresponding to network connections is not
currently supported. In future, it can be implemented by extending the Linux OSI plugin.
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ten to a file. Similar with file_taint, it uses the APIs provided by the
taint2, Linux OSI and syscalls2 plugins. However, file_taint can log
taint for multiple files, specified at runtime.

If𝐹 is the tracked input file and𝐹′ is an output file, then the following
derivations can be made using the logged taint:

𝐹′[𝑥]←𝑀[𝑦] ⟹
⎧
⎨
⎩

𝐹′ →
𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝐹

𝐹′[𝑥] →
𝑑𝑒𝑟

𝐹[𝑧]
∀𝑧 ∈ 𝑇 [𝑦],𝑇 [𝑦] ≠ ∅

In addition to logging, the plugin keeps track of the taint count
number, which tells us howmany tainted bytes were written to the file.
This is a simplemetricwhich can be used to tell us howmuch the output
file was affected by the input, without looking on the written actual
data. As such, it canhelpfilter-out false-positives in aprovenance graph
created because of the n-by-m problem.

5.3.4 User-driven Provenance Analysis
As discussed previously, provenance produced by the system is
represented using the W3C PROV recommendations [W3C13e] and
serialized using Turtle RDF. This enables us to leverage existing
Semantic Web infrastructure for provenance analysis. The integration
with this generic infrastructure is done by specifying query result
formats for obtaining parameter values that can then be fed back into
the replay and instrumentation system (i.e. PANDA).Theuseof SPARQL
in combination with W3C PROV provides a full featured language for
users to interrogate and analyze the provenance produced by PROV-
Tracer.

In the case study that follows we employed a combination of the
Redland RDFLib Rasqal command line tool6 for performing SPARQL
queries in conjunction with other Unix command line tools.

5.4 Functional evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate how offline taint analysis can be used
to provide high-fidelity provenance.

Broadly, the scenarios described below use the following pattern.
Alice and Bob are responsible for updating the website of example.org.
The typical web update workflow is used: a) the document and its
associated resources are downloaded locally (HTTP GET), b) the
document is altered using various editing tools, c) the updated
document and resources are re-uploaded (HTTP POST). We should

6See: http://librdf.org/rasqal/

http://librdf.org/rasqal/
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note that this workflow is still at the core of web publishing, although
it usually remains hidden under several abstraction layers. E.g. when
a page is updated using a web-based editor there is the illusion that the
document is edited “online”. But under the hood, it is still a series of
GET and POST requests that are responsible for the update. Only the
editing tools are different.

Because we are focused on the use of PROV2R for provenance
analysis, we assume for simplicity that both Alice and Bob are working
on a shared machine.7 We discuss the applicability to a distributed
setting below in subsection 5.4.3.

To implement the scenarios, we used a single core PANDA virtual
machine running Debian 7. The machine was allocated 512MB of
memory and was up to date with the latest versions of the packages of
the specific release. The version of the Linux kernel is 3.2. Moreover,
the nginx 1.2.1 was installed for serving web pages. PHP was enabled
through the php5-fpm backend.

5.4.1 Web Document Update

In our first case study, we consider the following scenario:

1. Alice downloads the front page of example.org.

2. Alice edits the document and fixes an incorrect link.

3. Alice re-uploads the HTML document and the image.

4. Bob downloads the front page of example.org.

5. Bob removes a paragraph of text.

6. Bob re-uploads the the HTML document.

Chief editor Ed reviews the page at the end of the day. He wants to
know what changes have been made and who made them. For this, he
requests an analysis of the recorded execution trace of the past day.

Initial Analysis

To answer this query, one first runs a system-events based provenance
analysis on the execution trace (scenario1.et) using the PROV-Tracer
plugin (see subsection 5.3.3). Thus, a raw provenance trace is obtained
which is then converted to W3C PROV.
$ qemu -replay scenario1.et -panda ”osi;osi_linux;prov_tracer”
$ ./raw2ttl.py < prov_out.raw > scenario1.ttl

7For example, both users are logged into the same account.
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The produced W3C PROV trace in this case contains 2047 triples.
One can then query that trace for information about the file of interest
www/index.html. A small snippet of this trace is as follows:
<file:/home/alice/index.html> a prov:Entity .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> rdfs:label ”/home/alice/index.html” .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> rdf:type dt:texthtml .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> prov:wasGeneratedBy

<exe://curl~2977> .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> prov:wasDerivedFrom

<file:/etc/nsswitch.conf> .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> prov:wasDerivedFrom

<file:/etc/host.conf> .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> prov:wasDerivedFrom

<file:/etc/resolv.conf> .
<file:/home/alice/index.html> prov:wasDerivedFrom

<file:/etc/hosts> .
<file:/dev/tty1> prov:wasGeneratedBy <exe://curl~2977> .
<file:/dev/tty1> prov:wasDerivedFrom <file:/etc/nsswitch.conf> .
<file:/dev/tty1> prov:wasDerivedFrom <file:/etc/host.conf> .
<file:/dev/tty1> prov:wasDerivedFrom <file:/etc/resolv.conf> .
<file:/dev/tty1> prov:wasDerivedFrom <file:/etc/hosts> .
<exe://curl~2977> prov:startedAtTime 44501782 .
<exe://curl~2977> prov:endedAtTime 59329210 .

In this case, the query would look for which tools generated the last
versions of the file found and which inputs were used in the process.
Because of the n-by-mproblem, the querywill returnmany superfluous
prov:wasDerivedFrom triples, as even the simplest programs need to
open and read several files (configuration files, dynamic libraries, etc).
Some ways of filtering the superfluous triples are:

• by heuristics, e.g. excluding files not in user’s home directory,

• by introspection, e.g. extracting the command line used to invoke
each tool.

Taint Analysis

For this scenario, let’s only consider only the files in user’s directories
as sources of the output file. One can then apply taint analysis in order
to determine how these files affected the produced output.

Before starting with taint analysis, one queries for the start/stop
time of the processes and then trims down the trace to reduce
processing time. Even if taint processing is not performed online, it
remains a heavyweight job. Note that the trimmed-down trace will
still contain full-system information, but only for the lifetime of the
specific process. The following query selects all the activities, ?act,
their associated start and end times that generated index.html files:
SELECT ?file ?act ?startTime ?endTime WHERE
{

?file prov:wasGeneratedBy ?act.
?act a prov:Activity .
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?act prov:startedAtTime ?startTime .
?act prov:endedAtTime ?endTime .

FILTER (regex(str(?file), ”index.html”))
}

In this case, two activities will be returned, along with their trim
points: a vim editor used by Alice and a nano editor used by Bob. One
can now use the scissors PANDA plugin to trim the trace:
$ qemu -replay scenario1.et -panda
scissors:start=77908461,end=512637242,name=vim.et

$ qemu -replay scenario1.et -panda
scissors:start=648095995,end=1369823251,name=nano.et

Now taint analysis can be run on each sub-trace, using index.html as
both the taint-source used by the file_taint plugin and the taint-sink
used by the file_taint_sink plugin.
$ qemu -replay vim.et -panda file_taint:filename=index.html \

-panda file_taint_sink:sink=index.html
$ qemu -replay nano.et -panda file_taint:filename=index.html \

-panda file_taint_sink:sink=index.html

This will result in the file_taint_sink plugin to generate two taint
logs that can be used to answer’s Ed’s original query. The format of the
taint log is similar to this (shown for Alice’s execution trace):
% /home/alice/index.html 000015:0x0a: 036690: 'i':0:
000000: '<':1:000000 000016: '<':1:000016 036691: 'n':0:
000001: '!':1:000001 ... 036692: 'e':0:
000002: 'D':1:000002 036677:0x20:1:036677 036693: 'a':0:
000003: 'O':1:000003 036678: 'h':1:036678 036694: 'g':0:
000004: 'C':1:000004 036679: 'r':1:036679 036695: 'e':0:
000005: 'T':1:000005 036680: 'e':1:036680 036696: '.':0:
000006: 'Y':1:000006 036681: 'f':1:036681 036697: 'h':0:
000007: 'P':1:000007 036682: '=':1:036682 036698: 't':0:
000008: 'E':1:000008 036683: '”':1:036683 036699: 'm':0:
000009:0x20:1:000009 036684: 'd':0: 036700: 'l':0:
000010: 'h':1:000010 036685: 'a':0: 036701:

'”':0:036720
000011: 't':1:000011 036686: 't':0:

036702:0x20:1:036721
000012: 'm':1:000012 036687: 'a':0: 036703:

't':1:036722
000013: 'l':1:000013 036688: '_':0: ...
000014: '>':1:000014 036689: 'l':0:

For each byte of the output its offset and value are printed, followed
by a taint flag and the offset of the bytes that affected it in the original
file. This simple format allows for quick processing of the log with
external tools. E.g. using the following command, one can quickly
filter the untainted output bytes:
$ awk -F: '$3 ~ /0/{ print; }' vim_taint.log

For Alice, this shows that the text newly introduced starts on offset
036684, and reads “data_lineage.html”. Also exposes an interesting
quirk of vim is exposed: new line characters (0x0a) like the one on offset
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000015 are always re-inserted by the editor each time you write a file,
rather than copied from the input file.

Similarly, for Bob, one has to search for discontinuities in the output
taint in order to identify the location where text was removed. It is
also possibly to retrieve the original text that was removed from the
execution trace. It is important to note that thewhole of the analysiswe
describe can be performed using solely the captured execution traces,
without relying on any other sources of information (such as versioning
filesystems or log files). This shows that execution traces can be used as
self-contained provenance artifacts.

5.4.2 License Tracking

1. Alice downloads several images from a website.

2. Alice creates a new HTML document using some of the images.

3. The HTML document is converted to PDF format and uploaded to
example.org.

Chief editor Ed wants to know if Alice used any images that need to
be licensed before using them in a public document.

Initial Analysis

As previously, to answer Ed’s question one replays the execution and
captures provenance with the PROV-Tracer plugin. It’s important to
note that this analysis can be applied to any execution trace.

One can run query to seewhich images the pdf filewas derived from.
SELECT ?file WHERE
{

<file:/home/alice/trip.pdf> prov:wasDerivedFrom ?file .
FILTER (regex(str(?file), ”.gif$|.jpg$”))

}

Thequery determines images by their extension. The query returns:
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/tree.jpg>]
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/trip.gif>]
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/pentadog.gif>]

To determine the license, we find the activity that retrieved the files
from the web. In this case, it is a recursive wget. We look at the others
file that were retrieved by the same wget and see if any are license files.
Using the following query:
SELECT ?file ?act ?licence
WHERE {
<file:/home/alice/trip.pdf> prov:wasDerivedFrom ?file .
?file prov:wasGeneratedBy ?act .
?licence prov:wasGeneratedBy ?act .
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FILTER (regex(str(?file), ”.gif$|.jpg$”) && regex(str(?licence),
”licence”, ”i”))

}

The query results in:
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/tree.jpg>, act=uri<exe://wget~2859>,

licence=uri<file:/home/alice/LICENCE.txt>]
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/trip.gif>, act=uri<exe://wget~2859>,

licence=uri<file:/home/alice/LICENCE.txt>]
row: [file=uri<file:/home/alice/pentadog.gif>,

act=uri<exe://wget~2859>,
licence=uri<file:/home/alice/LICENCE.txt>]

While this answers Ed’s query, one may want to confirm that the
images were indeed included in the PDF. This is where taint analysis
comes in.

Taint Analysis

To do this, again we run a query to find the time period when the
activity that generated the PDFwas run in order to trimdown the trace.
SELECT ?act ?startTime ?endTime WHERE
{

<file:/home/alice/trip.pdf> prov:wasGeneratedBy ?act.
?act a prov:Activity .
?act prov:startedAtTime ?startTime .
?act prov:endedAtTime ?endTime .

}

Executing the query results in the following:
[act=uri<exe://wkhtmltopdf~2862>, startTime=374374451,

endTime=814746951]

The trace is then trimmed down and taint analysis is run on it in
order to calculate the taint count number (see Table 5.3.3) for trip.pdf for
all the three images. This will allow us to deduce whether the images
were used in the creation of the pdf file, or e.g. read but discarded
internally. The computed taint numbers are: tree.jpg: 285551, trip.gif :
149307 and pentadog.gif : 285551. All three numbers for trip.pdf exceed
by two orders of magnitude the taint numbers of other files written to
by the converter. Which makes us conclude that the main use of these
inputs was to generate the pdf file.

One interesting observation is that tree.jpg and pentadog.gif have the
same taint count number. This can be explained by the fact that taint2,
in contrast to libdft [Kem+12] andDataTracker [Sta+14], also propagates
taint on pointer dereference operations by default. This results in the
propagation of taint to more locations and oftentimes the whole of the
output. This phenomenon is termed over-tainting and has been studied
in detail in [SB09]. In our case, overtainting doesn’t seem to affect
our analysis. E.g. trip.html also had a taint count of 285551. However,
configuration files used by the converter had a taint count of 0. In cases
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where overtainting turns out to be a problem, there has been research
on how to intelligently identify when pointer dereference shouldn’t
propagate taint [Kan+11].

5.4.3 Discussion of case studies

Extension to a distributed setting

In the scenarios above, all execution was done on a single machine.
We briefly describe here one possible way to apply our approach to the
distributed setting.

In a distributed setting, each machine would capture its execution
trace, which would be periodically sent to a central server or location
that wouldmaintain the necessary information to replay the execution
traces. The notion of a central location that collects, aggregates, and
manages provenance is known as a provenance store in the literature
[SPG08; GM09].

Execution traces of interest can be replayed at the provenance store
and provenance generated for each of the machines. The provenance
generated by distributedmachines can be connected through a number
of possible mechanisms. For example, a heuristic can be used that
narrows down the window of time a file was received by a machine
in its provenance trace and looking in the corresponding time frame
within the sender’s provenance, one can use port numbers to establish
a connection between the sender and receiver file representation.
Another mechanism is to add specific provenance metadata in the
HTTP headers as advocated by theW3C’s Provenance Access and Query
Note [W3C13b].

Trace indexing

In our case studies, we started with the knowledge that the trace
contains the processes we are interested in analyzing. However, this
may not always be the case, especially in the case of a distributed
setup like the one we described above. This problem can easily be
addressedwith the general approach of ourmethodology. Before traces
are archived, a lightweight indexing analysis may run. The analysis
will annotate the traces with information that could help the user to
quickly narrow down the analysis to a small portion of the collected
traces. The annotations can be stored in the same RDF store with the
W3C PROV information produced by PROV2R and queried through the
same interface. For example, if we are interested in a specific directory
rather than a file, the indexing passmay just process the open and close

system calls. Then, with the use of regular expressions in our SPARQL
query, we can quickly isolate the parts of the trace that are of interest.
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Supported Provenance Analyses

[Gla14] categorizes three common types of provenance used for
analysis, paraphrasing, given a data item 𝑑, these are:

• Data: Which data was used in the production of 𝑑.

• Transformations: Which transformations or processes were
involved in deriving 𝑑.

• Agents, Auxiliary, and Environment: What users or other
factors were involved in deriving 𝑑.

Broadly, most provenance analyses are concerned with retrieving
information about the above categories. In the scenarios above, we
cover all three types of provenance used for analysis but at different
levels of granularity. In Table 5.2, we map each scenario to Glavic’s
categorization.

Table 5.2: Mapping scenarios to provenance analysis types at fine and coarse
grained levels.

Data Transformation Agents

Web document update Fine Coarse -
License Tracking Coarse Fine Coarse

Generally, PROV2R supports fine grained analysis of Data and
Transformation provenance as demonstrated in our scenarios. For
Agents, Auxiliary, and Environment, taint tracking is less applicable
and insteadwe rely on content analysis or heuristics to determine these
impacts (e.g. the user involved). However, additional plugins that focus
on understanding auxiliary factors could be built.

An importantpoint is that eachof these analysis isprogressive. Where
we needed fine grained ormore detailed information, we processed the
execution trace again. In particular, we applied taint analysis. This is
the fundamental affordance of using execution traces as the substrate
for provenance analysis, we can obtain new information by replaying
the execution trace with new instrumentation (e.g., if we were inter-
ested in identifying all the influences of a data item, we could run a
plugin that implements dynamic slicing.)

Thus, a key constraint is how to effectively apply the sort of iterative
analysis described in our methodology. Note, in both scenarios we
cut down the trace to focus on a temporal region of the trace, we
believe that with better tooling other views could be possible (e.g.
see subsection 5.4.3 above). One can imagine a more full featured
provenance analytics environment based on these notions. We leave
this for future work.
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Provenance-based forensics

Provenance-based forensics have been an active research topic in
the past years [Lu+10; Poh+12; Bat+15; BPB16]. A prerequisite for
provenance-based forensics is ascertaining that provenance is collected
securely. Towards this end, it has been proposed to push provenance
collection to the kernel [Poh+12] and use existing kernel mechanisms
to establish a chain-of-trust for the collected provenance [Bat+15].
Although these systems address the problem of secure provenance
collection, they do not offer any flexibility in terms of the performed
analysis. Since initiating a forensics analysis is usually a response to
an unexpected situation (akin to an unstructured process), relying on a
fixed type of provenance analysis may be problematic.

We believe that PROV2R, and future systems based on the same
principles, may provide an alternative to these approaches, that
combines security with flexibility. The security in this case is a
result that hypervisors operate on an even lower semantic level
than the kernel, thus they are much harder to subvert. Hypervisor
vulnerabilities do exist, but are a rarity: [Wik16] lists only a handful
of such attacks in the period 2007-2016, many of which are viable only
in the presence of some misconfiguration. For example, Cloudburst
[Kor09] exploited the unneeded 3D graphics acceleration, which was
enabled by default in the server-oriented VMWare ESX virtualization
solution. At the same period, 29 known exploits for the Linux kernel
have been reported [CVE16]. Therefore, we could argue that collecting
provenance at the hypervisor level using record and replay offers, at
least, comparable security with kernel-based solutions.

5.5 Recording performance evaluation

Given the flexibility of record and replay in combination with taint
analysis for provenance capture, we now investigate whether such an
approach is viable in practice by exploring the costs associated with
using record and replay for provenance analysis. Our goals with this
performance evaluation are to: a) provide evidence on the feasibility
of our approach; b) establish a baseline for the performance one can
expect.

Towards this end, we first focus on the cost of recording an
execution trace, as this is the primary limiting factor in whether
the technique is applicable. Previous work [Dol+14; Dol+13] already
provides some ad-hoc figures on the expected recording performance
of PANDA. However, these figures are not easy to reuse because they
are not associated with a specific workload. Second, we focus on the
size of the execution trace generated by PANDA. The central challenge
of our research is to be able to generate provenance for any part of a
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Table 5.3: Index scores and speedup for UnixBench tests.

Test PANDA qemu-tcg qemu-kvm VMware

index index speedup index speedup index speedup

dhry 111.0 175.2 1.58 2079.5 18.73 3366.3 30.33
whet 87.8 89.5 1.02 784.9 8.94 828.2 9.43
execl-xput 27.6 32.1 1.16 2115.4 76.64 2228.0 80.72
fcopy-256 82.1 112.1 1.37 2894.8 35.26 4806.2 58.54
fcopy-1024 127.0 167.6 1.32 4558.2 35.89 3011.8 23.71
fcopy-4096 265.8 335.0 1.26 8195.7 30.83 7685.1 28.91
pipe-cs 88.7 120.4 1.36 2463.7 27.78 2592.4 29.23
pipe-xput 39.5 49.9 1.26 621.3 15.73 1925.4 48.74
spawn-xput 106.1 132.4 1.25 1958.2 18.46 2363.7 22.28
shell-1 55.8 72.4 1.30 3627.0 65.00 3386.0 60.68
shell-8 62.2 72.0 1.16 3363.3 54.07 3115.0 50.08
syscall 252.2 302.9 1.20 3282.0 13.01 3430.9 13.6

Index Score 88.9 112.2 1.26 2441.3 27.46 2856.4 32.13

computing session thatwould be of interest. In this scenario, recording
may be an always-on feature. Therefore, it is important to explore its
storage requirements in more depth.

We ran our experiments on a computer with an Intel i7-6700K CPU
(4 cores, 4.00GHz), 16GB DDR4 RAM and a 250GB SATA SSD disk. The
VMmachine configuration is the same we described in Section 5.4.

5.5.1 Recording execution overhead

In [Sta+16] we used UnixBench for measuring the cost of online taint
analysis to generate provenance with DataTracker. The results were
very discouraging with regards to potential online use of the tool. The
index score achievedwas 0.6%of the base index score, amore than 1000×
slowdown.

To see if PANDAand record and replay can improve on this situation,
we ran the same benchmark on our PANDA VM image. We used four
different hypervisors in order to get a complete picture:

• PANDA: PANDA (based on QEMU 1.0.1 with recording turned on.

• qemu-tcg: PANDA with recording turned off.

• qemu-kvm: PANDA with recording turned off and the KVM
acceleration enabled.

• VMware: Results of UnixBench running in VMware Player 12 on
the host machine.

The results of the benchmark can be seen in Table 5.3. Next
to the index score, we also show the speedup achieved with each
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configuration, compared to PANDA with recording enabled. The
difference in performance between PANDA and qemu-tcg corresponds
to the recording performance overhead. We can see that for the
UnixBench workload, PANDA recording results in a 20% slowdown8
compared to qemu-tcg. This figure is consistent with what has been
reported in previous work [Dol+13].

However, it is evident that compared to hardware-assisted virtualiz-
ation (qemu-kvm, VMware), the performance of qemu-tcg and PANDA
recording is lagging. This level of performance may be acceptable for
debugging/reverse engineering purposes—the primary application of
PANDA—, however it makes the platform unsuitable for provenance
capture on production systems. On the upside, record and replay sys-
tems that support hardware acceleration have already been presented
and scheduled for release [Ren+16]. In summary,while the slowdownof
PANDA recording compared to qemu-kvm (27×) or VMware (32×) may
not be adequate for deploying production systems on the platform, the
platform does bring taint-tracking based provenance analysis within
reach.

5.5.2 Space requirements

[Sta+15] highlighted the importance of managing the disk space
requirements for execution trace recording and highlighted strategies
to tackle the problem. Themost straightforward of these strategies was
to simply use compression to reduce the size of the execution traces. An
important aspect of the compression for our use case is that it should
be possible to perform it online.

Towards this end, we studied the execution trace generated by the
execution of UnixBench with regards to its compressibility. Initially,
we captured individual execution traces for each of the benchmarks in
the suite. The time, size and rate of recording are presented in Table 5.4
and Figure 5.3. We can generally observe that the rate at which PANDA
generates execution traces is fairly modest. Moreover, it appears that
the benchmarks that involve inter-process communication seem to
generate traces at a faster rate.

Next,weused threedifferent compressor families anddifferent com-
pression levels (default levels underlined) to evaluate the compressibil-
ity of the trace: (i) gzip (DEFLATE) – levels 3, 6, 9; (ii) bzip (Burrows-
Wheeler) – level 9; (iii) xz (LZMA) – levels 3, 6, 9. The times and com-
pression ratios achieved are presented in Figure 5.4. We can see that
the gzip and bzip compressors achieve only modest compression for
PANDA traces. On the other hand, xz achieves excellent compression
rates – over 14×. More interestingly, these rates are achieved evenwhen
the compressor runs with a fairly low compression level (xz -3). Fur-

8Or inversely a speedup of 1.26× when recording is turned off.
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Table 5.4: Generated trace size for individual UnixBench tests.

Test Time Trace Size Rate
(sec) (MiB) (MiB/sec)

dhry 135 268.46 1.99
whet 158 327.32 2.07

execl-xput 102 246.83 2.42
fcopy-256 148 275.01 1.86
fcopy-1024 150 276.17 1.84
fcopy-4096 149 276.29 1.85
pipe-xput 135 271.81 2.01
pipe-cs 136 496.32 3.65

spawn-xput 106 285.45 2.69
shell-1 136 494.12 3.63
shell-8 196 503.51 2.57
syscall 195 272.03 1.40

Cumulative 1746 3993.33 2.29
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Figure 5.3: Trace generation rate for UnixBench tests.
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thermore, in Figure 5.5 we can see where each compressor falls with
regards to the trace generation rate of UnixBench. Given that PANDA
VMs run on a single CPU core, it seems that it’s feasible to, for example,
run three VMs on a quad-core machine and dedicate the fourth core to
online compression of the generated traces.

This is a very positive result, however there are still aspects that
should be investigated: How will be affected the margin between the
compression and trace generation rates in Figure 5.5 with the advent
of faster record and replay systems [Ren+16] that are capable of using
KVM acceleration? If encrypted data (high entropy) are present in the
execution trace, how much will the compression rate fall? Or, if we
restrict thememory usage of xz, what will be the effect on the achieved
compression ratio? Such questions are left open for future research.

5.6 Conclusion

The information consumed on the Internet is largely produced by a
variety of locally executed processes. What we term unstructured
processes. In many cases, these processes impact the trustworthiness
and interpretability of that information. Thus, capturing the
provenance of information is vital. This is a daunting task, as one has to
carefully balance the overhead imposed to capturing provenance with
the accuracy of the captured information. In this paper, we present
how we can work around choosing one over the other.

Using full execution deterministic record and replay offered by the
PANDA platform, we decouple the analysis of provenance from the
execution of programs. This offers unparalleled flexibility in the types
of provenance analyses we can use. Importantly, this means that
we can capture highly accurate provenance when necessary using a
technique called taint tracking. This is a powerful technique which
has been very popular for security applications, but until now was
impractical to use for provenance analysis on live systems because of its
overhead. Moreover, we explore the execution and storage overheads
associated with record and replay. We conclude that record and replay
is coming intomaturity and is a becoming aviable alternative to current
provenance analysis solutions.
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Figure 5.4: UnixBench trace compression time/ratio plot for different
compressors.
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Figure 5.5: UnixBench trace compression ratio/rate plot for different
compressors. The horizontal lines show the mean and max trace generation
rates.
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6 PANDAcap: Capturing Datasets for
Provenance Analysis

Full-system, deterministic record and replay has proven to be an
invaluable tool for reverse engineering and systems analysis. However,
acquiring a full-systemrecording typically involves signifcant planning
and manual effort. This represents a distraction from the actual
goal of recording a trace, i.e. analyzing it. We present PANDAcap,
a framework based on PANDA full-system record and replay tool.
PANDAcap combines off-the-shelf and custom-built components in
order to streamline the process of recording PANDA traces. More
importantly, in addition to making the setup of one-off experiments
easier, PANDAcap also caters to the streamlining of systematic
repeatable experiments in order to create PANDA trace datasets. As
a demonstration, we have used PANDAcap to deploy an ssh honeypot
aiming to study the actions of brute-force ssh attacks.

6.1 Introduction

Full system record and replay has proven to be a powerful tool for
a variety of tasks including debugging [MozRR; CGC08; Guo+08],
intrusion detection [Dun+02; Por+10], security fault analysis [CGC08]
and data provenance [Sta+17]. In the context of security, full system
recordings enable rare conditions to be detected and potential attack
vectors to be studied more deeply. Typically, full system recordings
have been used in scenarios where detailed analysis is necessary and
the potential insights gained are worth the effort involved in setting

Chapter originally published as: Manolis Stamatogiannakis, Herbert Bos and Paul
Groth. ‘PANDAcap: A Framework for Streamlining Collection of Full-System Traces’.
In: Proceedings of the 13th European Workshop on Systems Security. EuroSec’20 (Heraklion,
Greece, 27th Apr. 2020). Association for Computing Machinery, Apr. 2020. DOI: 10.
1145/3380786.3391396
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up the recording environment. In this work, we aim to dramatically
lower the effort to 1) provision an environment where full system record
and replay is enabled; and 2) analyze the resulting recordings. By
reducing this barrier, we are able to expand the areaswhere full system
record and replay can be potentially applied. In particular, we look at
the systematic collection of trace datasets for the purposes of security
analysis, which we illustrate with a classic honeypot case study.

In addition, we believe the framework can provide both an envir-
onment for computational reproducibility as well as a foundation for
capturing systems oriented datasets. Lack of reproducibility and (veri-
fiable) datasets are hurting security research at large [Pas+17a; Kou+19].
Moreover, the ability to replay all events in arbitrary operations rather
than logging specific features for a specific experiment allows the use
of data sets for multiple use cases, in more versatile ways.

The contributions of this chapter are as follows:

• thePANDAcap framework for streamlining the process of record-
ing PANDA based traces;

• a dataset of ssh honeypot traces, analytics over those traces and
the procedures to expand the dataset.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we
briefly present some work that inspired us. Next, in Section 6.3 we
present PANDAcap, followed by a case study in Section 6.4. Finally,
in Section 6.5 we discuss some issues related to our system and we
conclude in Section 6.6.

6.2 Related Work

Our work is inspired by work on environments for computational re-
producibility [Pas+17a; Sto+16]. ReproZip [Chi+16] automatically ana-
lyzes system calls to create bundles of files and programs that can be
executed in a virtual machine or Docker image. Likewise, [NH19] de-
scribes a system for buildingDocker based virtualmachines forR envir-
onments. Indeed, Docker has become a foundation for a number efforts
to ensure computational reproducibility (e.g., [Boe15; KN17; Jup+18]).
Beyond just capturing computational artifacts in a container, other ap-
proaches, such as the WholeTale[Bri+19] and CWLProv [Kha+19], aim
to incorporate datasets, papers into larger so called research objects
[Bec+13] to further facilitate reproducibility. More broadly reprodu-
cibility is becoming an increasing concern in cybersecurity research
[Dee+19]. For a wider view of computational reproducibility and par-
ticular its relevance to notions of data provenance, we recommend the
recent survey by Pimentel et al. [Pim+19]. Our work builds on these ap-
proaches by adding full system recording capability. Additionally, our
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work sees the outcome not to be about reproducibility but to provide
datasets for analytics.

6.3 PANDAcap

PANDA offers an excellent platform for deep, full-system analysis
[SLD18; Sta+17]. In addition, PANDA is well-suited for capturing and
sharing systems-related datasets, offering researchers a platform to
iterate and improve theirmethods using a common baseline. However,
this potential is not fully realized in practice and the sharing of datasets
created with PANDA is lacking. We developed PANDAcap to fill this
gap and help PANDA to gain traction as the de-facto tool for creating
datasets for systems and security research. The target user group of
PANDAcap is researchers who are already familiar with working in a
Unix environment, but are not intimate with Docker or PANDA so they
can quickly spin-up a dataset collection pipeline.

PANDA traces contain a precise log of the code and data that the
program accessed during recording. Because of their serial nature
these traces may be time-consuming to analyze without having any
context. For this purpose, we decided to also separately record the
PANDAVM disk delta. While the disk deltas will not add any execution-
related information that is not also contained in the traces, they may
give useful hints for how to proceed with the analysis of an unknown
trace.

We envision several applications forPANDAcap. These applications
are mostly related to the creation of security-related datasets, but also
extend outside the strict borders of security research. For instance, we
can usePANDAcap for applications such as:

• Analyzing samples from malware datasets. PANDAcap can be
used to automate the collection of traces from existing datasets,
similar to, but more versatile than, Malrec’s full-trace recording
of malware [SLD18]. PANDAcap offers a streamlined way to
build such systems by simply plugging in any experiment-specific
customizations.

• Honeypot deployment. Sometimes it is desirable to deploy
honeypot systems for studying attack trends in a network.
Typically, full-system honeypots require a fair amount of effort to
beprepared. Moreover, they typically permitmostly post-mortem
analysis. With the help of PANDAcap, it now becomes easier to
deploy PANDA based honeypots. We present an example of such a
deployment in Section 6.4.

• User studies. PANDAcap can also find applications in domains
other than systems and security. For example, it can be used to
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conduct a study on users in order to gain insights on their use of
tools and data. Traces collected from such a study could be used
in the fields of data provenance and process mining.

To support such different use cases,PANDAcapprovides support for
containerized system deployment, recording and replaying facilities,
and powerful control primitives. In the remainder of this section, we
describe the components comprising PANDAcap, the corresponding
control primitives, the bootstrap procedure, and finally thePANDAcap
support wrapper.

6.3.1 Off-the-shelf components

Intended as a low-maintenance, multi-purpose framework for the
community rather than a one-off academic prototype, we developed
PANDAcapon top of two widely-used, off-the-shelf components.

The PANDA record and replay framework

First, PANDAcap builds on PANDA [Dol+14; Dol+15], an open-source,
full-system record and replay tool based on QEMU [Bel05]. PANDA
records traces comprised of a) an initial dump of the QEMU guest
memory, and b) a log file containing all the non-deterministic inputs
used during the recorded execution. This information allows one to
re-enact the exact execution during the replay of the trace. To facilitate
the analysis of traces, PANDAfeatures apluginarchitecturewhichallows
writing analysis modules in C, C++, and Python. Analysis plugins can
insert instrumentation at different execution points of the analyzed
trace: per instruction, per memory access, per context switch etc.
PANDA also offers a communicationmechanism for plugins to interact
with eachother, thus building complex functionality frommany simple
analysis modules.

Docker

Second, PANDAcap uses Docker [Mer14] for easy deployment and
containment. Docker is currently the de facto standard for lightweight
virtualization. Adoption of Docker in research is already high,
driven by the need for reproducibility. We create a Docker image to
bundle the runtime dependencies of PANDA, and instantiate identical
environments for PANDA VMs to run. Furthermore, PANDAcap uses
Docker to virtualize the networking of PANDA VMs as well as the
storage space used when running an experiment.
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6.3.2 The recctrl plugin

The recctrl plugin is the key building block we developed for
PANDAcap. Typically, starting the recording of a PANDA trace involves
typing the begin_record command on the QEMUmonitor prompt. This
interaction can be scripted using theQEMUMachine Protocol (QMP), but
there’s still need formanual intervention to properly time the start and
the end of the recording. Thismay be acceptable for one-off recordings,
but becomes a problem when one wants to collect a large number of
recordings.

The recctrl plugin addresses this problem, by adding a special
hypercall to the PANDA VM that allows guest programs to signal when
recording should start or stop. This allows to automate recording
of traces, removing the need for manual intervention or scripting.
Moreover, the captured traces will only contain the desired part of the
execution.

Unlike typical PANDA analysis plugins, recctrl is meant to operate
exclusively on a live VM, rather than a VM replaying a trace. Its
implementation piggybacks on existing, unprivileged instructions of
the emulated architectures—CPUID for x86, MCR for ARM. The plugin
requires a magic value to be set in one of the instruction input
registers in order to process it. Because, overall, the frequency of the
instructions triggering recctrl is very low, the performance impact on
the live VM is negligible.

To cater for different types of experiments, recctrl offers several
runtime configuration options. First, it implements two modes of
operation. In toggle mode, recording starts on the first hypercall and
stops on the following. In semaphore mode, hypercalls can be made to
either increase or decrease a session counter. Recording starts/stops
when the counter raises from/falls back to zero. Moreover, recctrl
allows to limit the number of recordings and the duration of each
recording. When the set number of recordings is exceeded, the PANDA
VM is powered off.

Finally, to avoid having to modify programs to include the new
hypercall, the plugin comes with a small utility program called
recctrlu, providing a command-line interface to the hypercall. The
utility can be easily invoked from existing hooks offered by the guest
operating system, catering for a variety of scenarios. E.g. recctrlu

can be hooked with the Linux PAM authentication framework in order
to start recording when a user logs in via ssh. Or, it can be hooked to
the iptables network firewall to start recording on an incoming HTTP
connection. The code of both the plugin and the utility is portable and
should work on Linux andWindows.
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6.3.3 Bootstrapping PANDAcap

PANDAcap offers the capability to insert bootstrapping code at
different phases of preparing an experiment. This gives a lot
of flexibility in designing and building the experiment workflow.
Bootstrapping has been automated using GNUMake where possible. A
central configuration file called Makefile.vars is used to define options in
a single location. In order to propagate the options to scripts written in
other languages, we use the Jinja templating language1as a preprocessor
for those scripts. Next, we describe the different bootstrapping phases
used byPANDAcap.

Docker image bootstrapping

The instructions for building a Docker image are typically contained
in a template file called Dockerfile. The file uses a domain-specific
language to list the instructions. Themain PANDA repository included
a Dockerfile, however we found it to be mostly suited for automated
testing of PANDA builds, rather than deploying the tool inside a
container. The reason is that the template pulls inside the container
all the PANDA build-time dependencies. This result in unnecessary bloat
in the resulting image.

Figure 6.1 shows the process of creating the PANDAcap Docker
image. We can see that PANDA is added to the image as a precompiled
tar archive and only its runtime dependencies are installed, resulting
in a slimmer image. Bootstrap scripts are also installed as a tar archive
and run in a single step. The scripts from the archive are executed in
lexicographical order. Using this process instead of using multiple RUN
commands in the Dockerfile helps us avoid creating redundant image
checkpoints. Moreover, it helps to make the Dockerfile easier to reuse,
as any experiment-specific customization can be applied through the
bootstrap scripts.

Finally, we should mention that thePANDAcapDocker image uses
baseimage-docker2as its base. This provides us with some desired
features, such as a proper init process and the ssh access to the
container. But more importantly, it provides us with a hook for our
runtime bootstrapping scripts (see item 6.3.3), so that they run when
we instantiate a container from the image.

PANDA VM customization

In addition to any customization required for running a specific
experiment, the only customization required for using an existing
PANDA VM image with PANDAcap is to a) copy a single script

1The Jinja templating language: https://jinja.palletsprojects.com/
2baseimage-docker: https://github.com/phusion/baseimage-docker

https://jinja.palletsprojects.com/
https://github.com/phusion/baseimage-docker
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Figure 6.1: PANDAcap Docker image creation process. A dashed edge is used
for components downloaded externally. Typically, only the nodes with labels
in bold-italic print require customization before an experiment.

somewhere in the filesystem, and b) add it to rc.local startup script,
so it will be executed at the end of the VM boot process Optionally, the
recctrl utility can also be copied to the VM at this phase, although this
is not strictly required.

The copied script will take care of the runtime bootstrapping when
we run the VM. The script looks whether a virtual USB drive has been
inserted. If one is found, it ismounted and the bootstrap.sh script will
be executed from it, as described following in Runtime bootstrapping.
Finally, the script will unmount and disconnect the USB drive, cleanup
rc.local and remove itself from the system. This is a low-effort attempt
to obscure the presence of PANDAcap components in the VM. We
should note that currently, the boot-time VM customization script has
only been implemented for Linux.

Runtime bootstrapping

PANDAcapoffers support to customize the runtime environment both
for the PANDA VM used to capture a trace and the Docker container
it runs in. As we mentioned previously in this section, this is
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implemented by hooking to the baseimage-docker startup and the
rc.local script respectively. Similar towhatwe previously described in
Docker image bootstrapping, the startup scripts and any files they need
to generate have access to the configuration options inMakefile.vars, can
be generated using the Jinja template language.

PANDAcap provides a sample Makefile for quickly creating a set of
bootstrap scripts. However its use is not mandated. Furthermore,
users are free to choose whether the runtime bootstrap scripts used for
capturing different samples will be batch-generated at the start of the
experiment or if they will generated at the beginning of each run.

6.3.4 The PANDAcap wrapper

While PANDA and Docker are very feature-rich, combining them to
record a trace for a specific experiment can be a significant challenge.
This is because of the sheer amount of options they offer: The PANDA
binary lists over 170 command-line flags and switches, most of them
inherited from QEMU. Adding to that, Docker’s run sub-command
alone adds over 90 flags and switches. Even after finding the right
options to use, the resulting command line is extremely long and
unwieldy3.

For this we created the pandacap.py wrapper around the two tools.
The goal of the wrapper is to help researchers to set up a PANDA-based
experiment, without requiring them to have extended experience with
QEMU, Docker and Linux system-administration. The wrapper script
is written in Python and employs the powerful argparsemodule of the
language. It provides reasonable defaults and shortcuts for the most
commonly used options, and handles the intermediate steps required
to launch an experiment. Following, we briefly describe the main
amenities offered by pandacap.py.

Transparently handles the creation of VM derived images. This is an
essential part for efficiently supporting runningmultiple VM instances
concurrently. The derived images are essentially deltas over the initial
VM image. Without using them,wewould have to provide each PANDA
VM instance with a separate copy of the VM image. Thus, the use of
derived images both saves storage space and makes launching a new
VM instance faster.

Transparently handles the creation of the virtual disk used for VM
bootstrapping. As we mentioned in item 6.3.3, PANDAcap supports
bootstrapping a VM at runtime via a virtual USB drive. pandacap.py

handles the creation of this virtual drive from the contents of a
3The command line for the case study in Section 6.4 spans 10 lines in a standard 80col

terminal.
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directory. This removes the need for the user to learn about aspects
of administration of Linux filesystems.

Supports naming each run. This is important for experiments that
involve the collection of many individual samples. The run name is
propagated to the names of the support files generated by pandacap.py,
making their management easier.

Python integration. PANDAcap can be imported as Python module,
so it can be used as a building block for more complex setups. E.g. it
can be integrated with a Flask4web application to enable controlling a
PANDAcapworkflow over the web.

Use of Docker is optional. We believe that using Docker makes it
easier to manage multiple PANDA instances running concurrently.
However, for simple cases its use may be seen as an unnecessary
complication. For example, when debugging a PANDA plugin, onemay
prefer to run everything directly on the host. For this, pandacap.py can
also work without Docker and will produce an appropriate command
line if no Docker-specific options are supplied.

6.4 Case study: ssh honeypot

To demonstrate the use ofPANDAcap, we used it to configure a PANDA
VM to operate as an ssh honeypot. Brute-forcing of ssh passwords is
still a very common type of attack today [Hof+14]. Attackers identify
reachable ssh servers on the internet and repeatedly try to guess the
password of a user—typically root—to gain access to the server. All
recent OS distributions come with the ssh service configured with
secure defaults that would prevent these attacks. However, for reasons
of convenience, users often revert to insecure configurations. As a
result, ssh brute-force attacks still remain viable and popular. Despite
their low sophistication, a study of such attacks would be interesting,
in order to gain an understanding of the tools used as well as the
incentives of the attackers. As attackers often remove their traces,
usingPANDAcap to capture a series of incidents could provide us with
much more insight than a simple post-mortem analysis on a host.

6.4.1 Experiment setup

We deployed 3 instances of our honeypot VM on a publicly accessible
host for a period of approximately 3 days. The VMs were listening for
ssh connections on ports 22, 2222, and 2200 respectively. Waiting for
attackers to actually guess a password was deemed impractical. For

4Flask micro web framework: https://flask.palletsprojects.com/

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/
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Table 6.1: Collected samples per ssh port. No attempts to gain access to the
VM listening on port 2200 were made.

port samples nondet nondet-gz disk-delta

22 50 9.61 GiB 2.75 GiB 11.49 GiB
2222 13 0.99 GiB 0.28 GiB 3.00 GiB

this, the Linux PAM authentication framework was tuned to a) accept
any password for user root, and b) run recctrlu on each successful ssh
login. This reconfiguration was performed at runtime, as described
in item 6.3.3. The Docker container needed no additional runtime
configuration.

For this experiment, recctrl was configured to run in semaphore
mode (see subsection 6.3.2) and capture a single trace, for 30min after
the first successful login. We used this setup because our initial tests
showed that attackers used a single command per ssh connection.
Under this usage pattern, the regular use of semaphore mode would
result in many tiny traces.

We used supervisord5to reset and restart each VM after it finished
recording a trace. Additionally, supervisord provided a logging facility
for the messages emitted by the running VMs. In order to prevent the
case where the same small group of hosts would intrude our VMs again
and again, we periodically blocked the IP addresses we found listed in
the ssh access logs.

6.4.2 Collected dataset

During the course of our experiment, we gathered a total of 63 traces,
and their associated VM disk deltas. Links for downloading the dataset
are provided at the end of the chapter. The size of the samples
collected per port can be seen in Table 6.1. We should mention that
non-determinism logs also include much of the information in disk
deltas. We decided to preserve disk deltas in order to allow for direct
analysis with existing disk forensic tools. In Figure 6.2 we show the
distributions of the size and the instruction count of the traces. We
observe that the distributions are heavy on their left side, but they
do not match exactly. This indicates that there are variations in the
workload inside the traces.

6.4.3 Trace analysis

Following, we make a quick analysis of some aspects of the collected
traces. The analysis is not meant to be exhaustive. Our aim is to present

5Python supervisor: http://supervisord.org/

http://supervisord.org/
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Figure 6.2: Trace size and instruction count distributions.

different types of analysis that are possible using the data collected, and
give some starting pointers on what can be done with the released
dataset.

Scanning activity

Hosts compromised by ssh brute-force attacks are often used for
scanning for more hosts with weak passwords. We would like to know
how often this happened in our dataset. For this, we used the PANDA
network plugin on the collected traces to extract their network activity
as pcap traces.

Querying the pcap traces with tcpdump, we counted the top
destination port for outgoing packets that have the SYN flag set. The
distribution of these ports is shown in Figure 6.3. We can see that
around half of the honeypot VMs started scanning formore weak hosts
within 30 min from getting compromised.

Number of successful root logins

To demonstrate the usefuleness of having VM disk deltas along PANDA
traces, we used them to inspect how many times we had a successful
root login on each VM.The results are presented in Figure 6.4.

Inspecting the figure can help us to quickly infer information about
the collected traces, before processing them with some PANDA plugin.
For example, if we want to study what type of cleanup an intruder
performs, we can see that two traces have aggressively cleaned-up all
log entries for root. These would be a good candidate for further
inspection.

Similarly, if we are interested to study a rootkit that leaves behind
a known file, we can identify which traces were infected by it using
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Figure 6.3: Top target ports for outgoing connections. In one trace, there were
no outgoing connections.

familiar command-line tools. Thenwe can switch to PANDA for amore
comprehensive analysis.

Cleanup methodology

Wanting to investigate the cleanup methodology used by the intruder,
we wrote a plugin that for each system call prints a) the process id and
name that ran the call, b) the system call name, and c) the values of
all of its string arguments. We ran it on one of the two traces with the
thorough cleanup. Unsurprisingly, the auth.log file was among the files
touched by the rm command and the unlinkat system call. However,
many of the other files affected by the same command/system call were
known to be non-existent. This indicates a blind cleanup action, rather
than targeted hidding of the intruder’s trails.

6.5 Discussion

6.5.1 Comparison with Malrec

Malrec [SLD18] andPANDAcap both leverage PANDA to capture high-
fidelity execution traces. However the two projects differ in scope. The
former was designed with a single application in mind: converting
a feed of malware samples to PANDA traces. The disclaimer on
the project’s GitHub page6 notes that heavy modifications would be
needed to adapt to other scenarios. On the other hand, PANDAcap
has been designed to be reusable. Towards this end, it supports
integration with Docker that allows virtualization of storage and
networking, and includes a streamlined bootstrapping mechanism for
easy customization for different use cases.

6Malrec GitHub repository: https://github.com/moyix/panda-malrec

https://github.com/moyix/panda-malrec
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Figure 6.4: Succesful logins attempts in auth.log.

6.5.2 PANDAcap as a honeypot solution

In their survey, Nawrocki et al. [Naw+16] present different honeypot
taxonomies. A honeypot based on PANDAcap would rank as a high-
interaction, virtual honeypot. Depending on the bootstrapping, it can
operate either as server or client honeypot.

Thehigh-interaction honeypots listed in [Naw+16] typically focus on
a single type of analysis. For example, Argos [PSB06] focuses on taint
analysis of network inputs. Moreover, transient effects on the system
typically will not be captured. Contrasting to this, honeypots based
on PANDAcap offer significant advantages because of the underlying
PANDA VM record and replay capabilities. Specifically, a) the analyst
doesn’t have to decide a priori on the type of analysis, thus providing
for flexible analysis, and b) all the transient effects of an attack are
captured, thus resulting in higher accuracy of the analysis.

6.5.3 Detectability

Offensive tools andmalware have evolved to avoid analysis by changing
their behaviour in the presence of an analysis environment [Coz+18].
For the case of an analysis sandbox based on PANDAcap, the QEMU
emulator underlying PANDAwould be themain source of environment
artifacts that can be fingerprinted by malware. For this, we did
not attempt to fully conceal the presence of components specific to
PANDAcap, like recctrlu. In principle, if we ever identify some
malware that probes for the presence of recctrlu, we can use the same
tools used by malware authors (packers, code injectors etc.) to hide
its presence inside existing binaries. Moreover, to prevent malware
from running the recctrl hypercall itself, we can randomize themagic
number it uses at runtime. Finally, we should mention that the APIs
provided by PANDA make it possible to identify and react to attempts
of malware to fingerprint QEMU. However, this is a topic for future
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research.

6.5.4 Privacy Issues
Sharing datasets of traces capturedwithPANDAcapcould help to boost
reproducibility of research results in the area of systems analysis.
However, full system traces capured using PANDA or a similar system,
will inevitably include any privacy-sensitive information used during
recording. This introduces privacy concerns that need to be carefully
thought through. Taking a technical approach and sanitizing the
trace before sharing is considered infeasible. Sanitization has been
investigated in the past for much simpler types of traces without
reaching to a generally acceptable solution to the problem.

Since we do not consider not sharing trace datasets as an acceptable
option, any privacy issues would need to be addressed with non-
technical means. First, users or organizations participating in a study,
should be asked for consent to share their data. Further, the collected
datasets should be shared under some form of non-disclosure agreement
(NDA).Thiswould provide strong guarantees for keeping any identified
privacy leaks contained. However, the procedure of signing an NDA is
typically a cumbersome process that requires the involvement of legal
professionals. For this, we favor more lightweight approaches. For
example, each released dataset can comewith a well-defined retraction
procedure for individual samples. This would allow to minimize the
damage fromanyprivacy leak,whilemaintaining the desired flexibility
for researchers that use the dataset.

6.6 Conclusion

We presented PANDAcap, a framework that aims to streamline the
collection of PANDA full-system traces. Furthermore, we presented
an experimental deployment of an ssh honeypot with the help of our
framework and made publicly available the collected dataset. The
source code for PANDAcap as well as links to download the collected
dataset can be found on GitHub7.

We aspire forPANDAcap to lower the bar for the creation of similar
dataset and promote reproducibility of research results in the field of
systems and security.

7PANDAcap on GitHub: https://github.com/vusec/pandacap

https://github.com/vusec/pandacap
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7 Exposing Software Vulnerabilities
using High-Fidelity Provenance

In 2007, Shacham published a seminal paper on Return-Oriented
Programming (ROP), thefirst systematic formulation of code reuse. The
paper has been highly influential, profoundly shaping the way we still
think about code reuse today: an attacker analyzes the “geometry” of
victimbinary code to locate gadgets and chains these to craft an exploit.
This model has spurred much research, with a rapid progression of
increasingly sophisticated code reuse attacks and defenses over time.
After ten years, the common perception is that state-of-the-art code
reuse defenses are effective in significantly raising the bar and making
attacks exceedingly hard.

In this chapter, we challenge this perception and show that an
attacker going beyond “geometry” (static analysis) and considering the
“dynamics” (dynamic analysis) of a victim program can easily find
function call gadgets even in the presence of state-of-the-art code-
reuse defenses. To support our claims, we present Newton, a run-
time gadget-discovery framework based on constraint-driven dynamic
taint analysis. Newton can model a broad range of defenses by
mapping their properties into simple, stackable, reusable constraints,
and automatically generate gadgets that complywith these constraints.
Using Newton, we systematically map and compare state-of-the-art
defenses, demonstrating that even simple interactions with popular
server programs are adequate for finding gadgets for all state-of-the-
art code-reuse defenses. We conclude with an nginx case study, which
shows that aNewton-enabled attacker can craft attacks which comply

Chapter originally published as: Victor van der Veen, Dennis Andriesse, Manolis
Stamatogiannakis, Xi Chen, Herbert Bos and Cristiano Giuffrida. ‘The Dynamics of
Innocent Flesh on the Bone: Code Reuse Ten Years Later’. In: Proceedings of the 24th ACM
Conference on Computer and Communications Security. CCS’17 (Dallas, TX, USA, 30th Oct.–
3rd Nov. 2017). Association for Computing Machinery, Oct. 2017. DOI: 10.1145/
3133956.3134026
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with the restrictions of advanced defenses, such as CPI and context-
sensitive CFI.

7.1 Introduction

Ever since the advent of Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [Sha07],
a substantial amount of research has explored code reuse attacks
in depth. Starting from a relatively simple scheme where return
instructions served to link together snippets of existing code (gadgets),
the code reuse concept was quickly generalized to include forward
edges such as indirect calls and jumps [Ble+11; Sch+15], and even
signal handling [BB14]. Not surprisingly, defenses kept pace with
the attack techniques, and a myriad of increasingly advanced attacks
[Car+15; Eva+15a; Gök+14a; Rud+17] was met by equally advanced
defenses. Some of these defenses work by constraining control
transfers to a specific set of legal flows [Aba+05; VAG+15; Tic+14;
VGC+16], while others complicate attacks by making it difficult to find
reusable code snippets [Big+15; Lu+16; Cra+15b; Bac+14; BN14; Bra+16;
TSS15; Cra+15a]. Yet other defenses protect a program by ensuring the
integrity of code pointers [Kuz+14; Lu+15; Mas+15].

In principle, exploitation may still be possible even in the presence
of these defenses; for instance, through implementation issues
[Eva+15b; CW14]. However, in practice, code-reuse attacks on a system
with state-of-the-art defenses are extremely challenging. Such attacks
require an attacker to analyse the protected program to find available
defense-specific gadgets that can be used to implement the desired
malicious payload. Crucially, the literature on code reuse attacks has
thus far focused on the threat model introduced in Shacham’s original
work on ROP [Sha07], which is based on (manual or automatic) static
analysis. This is an important observation, because modern defenses
reduce the set of available gadgets to the point that finding a sufficient
set of gadgets for an exploit stretches the abilities of even the most
advanced static analysis techniques. In this chapter, we introduce a
novel approach for constructing code reuse attacks even in the presence
of modern defenses. The key insight is that the required analysis effort
to construct an attack can be greatly reduced and scale across a broad
range of defenses by using dynamic analysis techniques instead of only
static analysis.

Static flesh on the bone. The paper introducing Return-Oriented
Programming appeared at CCS exactly 10 years ago [Sha07], and
demonstrated the first general formulation of a code-reuse attack. With
ROP, an attacker would use static analysis to scan the binary for useful
snippets of code that endedwith a return instruction. Out of these code
snippets, known as gadgets, the attacker would construct a malicious
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payload and link them bymeans of the return instructions at the end of
the gadgets. By injecting the appropriate return addresses on the stack
of a vulnerable program, an attacker could craft arbitrary functionality.

All code-reuse techniques since have followed this same basic
approach; using static analysis to first identify which gadgets are
available, and then constructing a malicious payload out of them. This
is true even for advanced exploitation that performs such analysis “just
in time” [Sno+13].

Modern code-reuse defenses push such attacks to their limits and
require highly sophisticated analysis in order to bypass them [Sch+15;
Rud+17]. In the absence of implementation errors or side channels, an
attacker would be hard-pressed to locate the gadgets, let alone stitch
them together. In other words, state-of-the-art defenses have been
successful in raising the bar: theymay not stop all possible attacks, but
they make them exceedingly difficult.

Beyond static analysis. The key assumption for the effectiveness of
current defenses is that future attacks follow essentially the same—
static analysis-based—approach as proposed by Shacham in 2007. In
this chapter, we challenge this assumption, demonstrating that a
switch of attack tactics to include dynamic analysis renders current
defenses far less effective and attacks far less laborious. In reality,
attackers do not care about gadgets or ROP chains—all they want is to
execute a sensitive call such as execve or mprotectwith arguments they
control. There is no reason to assume that they would limit themselves
to static analysis.

The goal of modern defenses is to prevent attackers from subverting
a program’s control flow to reach a desired target, even if an attacker
is able to read or write arbitrary data. The question that the attackers
must answer is which memory values they should modify to gain
control over the program. Ideally, they would answer this question
without resorting to complex static analysis.

The key insight inNewton is that we can model such an attacker’s
capabilities by means of dynamic taint analysis. In particular, we taint
all bytes that an attacker canmodifywith a unique color and then track
the flow of taint until we reach code that, given the right values for the
tainted bytes, allows the attacker to launch a code-reuse attack. For
instance, if a tainted code pointer and a tainted integer later flow into
an indirect call target and its argument (respectively), we have concrete
evidence that the attacker can fully control a particular call instruction
“gadget”. Shacham’s original static analysis tool is named Galileo, a play
on its use of “geometry”. Since our approach is largely based ondynamic
(“dynamics”) rather than static (“geometry”) analysis, we refer to our
gadget-discovery framework asNewton.

As we shall see, our approach requires an attacker to simply run the
victimprocesswithNewton’s dynamic analysis enabled. Moreover, our
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approach can easily emulate common constraints imposed by modern
defenses against code reuse. Depending on the defense, wemay be able
to corrupt some locations (but not others) and target some functions
(but not others). As detailed later, we can map these per-defense
restrictions to simple and stackable constraints (e.g., tainting policies)
for our analysis. Moreover, an attacker may model such constraints
once and reuse them across a wide variety of defenses and victim
applications.

Contributions. The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We show that a hybrid static/dynamic attackermodel significantly
lowers the bar for mounting code-reuse attacks against state-of-
the-art defenses.

• We implement Newton, a novel framework for generating low-
effort code-reuse attacks using constraint-driven dynamic taint
analysis.

• We evaluate and compare existing defenses against code reuse,
highlighting their respective strengths and weaknesses using
constraints inNewton.

• Wepresent an nginx case study to demonstrate how to useNewton
to craft code reuse attacks against advanced defenses, such as
secure implementations of CPI [Kuz+14] 1 and context-sensitive
CFI [VAG+15] 2.

7.2 Threat Model

We consider a code-reuse attacker armed with arbitrary memory read
andwrite primitives based onmemory corruption vulnerabilities (e.g.,
CVE-2013-2028 for nginx and CVE-2014-0226 for Apache), similarly to
recent work [Rud+17; Oik+16; SOS14; Lu+15; Cra+15b]. We focus on a
low-effort attacker, relying on such primitives and automatic gadget-
discovery tools to craft attacks with limited application knowledge.
Our attacker seeks to locate gadgets andmount code-reuse attacks, even
in the face of state-of-the-art defenses such as Control-Flow Integrity

1We focus on the published implementation of CPI, which, as we verified, features
no temporal checks and no read-side bounds checks. After publication, the CPI authors
informed us that the latter, which we had assumed to be an optimization, is really an
implementation bug. Unfortunately, adding such expensive bounds and temporal checks
to approximate full memory safety will non-trivially increase the CPI overhead. For
this reason, we consider the efficient published implementation a more interesting and
concrete design point to analyze as of today.

2We consider context-sensitive CFI (CsCFI) and context-insensitive CFI separately and,
with CsCFI, we exclusively refer to stateful CFI policies based on execution history.
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(CFI) [VGC+16; Tic+14; VAG+15], leakage-resistant code randomization
[Cra+15b; Bra+16], and Code-Pointer Integrity (CPI) [Kuz+14]. We focus
specifically on lightweight code-reuse defenses and leave more general
heavyweight defenses such as memory safety [Nag+09; Nag+10] or
Multi-Variant Execution (MVX) [KBG16; VCS15] out of scope.

Given the overwhelming number of code-reuse defenses in the
literature, we limit our analysis to only (1) defenses applicable to
general programs (e.g., no vtable protection for C++ programs
[Tic+14]), (2) the strongest designs in each class (i.e., effectiveness
againstweaker defenses is implied), and (3) the secure implementation
of such designs (e.g., no side-channel [Oik+16; Eva+15b] or weak-
context [CW14] bypasses). We also assume a strong baseline with
ASLR [PaX03], DEP [AA04], a perfect shadow stack [DMW15] (making
it impossible to divert control-flow by modifying return addresses),
and coarse-grained forward-edge CFI [ZS13] (callsites can only target
function entry points) enabled.

We assume that the attacker has access to a binary equivalent to the
one deployed by his prospective victim. Finally, for simplicity, we focus
specifically on popular server programs, similar to much prior work in
the area [Rud+17; Oik+16; Bit+14; SOS14; VGC+16; VAG+15; Lu+15; NT15].

7.3 Overview of Code-reuse Defenses

In this section, we provide an overview of state-of-the-art code-reuse
defenses considered in our threat model. We distinguish four classes
of code-reuse defenses: (1) Control-Flow Integrity, (2) Information
Hiding, (3) Re-randomization, and (4) Pointer Integrity. We now
introduce each of these classes in turn, and later showhow tomap them
toNewton constraints in Section 7.5.

Control-Flow Integrity. The idea of (forward-edge) Control-Flow
Integrity (CFI) is to mitigate code-reuse attacks by instrumenting
indirect callsites to ensure that only legal targets allowed by the (inter-
procedural) Control Flow Graph (CFG) of the program are permitted
[Aba+05]. To determine the targets for each callsite, modern CFI
solutions use either static or dynamic information.

CFI solutions that rely only on static information either allow
callsites to target all function entry points [Zha+13; ZS13] or, more
recently, construct the set of legal targets by mapping callsite types
to target function types. In other words, a callsite of the form
foo(struct bar *p) should only call functions of type func(struct bar

*p). In particular, IFCC [Tic+14] and MCFI [NT14] construct such
mappings using source type information, while TypeArmor [VGC+16]
approximates types based on argument count at the binary level.
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CFI solutions that rely ondynamic information track execution state
to improve the accuracy of static analysis. In particular, PICFI [NT15]
implements a ”history-based CFI” (HCFI) policy, restricting the target
set to function targets whose address has been computed at runtime.
Context-sensitive CFI (CsCFI) solutions (or similar, with different
definitions of “context”) such as PathArmor [VAG+15], GRIFFIN
[GCJ17], FlowGuard [Liu+17], kBouncer [PPK13], andROPecker [Che+14]
restrict the target set based on analysis of the last 𝑛 branches
recorded by hardware, e.g., the Last Branch Record (LBR) registers or
Intel PT. The effectiveness depends on the amount of useful “context”
in the branch history, which is necessarily limited in practical
implementations: 16 or 32 LBR entries [VAG+15; PPK13; Che+14], 30 Intel
PT packets [Liu+17], or a limited policy matrix [GCJ17].

Information Hiding. Information hiding (IH) aims to prevent code
reuse by making the locations of gadgets unknown to an attacker.
This is done by (1) diversifying the code layout using traditional
Address-Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) [PaX03] or more fine-
grainedvariants [His+12; BN14; PPK12;War+12; Kil+06; BDS03; BDS05;
SLZ16; CBG17; GEL16; GKT12; KP16; Bra+16; CHL16; Cra+15b; Cra+15a;
Con+16; Hom+13] and (2) ”hiding” code pointers to an arbitrary
memory read-enabled attacker. The latter property is enforced in
different ways by different leakage-resistant randomization solutions.

Oxymoron [BN14] removes all the code references from the code,
preventing an attacker reading any given code page from gathering
new code pointers that reveal the location of other code pages.
Other solutions such as Readactor [Cra+15b], software-based XnR
[Bac+14], HideM [GEN15], LR2 [Bra+16], KHide [GEL16], kR^X [Pom+17],
Heisenbyte [TSS15], and NEAR [Wer+16] implement eXecute-Only
Memory (XoM) or similar semantics for code pages, preventing an
attacker from reading useful gadgets from the code and thus fully
”hiding” the code layout (in the ideal case). Finally, recent solutions
such as Readactor++ [Cra+15a] and CodeArmor [CBG17] extend XoM
semantics (XoM++) to also hide code pointer tables such as the Global
Offset Table (GOT).

Re-randomization. Re-randomization (RR) is another popular de-
fense strategy against code reuse attacks. Unlike information hiding,
re-randomization solutions seek to re-randomize and invalidate leaked
information (ideally) before the attacker has a chance to use it and
craft just-in-time code reuse attacks [Sno+13]. Existing solutions can
be classified based on the particular information they periodically
re-randomize during the execution.

A number of RR solutions such as Shuffler [Wil+16], CodeArmor
[CBG17], and ReRanz [Wan+17] periodically re-randomize the code
layout (CodeRR) but leave the function pointer values stored in data
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pages (heap, stack, etc.) immutable using indirection tables. In
contrast, TASR [Big+15] re-randomizes each code pointer value in
memory every time the corresponding code target is re-randomized.
Finally, other solutions such as ASR3 [GKT12] and RuntimeASLR
[Lu+16] re-randomize the full memory address space layout, including
the values of code and data pointers at each re-randomization period.

Pointer Integrity. Pointer integrity (PI) solutions seek to counter
code reuse by preventing attackers from tampering with code or data
pointers. Existing solutions can be classified as encryption-based or
isolation-based.

ASLRguard [Lu+15] is an encryption-based solution that encrypts
each computed code pointer with a per-pointer key in a safe vault,
(ideally) preventing attackers from crafting new code pointers in
memory. In contrast, CCFI [Mas+15] encrypts each code pointer stored
into a given memory address with an address-dependent key, also
preventing attackers from reusing leaked code pointers in memory.

CPS [Kuz+14] is an isolation-based solution that isolates all the code
pointers in a protected safe region, (ideally) preventing an attacker
from reaching and corrupting any of these pointers. CPI [Kuz+14]
extends CPS to also isolate data pointers that may indirectly be used by
the program to access code pointers, (ideally) preventing an attacker
from corrupting code and related data pointers in memory.

7.4 Overview of Newton

We now present Newton, our gadget-discovery framework to assist
in crafting code-reuse attacks against arbitrary (modeled) defenses.
For this purpose,Newton applies a uniform and blackbox strategy to
dynamically retrieve gadgets as a set ofattacker-controllable forwardCFG
edges. Each edge is expressed as a callsite with a number of possible
target functions, and tagged with a number of dependencies (e.g., the
target function is controlled by the code pointer stored at address 𝑋
and the first argument is controlled by address 𝑌). These edges can
then be inspected by an attacker and used to call arbitrary functions via
arbitrarymemory read/write primitives. To call a sequence of arbitrary
functions, an attacker can chain a number of such edges together over
multiple interactions with the victim application.

To easily support a broad range of code-reuse defenses, Newton
accepts a number of user-defined constraints that limit the analysis to
only gadgets allowed by the given modeled defense. The key idea is to
run the victim program mimicking the stages of the real attack and
constrain Newton’s dynamic gadget analysis using simple, reusable,
and extensible policies thatmap the security invariants of a broad range
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...

Figure 7.1: Design ofNewton.

of defenses. We discuss the mapping of defenses to constraints later, in
Section 7.5.

Figure 7.1 presents an overview of Newton and its high-level
components. The Newton framework pushes the victim binary and
its shared libraries through a pipeline of (1) static analysis, and
(2) dynamic analysis—on top of a dynamic taint analysis (DTA) engine.
During both phases, the target and write constraint managers apply
user-defined constraints to the analysis, eventually yielding a list of
callsites an attacker can control and, for each callsite, a list of callees an
attacker can target under a given defense (or combination of defenses)
regime.

In more detail, the workflow ofNewtonwhen analyzing a binary to
craft a code reuse attack is as follows.

1. At the start of the analysis process, the user starts the target
application binary normally. At this point,Newton is in a waiting
state, and does not yet perform any analysis.

2. The user now brings the application into a stable state where
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they can effect arbitrary memory read/write primitives. In our
evaluation, we assume that the user brings the victim program
into a simple quiescent state. For instance, in the case of a server
application, the user would perform aminimal set of interactions
to bring the server into an idle state with an open connection,
where only long-lived data persists in memory, as in [Oik+16]. In
general, the chosen quiescent state is program-dependent.

3. Next, the user signalsNewton that the victim application is now
in a quiescent state. At this point,Newton begins tracking user-
controlled memory dependencies using its DTA engine.

4. At the same time, the user supplies Newton with a number of
commands (in a script) to specify the target and write constraints
that Newton should assume are used to defend the victim
application. As a result,Newtonwill take these constraints into
account during its analysis of controllable edges.

5. The user now interacts with the victim application, using the
inputs they want to use during the final exploit. This allows
Newton to track the dependencies during these interactions.
Focusing on a low-effort attacker targeting a server application,
we assume that the interactions amount to simple standard
requests to the victim server.

6. Finally, Newton reports the results of its analysis. This yields a
set of gadgets (callsites+targets) that are under the user’s control
given the user’s chosen defense model, initial quiescent state and
set of server interactions.

7.4.1 Constraints

As defined by our threat model, our goal as an attacker is to use an
arbitrary memory read/write primitive to divert control flow. The
baseline defenses described in Section 7.2 force us to achieve this by
corruptingmemory in such away that later in the execution, the target
of an indirect callsite no longer points to its intended callee. With this
in mind we observe that, conceptually, all existing defenses attempt to
avert successful attacks by enforcing constraints along one (or both) of
the following two dimensions:

1. Write constraints. Write constraints limit an attacker’s capabil-
ity to corrupt writable memory. Without any defense deployed,
an attacker can corrupt anything: (1) pointers to code (function
pointers), (2) pointers to data, and (3) non-pointer values such as
integers or strings.
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2. Target constraints. Constraints on targets limit the attacker in
his selection for possible callees of a controlled callsite. Without
any target constraints beyond the baseline, the target set always
consists of all functions in the program and library code. We
show later howdifferent defenses and their constraints reduce the
wiggle room for an attacker.

7.4.2 Write Constraint Manager
Thewrite constraintmanager accepts user-defined constraints, describ-
ing the memory regions the attacker is allowed to overwrite under the
modeled defense. Then, using constraint-driven dynamic taint analysis,
it pinpoints callsites and arguments which can still be controlled by the
attacker, despite the assumed defenses.Newton’s DTA engine is a heav-
ily modified version of libdft [Kem+12] which supports arbitrary tags
per memory location, as well as additional functionality to support the
command manager API (see Table 7.1). The steps of the analysis are as
following:

1. Initial tainting. We model attacker-controlled memory by
initially marking regions under the attacker’s control as tainted.
To easily model different defenses,Newton exposes taint limiting
commands that allow control over how the initial taint is applied
(see Table 7.1). Newton’s DTA engine propagates the taint
information to callsites and arguments.

2. Tracking dependencies. We configure our taint engine with
a unique tag for each byte in memory, allowing us to track
attacker-controlled memory dependencies at byte granularity.
Our dynamic taint analysis engine is capable of tracking the taint
source address for each tainted value or pointer in memory. For
each tainted byte, this tells us exactly bywhichmemory addresses
it was tainted. This allows us to track, when a tainted callsite is
discovered, where the taint originated for the associated function
pointer and each of the arguments. The source of the taint is then
a candidate value for the attacker to corrupt, to control the callsite
and mount a code-reuse attack.
libdft’s original implementation implements a basic tainting
strategy [Kem+12], able to track only direct attacker-controlled
memory dependencies (i.e., callsite 𝑋 uses code pointer at tainted
address 𝑌) and not indirect ones (i.e., callsite 𝑋 ′ uses code pointer
read via data pointer at tainted address 𝑌 ′). To support the
latter, we implemented pointer tainting for memory reads in
libdft [Kem+12] (i.e., taint every value read via a tainted pointer),
allowing us to model an attacker corrupting data pointers and
non-pointers to indirectly control code pointers (and arguments)
used by tainted callsites.
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3. Logging. When an indirect call is executed, Newton logs the
relevant taint information for this callsite. Specifically, for
each tainted callsite, we emit information detailing the taint
dependencies for the callsite’s target, and the first six arguments.

7.4.3 Target Constraint Manager
Like the write constraint manager, the target constraint manager
models constraints imposed by code reuse defenses. It uses static and
dynamic analysis to extract callsite and callee information, which it
then uses to impose the user-defined constraint policy.

Static analysis. We use a static analysis based on DWARF debugging
symbols to extract all callsites and potential callees from the target
binary and shared libraries, along with associated type information.
Newton uses the extracted information (if instructed) to simulate
a number of policies for existing defenses, such as type-based CFI
[VGC+16; Tic+14; NT14].

Dynamic analysis. In addition to the aforementioned static analysis,
we also use dynamic analysis to scan user-defined ranges of writable
memory (such as .data, or the heap) for code pointers. We define a live
code page as a memory page pointed to by a live code pointer, i.e., a code
pointer stored in live data memory that can be leaked and overwritten.
Our dynamic analysis allows us to track live code pointers and code
pages. We use this information to model target constraints imposed by
defenses such as Readactor [Cra+15b], which limit an attacker to using
“live” gadgets in memory.

The target constraint manager logs the valid targets for each callsite
based on the constraints derived by the static and dynamic analysis, as
guided by the user-defined script modeling the defense.

7.4.4 Command Manager
As mentioned,Newton includes write constraint and target constraint
managerswhichmodel the constraints imposedbyaparticular defense,
based on a user-defined script. To handle the scripting commands,
Newton includes a command manager. The command manager is a
preloaded library that loads alongwith the analyzed binary, and listens
for commands on a Unix domain socket. When a command is received,
the command manager dispatches it to the right constraint manager,
which handles it as needed.

The commands exposed by the Newton command manager are
shown in Table 7.1. These commands proved sufficient to map all of the
defenses we evaluate in Section 7.7. In Section 7.5, we show examples
of these commands used in practice to model defenses.
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Table 7.1: Newton commands and their effects.

Command Description

taint-mem

Instructs the taint analysis engine to mark all
writable memory as tainted, simulating the arbitrary
read/write primitive we assume in our threat model
(see Section 7.2). The source taint for each memory
location is initialized to its own address. In
Section 7.5, we show how among other things, we use
taint-mem to taint all memory after bringing a victim
server program into a quiescent state.

taint-flip

Untaints all tainted data, and taints all untainted
data. We use the ability to flip taint when crafting
history-flushing attacks against context-sensitive CFI
defenses, as explained further in Section 7.5.

taint-prop-toggle

Pauses or resumes the propagation of taint (also
implies taint-log-toggle) byNewton’s taint analysis
engine. Default: on.

taint-log-toggle

Pauses or resumes the logging of tainted callsites.
This is used to avoid logging uninteresting callsites.
Taint propagation continues normally. Default: on.

taint-ptr-toggle
Enables or disables pointer tainting on memory
reads. Default: on.

taint-wash arg

Clears the taint for the memory locations specified by
arg. The valid values for arg are: (i) CPtr for clearing
all the code pointers, (ii) Ptr for clearing all the data
pointers, or (iii) an explicit address range.

constrain-targets
Specifies target constraints to enforce on tainted
callsites.

get-gadgets Retrieves all gadgets collected during the execution.

7.5 Mapping Defenses

As mentioned in Section 7.4, for the purpose of finding gadgets for
code reuse with Newton, we model the security provided by code-
reuse defenses along two axes: (1) write constraints imposed by the
defense, and (2) the imposed target constraints. In this section, we
map the defenses from Section 7.3 according to these constraints. This
mapping allows us to easily create scripts that teach Newton about
the constraints (security restrictions) imposed when searching for
attacker-controllable gadgets (callsites and possible targets).
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Table 7.2 summarizes the constraints imposed by each defense class.
We now discuss each class in detail.

Table 7.2: Mapping of code-reuse defenses to Newton constraints. Empty
entries for write/target constraints indicate that the defense imposes no
write/target constraints, respectively.

Defense Write Constraints Target Constraints

Class Subclass Solutions Details Dynamic Details

CFI

TypeArmor [VGC+16] Bin types
Safe IFCC/MCFI [Tic+14; NT14] Safe src types
IFCC/MCFI [Tic+14; NT14] Src types
HCFI [NT15] 3 Computed

CsCFI [VAG+15; GCJ17; Gu+17; Liu+17;
PPK13; Che+14] Segr

IH

Oxymoron [BN14] 3 Live +page

XoM [Cra+15b; Bac+14; GEN15; Bra+16;
GEL16; Pom+17; TSS15; Wer+16] 3 Live

XoM++ [Cra+15a; CBG17] 3 Live ¬GOT

RR
CodeRR [CBG17; Wil+16; Wan+17] 3 Live
TASR [Big+15] ¬CPtr 3 Live
PtrRR [Lu+16; GKT12] ¬Ptr 3 Live

PI
ASLR-Guard [Lu+15] 3 Live
CCFI/CPS [Mas+15; Kuz+14] ¬CPtr 3 Live
CPI [Kuz+14] ¬Ptr 3 Live

7.5.1 Control-Flow Integrity

We distinguish five subclasses within the CFI class of defenses:
(1) TypeArmor, (2) IFCC/MCFI, (3) Safe IFCC/MCFI, (4) HCFI, and
(5) CsCFI.

TypeArmor imposes target constraints which enforce that call sites
can only target functions with a typematching the call site’s type; such
types are approximated by statically analyzing the program binary (Bin
types). Since TypeArmor is the only defense which offers function
type-based CFI at the binary level, it has its own dedicated subclass in
Table 7.2.

The IFCC/MCFI subclass provides similar constraints as theTypeAr-
mor subclass, except that function type information is computed at the
source rather than at the binary level. This leads to a stronger target
constraint (Src types) and hence security. This is because source inform-
ation allows IFCC/MCFI to compute more accurate type information
and derive a smaller legal target set.

Safe IFCC/MCFI comprises the same defenses as the IFCC/MCFI
subclass, except that in this case the defenses run in a “safe” mode,
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where type information is less strict for compatibility reasonswith real-
world programs—discussed in the original IFCC paper [Tic+14]. For
instance, in this mode, pointer parameters such as int* or void* are
each considered to be interchangeable with other pointer types. This
leads to a weaker target constraint (Safe src types) compared to the non-
safe variant of this subclass.

In the HCFI (history-based CFI) subclass, the set of valid targets for
each call site is determined by the set of code pointers that have been
computed during the execution. This is a dynamic target constraint
(Computed), which can be used in isolation or combined with other
static target constraints.

All the CFI subclasses thus far have been modeled using target
constraints. Somewhat counterintuitively, we model the CsCFI
subclass using only write constraints. The reason is that this makes
it much easier to write a Newton CsCFI-aware script for a low-
effort attacker. Formulating CsCFI in terms of target constraints
would require us to provide Newton with knowledge about the
context-sensitive analysis, the branch history size, and the time of
validation (e.g., syscall time). Furthermore,whenassuming a ”perfect”
(but practical) implementation of CsCFI, the branch history can be
arbitrarily large (but not unlimited), allowing a ”perfect” context-
sensitive analysis to always detect invalid targets in the large context
provided. In other words, the only way for an attacker to bypass the
defense is to force the application to flush the (arbitrarily large) branch
history [CW14] before triggering the exploit. This leaves CsCFI with no
context to constrain the controlled target set.

For this purpose, the attacker needs to (1) corrupt some segregated
(independent and stable) application state, (2) send an arbitrarly large
number of idempotent history-flushing inputs to the application that
do not interfere with the segregated state, (3) send the final input
to trigger the exploit based on the segregated state. This translates
to a write constraint (Segr) that limits writes to the segregated state
specified by the attacker. At first glance, identifying such state and
the history-flushing input seems complicated. In practice, this is
possible even for a low-effort attacker. For example, for common
server applications that handlemultiple connections in a single worker
process (e.g., nginx), we can simply instruct Newton to use the
connection-specific data of a first connection as segregated state and a
simple request over a second connection as the history-flushing input
(as done in Section 7.6).

7.5.2 Information Hiding

We distinguish three subclasses within the IH class of defenses:
(1) Oxymoron, (2) XoM, and (3) XoM++.

The Oxymoron subclass allows only targets contained in live code
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pages. This translates to a target constraint (Live +page) that limits the
set of valid (i.e., attacker-leaked) targets to pages pointed to by live code
pointers.

The XoM subclass contains defenses that hide the code layout from
an attacker. This translates to a target constraint (Live) that limits the
set of valid targets to live code pointers (again stored and then leaked
frommemory), given that the attacker canmake no assumptions on the
other code pointers.

Finally, defenses in the XoM++ subclass implement XoM semantics
and additionally hide the GOT from an attacker. This translates to
a stronger target constraint (Live ¬GOT) than XoM’s, where live code
pointers in the GOT are no longer valid. Since the GOT itself is no
longer reachable and thus not corruptable, this also translates to a
write constraint (¬GOT), which, for simplicity, we leave implicit in our
analysis and presentation of the results (its impact typically aligns with
its target constraint counterpart).

7.5.3 Re-randomization

We distinguish three subclasses within the RR class of defenses:
(1) CodeRR, (2) TASR, and (3) PtrRR.

Since all these subclasses hide the code layout under ideal condi-
tions, they all impose a target constraint that allows only live code
pointers to be used as valid targets (Live). However, the subclasses
differ in terms of their write constraints.

First, the CodeRR subclass only hides (i.e., re-randomizes) the code
layout and imposes no additional write constraints. The second RR
subclass, TASR, does impose an additional write constraint. Not only
does TASR periodically re-randomize the code layout, but it also re-
randomizes the code pointer representation (even for code pointers
stored in data memory). In doing so, it prevents attackers from
successfully overwriting code pointers. This translates to a write
constraint (¬CPtr) that forbids writes to memory locations containing
code pointers. In other words, this constraint teaches Newton that
the only way to find gadgets that bypass CodeRR is to corrupt data
pointers (or non-pointers) to force the program to access an attacker-
controlled live code pointer rather than the original intended target
(e.g., corrupting c to hijack c->handler()).

Finally, the PtrRR subclass is similar to TASR, except that the
imposed write constraint is stronger. Not only code pointers but all
pointers are re-randomized and thus “protected” against overwrites.
This translates to a write constraint (¬Ptr) that forbids writes to
memory locations containing either code or data pointers. In other
words, this constraint teachesNewtonthat the onlyway to find gadgets
that bypass PtrRR is to corrupt non-pointers such as integers (e.g.,
corrupting idx to hijack func[idx]->handler()).
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7.5.4 Pointer Integrity

We distinguish three subclasses within the PI class of defenses:
(1) ASLR-Guard, (2) CCFI/CPS, and (3) CPI. All three of these prevent an
attacker from crafting new code pointers from scratch, thus enforcing
a target constraint that limits targets to live code pointers (Live).

ASLR-Guard does not impose any additional constraints. It
implements the aforementioned target constraint by using per-pointer
secret keys to encrypt all code pointers. Thus, while an attacker cannot
introduce new code pointers, it is still possible to replace a code pointer
with another arbitrary live code pointer, given that the secret key is not
location-aware.

The second PI subclass, CCFI/CPS, does impose an additional write
constraint that forbids writes to memory locations containing code
pointers (¬CPtr). In the case of CCFI (Cryptographically-enhanced
CFI), this is implemented by encrypting pointers with a memory
location-dependent key. In the case of CPS, the same effect is achieved
by isolating code pointers in a memory region not accessible to an
attacker.

Finally, CPI is equivalent to CPS, except that it isolates not only
code pointers, but also data pointers that point to structures containing
code pointers. Thus, CPI imposes a stronger write constraint than CPS,
forbidding writes to memory locations containing either code or data
pointers (¬Ptr).

7.6 Implementation of Defenses

Figure 7.2 graphically depicts the constraints imposed by the defenses,
as detailed in Table 7.2. The x-axis shows the write constraints imposed
by each defense subclass, while the y-axis shows the target constraints.
Defenses that share both the same write and target constraints impose
equivalent security restrictions, so that each (𝑥,𝑦) point in Figure 7.2
forms an equivalence class.

It is interesting to note that even defenses that seem quite different
on the surface actually turn out to offer comparable guarantees.
For instance, the figure reveals the following equivalence classes
containing multiple defenses each: {𝑋𝑜𝑀,𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑅𝑅,𝐴𝑆𝐿𝑅 − 𝐺𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑑},
{𝑇𝐴𝑆𝑅,𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐼/𝐶𝑃𝑆}, and {𝑃𝑡𝑟𝑅𝑅,𝐶𝑃𝐼}. Note that these equivalences
hold only when assuming ”perfect” implementations of each defense,
without any implementation-specific vulnerabilities. In addition, our
constraint-based classification abstracts away implementation details
and hence ignores implementation-specific differences across defenses.
For instance, the ¬Ptr constraint in RuntimeASLR protects all data
pointers, and could thus be considered stronger than the same
constraint in CPI, which protects only data pointers that can be used to
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read code pointers. The key advantage of our approach is that it allows
us to focus on the general constraints for gadget generation acrossmany
different defenses.

We now demonstrate how to concretely implement constraints for
the mapped defenses in Newton, using the commands detailed in
Section 7.4. We organize the following discussion around the write
constraints imposed by each defense.

7.6.1 Corrupting Code Pointers

All defense subclasses that do not implement write constraints allow
any memory to be corrupted, including code pointers. These defenses
are on the left of the x-axis in Figure 7.2 (None).

To model these defenses, we use the Newton script shown in
Figure 7.3a. All our example scripts assume a low-effort attacker
attacking a server application. After starting the server, the script
first informsNewtonabout any target constraints; this guidesNewton’s
static and dynamic analysis of callees and live code pointers. Newton
has internal support for each of the possible target constraints shown
in Table 7.2 and Figure 7.2.

Next, the script taints all memory using the taint-mem command.
We then send a normal request to the server, causingNewton to track
any taint propagated during this request. As the request is processed,
Newton logs tainted callsites, their arguments, dependencies, and
potential targets. These gadgets can then later be retrieved by the user
(get-gadgets command).

7.6.2 Corrupting Data Pointers

Defense subclasses with the ¬CPtr write constraint prevent code
pointers from being overwritten, but do not protect other memory
locations. This includes the CCFI/CPS andTASR subclasses. As a result,
under these defenses, it is still possible to corrupt data pointers (as well
as non-pointers).

We model these defenses in Newton using the script shown in
Figure 7.3b. The script is identical to the script we used to model
defenses without any write constraints, except that after tainting all
memory, we use the taint-wash command to untaint code pointers.
This has the result of simulating that an attacker cannot overwrite code
pointers, thus modeling defenses in the ¬CPtr write constraint class.

7.6.3 Corrupting Non-pointers

Under defenses that implement the ¬Ptr write constraint, neither code
nor data pointers can be written, limiting the attacker to overwriting
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Figure 7.2: Mapping of defense classes to write (x-axis) and target (y-axis)
constraints in Newton. Constraints on the two axes are sorted based on
their effectiveness in reducing the number of gadgets available to a low-effort
attacker on nginx, when sending a plain HTTP GET request.

1 $ start server
2 constrain-targets $Cons
3 $ C1 = open connection
4 taint-mem
5 $ send request over C1
6 get-gadgets
7

(a) No write constraints.

1 $ start server
2 constrain-targets $Cons
3 $ C1 = open connection
4 taint-mem
5 taint-wash CPtr
6 $ send request over C1
7 get-gadgets

(b) ¬CPtr.

1 $ start server
2 constrain-targets $Cons
3 $ C1 = open connection
4 taint-mem
5 taint-wash Ptr
6 $ send request over C1
7 get-gadgets
8

9

10

11

(c) ¬Ptr.

1 $ start server
2 constrain-targets $Cons
3 taint-prop-toggle off
4 taint-mem
5 $ C1 = open connection
6 taint-flip
7 $ C2 = open connection
8 $ send N requests over C2
9 taint-prop-toggle on
10 $ send request over C1
11 get-gadgets

(d) Segr.

Figure 7.3: Newton command scripts for finding gadgets under different
modeled write constraints.
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only non-pointers. We simulate this using the script shown in
Figure 7.3c, in which we clear the taint for both code and data pointers
after tainting memory.

7.6.4 Corrupting Segregated State
As mentioned in Section 7.5, we model the CsCFI subclass using write
constraints instead of target constraints, as this makes CsCFI easier to
emulate inNewton. As described earlier, the write constraints impose
a “segregated memory” defense model, in which an attacker corrupts
programstate in such away that this state is notmodifiedby subsequent
history-flushing requests. The attacker then uses an arbitrary number
of these requests to flush the context of the CsCFI defense, after which
it becomes possible to use the previously corrupted state to trigger an
exploit.

We model this in Newton using the script shown in Figure 7.3d.
The script begins by starting the victim server and setting the target
constraints, as usual. Next, we disable taint propagation, after which
we taint all memory and open an attack connection (𝑐1), and finally flip
the taint state of all memory. Opening the connection has the effect of
clearing taint on the memory touched by the connection state. Thus,
when we flip the taint state, the untainted memory (containing the
connection state) becomes tainted, while all other memory becomes
untainted. Thisway, wemodel the initial segregated (connection) state,
which will serve as the attack surface in the final exploit. Note that
the segregated state is not an idle state as our attack connection is still
open, and that there are possibly many more active open connections
in parallel.

We now send an arbitrary number of idempotent requests to the
server over an independent history-flushing connection 𝑐2. This is
to model flushing the CsCFI context and also ensure there is no
interference with the state of connection 𝑐2. Finally, we re-enable taint
propagation, resume the attack connection 𝑐1 (left open previously),
and send the final request. The final result of the analysis is a
list of callsites (with possible targets and dependencies) which are
tainted only by attacker-controlled connection-specific state, and are
thus controllable by the attacker after the history-flushing attack is
complete. This voids the concern that some of the long-lived structures
in the quiescent state may be modified by parallel connections.

7.7 Evaluation

We evaluate Newton against three web servers (nginx, Apache, and
lighttpd), a general-purpose distributed memory cache (memcached),
an in-memory database (redis), and a domain name system (bind). As
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is common these days, we compile the servers as position independent
code, using gcc as our compiler.

UsingNewton scripts as presented in Section 7.6, we instruct our
target constraint manager to apply each of the target-based policies
from Section 7.5 (in addition to the baseline as described in Section 7.2).
As described there, we divide the deployed defenses into those with
static target constraints, and dynamic ones.

Also recall from Section 7.6 that our scripts instruct the write
constraint manager to apply the following types of write constraints:
(1) None, this is our baseline where an attacker can corrupt anything,
including code pointers; (2)¬CPtr, policies that restrict the corruption
of code pointers; (3) ¬Ptr, policies that enforce pointer integrity; and
(4) Segr, for context-sensitive CFI.

We first perform a detailed evaluation for nginx, in which we
provide statistics on the controllability of each executed indirect
callsite. Later, in Section 7.8, we show how to use this information
to mount defense-aware attacks against nginx. In the second part of
this evaluation, we provide summarized results for all tested servers,
to illustrate the wide applicability of our attack methodology.

Note that we do not evaluate the expressiveness of code-reuse
attacks based on Newton, i.e., we do not study whether Newton
can produce Turing-complete attacks. The motivation behind this is
that Turing-completeness neither guarantees nor is a prerequisite for
successful exploitation and as such does not affect the applicability
of Newton: an attacker is unlikely to care about finding all Turing-
complete gadgets if only one or two already provide him with enough
means to gain arbitrary code execution. We consider a study in which
existing defenses are evaluated with respect to whether they prevent
Turing-complete ROP attacks as an interesting starting point for future
work.

Although our evaluation focuses on popular system services, the
principles of Newton also apply to user applications like browsers,
document readers, and word processors. The large memory footprint
of such applications, however, means that our libdft-based DTA engine
(which is 32-bit only) quickly runs out of memory. This limitation is
not fundamental toNewton, and can be addressed in future work with
additional engineering effort (i.e., porting libdft to x86_64).

7.7.1 In-Depth Analysis of nginx

Wenow evaluate the controllability of each executed indirect callsite in
nginx, under all types of write and target constraints. We first examine
the residual attack surface per target constraint, and then do the same
for each write constraint.
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Table 7.3: Number of permissible targets in nginx under each target constraint
policy.

(a) Absolute number of legal function targets found in the main nginx module, libc,
other modules, and in total, respectively, when applying dynamic target constraints.

Dynamic
target constraint

Targets

nginx libc other total

None 1035 2763 794 4592
Live +page 811 1264 411 2486
Computed 363 323 100 786

Live 362 316 89 767
Live ¬GOT 360 279 69 708

(b) Location of the code pointers to legal targets when applying dynamic target
constraints, binned to the stack, heap, or .data/.got/other segments in a particular
module.

Dynamic
target

constraint

Target location

stack heap
nginx libc other

data GOT other data GOT other data GOT other

Live +page 15 475 261 399 81 666 26 67 207 257 32
Computed 1 64 270 32 25 240 2 42 65 38 7

Live 1 64 269 31 25 237 2 41 60 31 6
Live ¬GOT 1 64 269 0 25 237 0 41 60 0 6

(c) Distribution of legal function targets across different modules, under varying static
target constraints. For each module, the minimum, 50th and 90th percentile number of
targettable functions are shown. as well as the 50th percentile of the total number of
targettable functions.

Static
target constraint

Allowed targets

nginx libc other total

min 50p 90p min 50p 90p min 50p 90p 50p

Bin types 201 328 758 549 960 1625 203 370 437 1665
Safe src types 2 117 135 0 176 230 0 65 69 376
Src types 1 12 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 19
Source 1 12 57 0 0 0 0 0 0 19

Target constraints. Table 7.3 depicts the residual attack surface in
nginx under different target constraints, static and dynamic. We show
absolute numbers for dynamic constraints, butmedian results for static
constraints. This is because static target constraints limit the number
of targets per callsite, while dynamic constraints limit the total number
of legal pointers in memory.

It should be that the numbers shown for dynamic target constraints
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are susceptible to the coverage of our dynamic analysis. As mentioned,
we assume a low-effort attacker; thus, the numbers shown in Table 7.3a
and Table 7.3b cover the case where the attacker sends only a simple
GET request to nginx. It is conceivable that a more determined attacker
could uncover even more attack surface.

To interpret the Table 7.3, we look at one example row from each of
its subtables. We begin with an example from Table 7.3a. Consider the
Computed target constraint, which is used by theHCFI defense subclass,
implemented by Per-Input CFI [NT15]. Under this constraint, only code
pointers which have been computed during program execution can be
used by an attacker. Table 7.3a shows that after server initialization and
handling of the GET request, 786 such pointers reside in memory. Thus,
each indirect callsite may target each of these. Further, the location
of these pointers in the program memory is shown in Table 7.3b. The
stack and the heap respectively contain 1 and 64 target pointers. The
nginx module contains 270 target pointers in its data sections (.data,
.data.rel.ro, or.rodata), 32 in its Global Offset Tables (.got, .got.plt),
and 25 pointers in its remaining sections.

To explain Table 7.3c, we consider the Safe src types constraint,
imposed by the SafeIFCC/MCFI defense subclass, which provides type-
based caller/callee matching. The most restricted indirect callsite
cannot call any libc functions at all. The median (50th percentile) may
target at least 176 libc functions, while the 10% least restricted indirect
callsites (90th percentile) may target a minimum of 230 libc functions.
Themedian indirect callsite is allowed to target a total of 376 functions.

Overall, the main takeaway from Table 7.3 is the ease with which
our methodology allows us to compare the strength of even extremely
different defense subclasses. For instance, it becomes that the strongest
dynamic target constraint is Live ¬GOT, imposed by the XoM++ defense
subclass. ComparingTable 7.3awithTable 7.3c, it is also clear that static
type-based constraints are in general stronger than dynamic ones, with
the strongest target constraints being imposed by source-level type-
based defenses. It is alsoworth noting that even for the strongest target
constraints, there is still a significant residual attack surface.

Write constraints. We now consider the potential controllability of
callsites in nginx given varying write constraints. Moreover, we also
show that for each executed callsite, a nontrivial attack surface remains
even under the strongest combinations of write and target constraints.
To obtain information on which callsites are potentially controllable,
we examine the taint information which Newton yields during the
aforementioned attacker-initiated GET request to nginx. We present
these results in Table 7.4.

To illustrate the semantics of Table 7.4, consider callsite number
27, at location http_request.c:1126. The target (function pointer)
of this callsite is tainted by a code pointer, meaning that it can
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Table 7.4: Taint information and residual attack surface for nginx.
Callsite: Controllable indirect calls when sending a plain HTTP GET request.
The common prefix of the functions (ngx_) has been stripped for readability.
Taint Source: Taint information for the function pointer and first three
arguments. Function pointers marked with † are tainted by segregated state,
and can only be used in a history flushing attack against CsCFI. The arguments
actually used by the nginx function appear underlined. None indicates an
untainted value, while CPtr, DPtr, and ¬Ptr indicate taint through a code
pointer, data pointer (and possibly CPtr), or non-pointer value (and possibly
Ptr), respectively.
Targets: Available targets for the callsite under different constraints. Source
types are the strongest static constraints available. Best is the combination of
Source types and Live ¬GOT (strongest dynamic constraints).

Callsite

Taint Source Targets

Func.
ptr. Arg0 Arg1 Arg2 Source

types Best

1 connection.c:808 CPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 2 1
2 epoll_module.c:642 DPtr DPtr ¬Ptr None 19 6
3 event.c:245 CPtr None ¬Ptr None 1 1
4 event.c:286 CPtr DPtr ¬Ptr None 2 2
5 event_accept.c:258 DPtr DPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 6 1
6 http_chunked_filter_module.c:79 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
7 http_chunked_filter_module.c:92 CPtr ¬Ptr None ¬Ptr 11 8
8 http_charset_filter_module.c:235 CPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 58 18
9 http_charset_filter_module.c:552 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
10 http_core_module.c:852 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 8 7
11 http_core_module.c:874 CPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 58 18
12 http_core_module.c:906 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 58 18
13 http_core_module.c:1075 CPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 58 18
14 http_core_module.c:1357 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr DPtr 58 18
15 http_core_module.c:1825 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
16 http_core_module.c:1840 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
17 http_gzip_filter_module.c:256 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
18 http_gzip_filter_module.c:323 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
19 http_headers_filter_module.c:152 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
20 http_log_module.c:252 DPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr None 6 1
21 http_log_module.c:297 DPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr DPtr 12 11
22 http_not_modified_filter_module.c:61 CPtr ¬Ptr None ¬Ptr 58 18
23 http_postpone_filter_module.c:82 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
24 http_range_filter_module.c:230 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
25 http_range_filter_module.c:551 CPtr ¬Ptr None ¬Ptr 11 8
26 http_request.c:514 DPtr DPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 19 6
27 http_request.c:1126 CPtr † ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 3 3
28 http_request.c:3002 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 58 18
29 http_ssi_filter_module.c:329 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 58 18
30 http_ssi_filter_module.c:392 CPtr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
31 http_userid_filter_module.c:205 CPtr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr None 58 18
32 http_variables.c:404 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr ¬Ptr 61 49
33 http_write_filter_module.c:238 ¬Ptr † ¬Ptr ¬Ptr None 2 1
34 output_chain.c:65 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr None None 11 8
35 palloc.c:80 ¬Ptr ¬Ptr None ¬Ptr 56 7
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be controlled under write constraints which allow corrupting code
pointers. Moreover, it is controllable from segregated state, so that
the callsite is usable in a history flushing-based attack against CsCFI.
All three arguments are tainted by non-pointer values, making them
controllable even under the strictest write constraints. Controlling
three arguments is often sufficient; for instance, both execve and
mprotect take only three arguments (and system takes one).

Without any additional target constraints, the callsite at location
http_request.c:1126 has 4592 legal targets. Imposing the strongest
dynamic target constraint (Live¬GOT) reduces this to 708 targets, while
the strongest static target constraint (Source types) allows only 3 targets;
the samenumber of targets as is allowedunder the combinationof these
write constraints.

Note in Table 7.4 that 13 of the 35 callsites have a target that is tainted
by a non-code pointer value, making them controllable evenwhen code
pointers are protected. Moreover, 8 callsites have a target tainted by a
non-pointer value, making these callsites controllable under all write
constraints imposed by current defenses. Many of these callsites have a
significant number of legal targets, ranging up to 49 targets even when
combining the strongest static and dynamic target constraints.

7.7.2 Generalized Results
The results presented in Table 7.5 show that nginx is representative
for all evaluated servers. First, Table 7.5a shows that the number
of controllable (tainted) callsites is comparable between servers.
An exception to this are the callsites in httpd, which are not
controllable using segregated state; httpd creates a new process
for each connection, preventing our history flushing attack. In all
evaluated servers, attacker-controlled callsites remain even under ¬Ptr
write constraints.

Further, Table 7.5b shows that in all servers, a significant number
of legal targets remain even under the strongest dynamic target

Table 7.5: Summarized number of controllable callsites and targets of servers.

(a) Number of controllable callsites for each evaluated server under varying write
constraints.

Server Tainted Callsites
None ¬CPtr ¬Ptr Segr Segr & ¬Ptr

nginx 35 13 8 2 1
lighttpd 12 7 2 8 2
httpd 33 27 13 0 0
redis 14 11 11 2 2

memcached 8 3 3 1 0
bind 43 40 39 1 1
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Table 7.5: Summarized number of controllable callsites and targets of servers.

(b) Total permissible targets (absolute) under each dynamic target constraint. These apply
for all write constraints that have at least one tainted callsite. Servers marked with † and
‡ have no callsites under the Segr and Segr & ¬Ptr write constraints, respectively.

Server Targets (dynamic)
Baseline Live +page Computed Live Live ngot

nginx 4,592 2,336 786 767 708
lighttpd 4,450 1,867 497 474 409
httpd † ‡ 6,113 3,835 2,002 1,985 1,928
redis 5,381 2,311 771 612 546

memcached ‡ 4,326 2,420 752 738 391
bind 7,693 2,829 1,028 1,010 918

(c) Total permissible targets (median) under each static target constraint.

Server Write Constraints Targets (static)
Bin types Safe src types Src types

nginx

None 1,952 988 201
¬CPtr 1,952 953 193
¬Ptr 1,952 787 160
Segr 1,571 108 5

Segr & ¬Ptr 1,571 2 2

lighttpd

None 1,686 249 50
¬CPtr 1,512 228 37
¬Ptr 1,187 56 6
Segr 1,686 230 39

Segr & ¬Ptr 1,187 56 6

httpd

None 3,464 1,471 310
¬CPtr 3,464 1,469 302
¬Ptr 3,408 1,079 139
Segr 0 0 0

Segr & ¬Ptr 0 0 0

redis

None 2,253 470 219
¬CPtr 2,253 470 219
¬Ptr 2,253 470 219
Segr 1,227 13 11

Segr & ¬Ptr 1,227 13 11

memcached

None 2,314 275 35
¬CPtr 1,624 243 7
¬Ptr 1,624 243 7
Segr 2,105 18 18

Segr & ¬Ptr 0 0 0

bind

None 2,762 1,323 393
¬CPtr 2,762 1,253 383
¬Ptr 2,762 1,241 371
Segr 1,936 199 20

Segr & ¬Ptr 1,936 199 20
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constraints (Live ¬GOT). Again, for the aforementioned cases with
httpd, and one case with memcached (Segr & ¬Ptr). The same is true
for static target constraints, as shown in Table 7.5c; even under source-
level type-based target constraints, an attacker has multiple targets to
choose from (ranging from 2 to 393 targets) in each case where callsite
corruption is possible. For several servers, including nginx, lighttpd,
redis, and bind, these results apply even to a segregated state attack
model with type-based target constraints.

These results show thatNewton is capable of locating controllable
callsites and a choice of potential targets under even the strongest
defenses. Recall that these results assume a low-effort attacker, sending
only a single request to each server; thus, these results are a lower-
bound for the number of controllable callsites.

7.8 Constructing Attacks

This section documents our experience using Newton to bypass two
advanced state-of-the-art defenses: CsCFI [VAG+15; GCJ17; Liu+17;
PPK13; Che+14] and CPI [Kuz+14]. Our case studies are constructed in an
architecture-independent fashion: unlike traditional ROP, we operate
on program semantics. Thus, our results are generally applicable on
different architectures, such as x86 and ARM. We specifically focus
our analysis on secure implementations of CPI and CsCFI, given that
existing work has already discussed the general limitations of CFI
[Gök+14b; CW14; Gök+14a; Dav+14; Car+15; Eva+15a] and leakage-
resistant randomization [Rud+17].

7.8.1 Attack Against CsCFI
In this case study, we target CsCFI on nginx. As described in
Section 7.5, to bypass CsCFI’s write constraint (Segr), we look for
callsites controllable from a segregated (connection-specific) state. We
(1) open a connection 𝑐1 to prepare its memory state, (2) flush the
branch history by sending𝑛parallel requests over another connection
𝑐2 (disabling CsCFI’s protection), and finally (3) send a request over
connection 𝑐1 to divert control flow from a 𝐶1-controlled callsite.

As shown in Table 7.4, Newton provides us with two candidate
callsites to bypass CsCFI (those with the Segr column checked). We
select callsite 33 in the function ngx_http_write_filter:

chain = c->send_chain(c, r->out, limit);

Here, c is a pointer to our connection state (ngx_connection_t),
which contains a code pointer called send_chain. Clearly, the
connection state and code pointers stored therein are isolated from
other connections. Other than send_chain and c itself (first argument),
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Newton also reports that the second r->out argument is tainted and
controllable from corrupted connection-specific state.

With manual inspection, we verified that (1) controlling the
target and arguments with an arbitrary memory write to segregated
state allows request handling to complete without crashes, (2) we
also control the third argument by controlling the limit_rate

and limit_rate_after configuration variables and flipping a single
(uncovered) branch in the execution, and (3) execution continues
correctly if the send_chain call is diverted to a different target
returning a 0 value, allowing us to chain successful calls via repeated
interactions with the server.

Newton also provides us with a list of all the possible 4592 targets
(no target constraints) for our selected callsite. We target mprotect to
escalate code reuse to a code corruption attack. This function expects
three arguments: (1) the start address of the affected memory region,
(2) the size of the region, and (3) the protection flags.

To select the start address, we overwrite the c pointer and repoint
it to a counterfeit object prepared with identical connection state in
a memory location of our choosing. To select the protection flags,
we overwrite the limit_rate_after variable to ensure the final limit
computation has the PROT_READ|WRITE|EXEC bits set in the lowest byte.
To select the size, we need to redirect the r->out pointer to a value
of our choosing. However, it is challenging to enforce a small r->out
pointer value, since the lower part of the address space is not normally
mapped. To address this challenge, we aim for a large mprotect surface,
spanning from the heap (i.e., the controlled c pointer) all the way to
libc code. The latter is the next region in line in the address space,
only separated from the heap by a single unmapped gap. To fill the gap,
we use a preliminary request to redirect control to libc’s mallocwithout
worrying about its argument—since this is a pointer, calling mallocwill
result in a large allocation, adjacent to libc in our setting.

At this point, we safely hijack our victim callsite to call mprotect
and make the (now larger) heap and the entire libc code readable,
writeable, and executable. Once mprotect succeeds, we issue another
request to corrupt libc’s gettimeofday function with our own
shellcode. The shellcode runs when nginx processes the next request,
giving us arbitrary code execution. item 7.4 shows an overview of the
attack.

Evidently, even a state-of-the-art defense like CsCFI alone is not
sufficient to stop an attacker armed with dynamic analysis. Instead,
to limit the power of these attacks, wemust carefully combine context-
sensitive CFI with traditional CFI or other defenses. Note that state-
of-the-art binary-level CFI policies based on argument/return count
matching (TypeArmor) cannot prevent our mprotect hijacking attack,
given that the callsite is diverted with a compatible function signature.
Thus, stronger static (e.g., Src types) or dynamic (e.g., Live) target or
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Figure 7.4: Chaining malloc and mprotect in nginx to make libc code
pages writable, using the callsite c->send_chain(c, r->out, limit). This figure
illustratesmemory layout and key variables of the nginx process before, during,
and after our attack against CsCFI.
We first overwrite the send_chain code pointer in c with the address of malloc.
Since the callsite uses the address of c as first argument, this results in a
0x565fe958B= 1.3GB allocation, adjacent to libc code. We then overwrite the
same code pointer with the address of mprotect and construct a counterfeit
c structure at a convenient location: knowing that the value of r->out will be
the len argument for mprotect(void *addr, size_t len, int prot), we place c

at libc−r->out, i.e., 0xf7eb6000−0x565f3320= 0xa18c2000 (rounded to the page
boundary). To make nginx use our counterfeit object, we must also update the
data pointer in the relevant ngx_event_t *rev structure.
By using partial HTTP requests, we divide a single control-flow diversion into
multiple steps: (1) open a connection 𝑐1 and send a partial request; (2) use
the arbitrary memory read/write primitive to corrupt the connection state
of 𝑐1, e.g., overwrite the send_chain code pointer; (3) open connections 𝑐2…𝑐𝑛
to perform 𝑛 HTTP requests in parallel to flush CsCFI history, i.e., recorded
branches that set send_chain to ngx_sendfile_chain are pruned from memory,
(4) finish the partial request of 𝑐1, triggering the control-flow diversion while
CsCFI is unable to find in which context the overwritten code pointer was
originally set.

write constraints that protect pointer corruption (e.g., CPI’s ¬Ptr) are
necessary.

To confirm the real-world applicability ofNewton, we successfully
implemented the above attack in practice. Using gdb to mimic an
attacker’s arbitrary read and write memory primitive, we recorded a
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video that shows how one can use our attack to mark libc memory
pages as readable, writable, and executable. The video, accompanied
with annoted details, is available on our project webpage.3

7.8.2 Attack Against CPI
In this case study, we target CPI on nginx. CPI enforces a ¬Ptr
write constraint, protecting code and data pointers. Thus, we use
Newton’s results in Table 7.4 to find callsites tainted by a non-pointer
value, and select callsite 32. The callsite is located in the function
ngx_http_get_indexed_variable, and selects its callee from an array of
structures with function pointers, as follows:

v[index].get_handler(r, &r->variables[index],
v[index].data)

Newton’s output pinpoints the taint source that we need to corrupt
to control the get_handler function pointer: the data field in an
ngx_http_log_op_s structure. It is worth noting how little effort it takes
to find this dependency with Newton, as inspecting the source code
reveals a complex data flow. The tainted data flows through multiple
nginx-specific data structures and functions—none of which our low-
effort attacker needs to know.

Newton also reveals that the taint source for the three arguments
(Table 7.4) are all tainted by a non-pointer value. The last argument is
controllable via the tainted index. The first two arguments are control-
lable by corrupting the allocator state much earlier in the execution.
For example, the taint of the first ngx_http_request_t* argument ori-
ginates 11 functions earlier in the execution, in function ngx_http_pro-

cess_request_headers. Again,Newton hides this complexity from the
user.

With simple manual inspection, we also found that (1) the request
data pointed to by the first argument is controllable by sending an
incomplete HTTP request (which we complete later to trigger the
exploit), (2) controlling the target and arguments with an arbitrary
memory write allows request handling to complete without crashes,
and (3) execution continues if the get_handler call is diverted to
a different target, making it possible to chain calls via repeated
interactions with the server.

Other than information on how to effect an arbitrarymemory write
and divert control flow, Newton also provides us with a list of the
767 usable targets stored in memory. This reflects CPI’s Live target
constraint. A complication is that we only control the index into the v
array of ngx_http_variable_t structures. Since each structure contains
6 word-sized fields, only 1/6 of memory can be used to select live code
pointer targets. Fortunately, this alignment restriction is bypassable

3https://vusec.net/projects/newton

https://vusec.net/projects/newton
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usingmemorymassaging (on the heap, stack, etc.) [Bos+16]. Moreover,
Newtonfound the address of dlopen live inmemory, allowing us to load
arbitrary shared objects on the victim system and expand the set of
available live targets.

For example, if we call dlopen on /bin/ed or other shared objects
which use the system library call, we force the linker to bind the system
code pointer inmemory (GOT).This is easier after corrupting the linker
configuration (LD_LIBRARY_PATH, LD_BIND_NOW). At that point, we again
corrupt the index integer to redirect get_handler to the newly created
live code pointer. Subsequently, we send another request to chain an
invocation of the (now live) system library call, allowing us to execute
arbitrary commands on the victim system. To “massage” the GOT to
obtain a correctly aligned system code pointer, we carefully choose the
system-dependent shared object to load.

We note that, other than CPI, the above attack bypasses all the
defenses in the bottom-left quadrant marked by the <¬Ptr, Live>
data point in Figure 7.2, including CCFI, TASR, PtrRR, XoM, and
TypeArmor. Thus, an important lesson learned is that we must
combine CPI with other strong defenses to further limit the attack
surface. CPI combined with a secure implementation of CsCFI, for
instance, would prevent us from controlling callsite 32.

When crafting the above attack in practice, we found that GNU libc
enforces strict constraints on the flags provided to dlopen: unused bits
should be zero, or else an error is returned.4 This limits our attack,
as it means that index should now be chosen such that the address of
r->variables[index] is a valid flag for dlopen (e.g., RTLD_NOW), while
v[index].get_handler still points to dlopen. Successful exploitation
thus depends on the libc version. Musl libc, for example, does not
enforce these constraints. Running nginx with musl libc, however,
voids dlopen pointers in memory. Instead, we found code pointers
to many functions of the exec() family, opening alternative ways for
bypassing CPI.

7.9 Related Work

As we already discussed code-reuse defenses at length in the previous
sections, here we only discuss the literature on code-reuse attacks.

Return-into-libc (ret2libc) [Sol97] represents the first generation of
code-reuse attacks. Traditionally targeting the 32-bit x86 ISA, ret2libc
uses a memory corruption vulnerability to inject a return address on
the stack pointing to an existing (libc) function, followed by function
arguments. Thus, a subsequent ret instruction transfers control to the
prepared function, essentially thwarting DEP [AA04]. By preparing

4https://sourceware.org/git/?p=glibc.git;h=3e539cb47e9fabfdda295926b4270b0f...

ccs17:https://sourceware.org/git/?p=glibc.git;h=3e539cb47e9fabfdda295926b4270b0f3cc7fa65
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multiple call frames, function calls can be chained. On the x86-64
architecture, most function arguments are passed in CPU registers,
making ret2libc more challenging.

Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [Roe+12] generalizes ret2libc,
and is now the de-facto standard in real-world code-reuse attacks.
ROP also manipulates the stack, but doesn’t chain complete functions.
Instead, ROP uses small code fragments ending in return instructions,
called gadgets. ROP is an extremely potent attack technique,
which allows attackers to implement arbitrary Turing-complete
computations in most practical programs [SAB11].

The initial ROP attack signaled the start of an arms race around
a third-generation of code-reuse attacks. Several defense techniques
were developed, only to be shown susceptible to improved code-
reuse attacks. Jump-Oriented Programming (JOP) [Ble+11] bypasses
some execution monitoring defenses [DSW09] and Counterfeit Object-
Oriented Programming (COOP) [Sch+15] and related attacks [Gök+14b;
CW14; Gök+14a; Dav+14; Car+15; Eva+15a] bypass many existing
Control-Flow Integrity (CFI) [Aba+05]-based defenses. Finally, other
attacks such as JIT ROP [Sno+13; Dav+15], SROP [BB14], and AOCR
[Rud+17] bypass information hiding defenses, including leakage-
resistant variants [Rud+17]. The “gadget-stitching” model extends even
beyond code reuse, also adopted by state-of-the-art techniques to craft
data-only attacks [Hu+15; Hu+16]. Note that although these recent
efforts on Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) show similar weaknesses
in modern defenses as outlined in this chapter, a key difference is
that most of those defenses were never designed to mitigate data-only
attacks. Attacks crafted withNewton, on the other hand, fall within
the defenses’ threat models.

Although the way Newton finds gadgets shows some similarity
to how ACICS gadgets are found [Eva+15a], the latter are more
constrained: only attacks where the function pointer and arguments
are directly corruptible on the heap or in global memory are
considered. As shown in Section 7.8,Newtonfinds more sophisticated
attacks, where these elements may be corrupted in complex, indirect
ways.

The focus on (manual or automatic) static analysis makes code reuse
increasingly complex given increasingly sophisticated defenses. With
Newton, we show that a switch to a simple and natural dynamic
analysis approach significantly simplifies the discovery and stitching
of gadgets, even in the face of state-of-the-art defenses. Moreover, we
argue that ret2libc-style attacks on 64-bit architectures are not only
practical, but also much easier, if an attacker piggybacks on the benign
data flows of the application.
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7.10 Conclusion

The “geometry” of innocent flesh on the bone has characterized ten
years of code-reuse research: an attacker statically analyzes binary code
tofindgadgets, chains themtogether, and “calls” into security-sensitive
syscalls. This model is simple to understand, but scales poorly as we
assume increasingly sophisticated defenses.

In this chapter, we showed that, by also considering the “dynamics”
of innocent flesh on the bone, even a low-effort attacker can easily
find useful defense-aware gadgets to craft practical attacks. We
implementedNewton, a gadget-discovery framework based on simple
static and dynamic (taint) analysis. Using Newton, we found
gadgets compatible with state-of-the-art defenses in many real-world
programs. We also presented an nginx case study, showing that a
Newton-armed attacker can find useful gadgets and craft attacks that
complywith the restrictions of strong defenses such as CPI and context-
sensitive CFI.

Our effort ultimately shows that, to sufficiently reduce the attack
surface against a dynamic attack model, we must combine multiple
state-of-the-art code-reuse defenses or, alternatively, deploy more
heavyweight defenses at the cost of higher overhead.
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8 Conclusion

8.1 Thesis summary

In Chapter 2 we demonstrated how dynamic taint analysis can be
used to extract provenance from unmodified, off-the-shelf programs.
DataTracker, the tool which we developed, tracks the actual flow
of data through the internals of a program, rather than relying
solely on its interactions with the operating system. This results
in high-fidelity provenance, exhibiting reduced noise (false positives)
and distortion (misrepresentation of relations), compared to other
approaches. Moreover, it effectively eliminates many of the false
positives related to the n-by-m problem [Car+14]. The performance
of DataTracker, compared to two other methods for automated
provenance capture supported by the SPADEv2 provenancemiddleware
[GT12], was studied in Chapter 3. As system calls play a pivotal
role in provenance collection [Hol+08; Ges+12; Poh+12], we based
our evaluation on the UnixBench benchmark [SL+11]. While our
performance evaluation was by no means complete, it still provides
insight in the suitability of each studiedmethod for specific workloads.
More importantly, it provided us with insight for our follow-up work.
Specifically, it became apparent that while dynamic taint analysis is
able to capture high-fidelity provenance, it comes with too high a
performance cost for generic use.

This lead us to explore in Chapter 4 how to decouple the collection
of provenance from the execution of programs. This exploration
is in line with the propositions of Groth [Gro07] about post-hoc
provenance, and Cheney et al. [Che+09] about the need of different
provenance granularities for different applications. Concretely, we
proposed deferring the provenance analysis using full system record
and replay, and described a four stage methodology for applying
progressively more intensive analysis, to meet the operational needs

127
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for provenance. A prototype demonstrator was developed, using a
combination of provenance specific PANDA plugins [Dol+14; Dol+15],
a SPARQL-enabled RDF store, and W3C PROV [W3C13e]. Following,
in Chapter 5, we investigated the application of decoupled provenance
analysis on a World Wide Web-based scenario. We demonstated
how dynamic taint analysis can be applied selectively to produce
high-fidelity provenance where needed, while using more lightweight
provenance analysis methods for the common case. Furthermore,
we explored the execution and storage overheads associated with
capturing execution traces. The outcome is that, by using execution
record and replay, it is possible to have low-level, high-fidelity provenance
tracking where needed (Q-1). Our work effectively establishes execution
traces as self-contained provenance artifacts, and provides a viable
alternative to current provenance analysis solutions. Since execution
traces are complete, this is a major step towards addressing the
concerns of Cheney et al. [Che+09] regarding incomplete provenance.

Subsequently, we focused on uses of high-fidelity provenance in
security (Q-2). We approached the problem from two different angles,
namely defensive and offensive oriented analysis. The defensive angle
is explored in Chapter 6, where we presentedPANDAcap, a framework
that streamlines the creation of PANDA trace datasets. We identified
the need for such a framework by the absence of readily available
datasets that could be analyzed with our PANDA-based provenance
analysis tools. To demonstrate the applicability ofPANDAcap beyond
the niche of provenance analysis, we used it to deploy an ssh honeypot.
Furthermore, we made available the collected dataset for further
analysis. Finally, in Chapter 7 we demonstrate the use of high-fidelity
provenance in offensive security. In detail, we presented Newton, a
novel framework which applies high-fidelity provenance analysis in
order to identify code “gadgets” that are not adequately protected by
the deployed defenses against code-reuse attacks. The effectiveness of
Newton is supported by an nginx case study, showing that indeed an
attack can bemounted against strong defenses such as CPI and context-
sensitive CFI. This highlights the need for future research on more
robust defenses against code reuse.

8.2 Future directions

In this dissertation we explored how we can capture high-fidelity
provenance and some of its potential applications. In our exploration,
we came to identify several open research problems that would help
improve the efficacy of our approach, were they addressed. There were
also topics that our work addresses partially, and further research is
required in order to fully tackle them. Following, we present some
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prominent research directions relating to the research we presented.

8.2.1 Accelerating execution record and replay

We have demonstrated the feasibility of using full-execution record
and replay to facilitate provenance analysis, as well as the significant
benefits stemming from this approach. However, as show in Chapter 5,
the prototypes we developed lack the performance required to deploy
this approach on production systems. This is a problem that needs to
be overcome in order for our approach to gain adoption.

The deprecation of the record and replay functionality from the
VMware Workstation product [VMwrr] has left QEMU [Bel05] as
the main hypervisor with support for execution record and replay.
However the approaches to implementing the functionality are deeply
fragmented. PANDA [Dol+14] —the platform we used for our
prototype— has been conceived as a reverse-engineering framework.
As such, peformance has not been a principle design objective. It’s
main performance related shortcomings are the lack of support for
hardware-assisted virtualization during record and replay, and the
lack of support for configurations with more than one virtual CPUs.
The same limitations also apply to the “official” record and replay
functionality, present in recent versions of QEMU [DDM15; QEMUrr].
Worse, this implementation lacks the programmability of PANDA.
Ren et al. [Ren+16] have tackled the problem of execution of record
and replay on hardware-assisted, multi-CPU virtual machines. The
reported results largely address performance issues present in PANDA.
However, there haven’t been efforts to integrate their solutionwith the
mainline of QEMU, or offering an API similar with PANDA.

In summary, a record and replayplatformthatwouldbe aviable base
for the adoption of the type of provenance analysis we advocate, needs
to a) support hardware-assisted virtualization, b) support multiple
virtual CPUs, c) provide an API so it can be used as a building
block, and d) have an actively maintained codebase. To our best
knowledge, current platforms supporting execution record and replay
only partially satisfy these requirements. This also extends to platforms
for process-based record and replay [Pat+10; MozRR].

8.2.2 Hardware-supported provenance analysis

Hardware vendors oftenprovide extensions to the standard Instruction
Set Architecture (ISA) of their products, in order to assist development
of specific applications. Such extensions are provided as a generic
mechanism, allowing developers to use them as they see fit. For
instance, van der Veen et al. [VAG+15] have retrofitted the Last Branch
Record register present in Intel CPUs to defend against code-reuse
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attacks. Provenance analysis could also benefit from the use of
specialized hardware extensions. Balakrishnan et al. [Bal+15] have
made an initial study on potential uses of hardware extensions for
provenance. Towards this end, Thalheim, Bhatotia and Fetzer [TBF16]
used Intel PT extensions [Rei13] to capture provenance from multi-
threaded applications. Tian et al. [Tia+16] implemented a provenance
module for USB storage devices that could potentially run on the
microcontroller of a USB-attached drive.

However, we are yet to see more provenance-related applications of
hardware extensions. This could be a missed research opportunity, but
could also be a sign that retrofitting cannot take us much further. This
would not be completely unexpected; features like Intel PT and ARM
CoreSight [Rei13; ARMCS] focus on efficient tracing of the execution
control flow, with their benefits diminishing if you also need to track
data; similarly, a puny microcontroller cannot be expected to be used
for offloading heavyweight provenance analysis tasks.

A promising alternative to the retrofitting of unrelated hardware
extensions would be the use of Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
Instead of stretching the limits of hardware extensions to support
applications they were not designed for, FPGAs allow reconfiguration
of their hardware to support the application at hand. Until recently,
widespread use of FPGAs hadn’t happened because of limitations
of their interconnection with the main system. However, recent
advances largely solve this problem and have enabled deploying FPGAs
as fully-fledged co-processors. This has already led to revisiting the
applicability of FPGAs for accelerating complex applications [Fan+20].
We believe that similar acceleration should also be possible for
provenance analysis.

Finally, it should be noted that both Intel and AMD have invested in
the acquisition of FPGAvendors [IntelAlt; AMDXil]. This is an indicator
that the use of FPGA-based accelerationmay soon becomemainstream.

8.2.3 Provenance and privacy

Privacy considerations may be the ultimate challenge for the wider
adoption of provenance. The issue has been raised from early-on
[Dav+11], however research specifically on privacy issues pertaining to
provenance is still scarce, and usually focus on workflow provenance
[Bel20]. The adoption of tighter privacy regulations —for instance
the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [EU-GDPR]— only
exhorts the need to fill this gap.

Surveying the area, Torra et al. [Tor+17] proposed borrowing from
previous research on microdata privacy. However, we believe that
microdata and provenance are fundamendally different; microdata are
primarily record-based collections; on the other hand, provenance
is typically represented as a graph. This means that applying
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privacy-enhancing techniques from one field to the other, is not a
straightforward task.

We find that provenance bears a closer resemblance to network
traces. In fact, network traces are often collected as part of creating
a provenance corpus. Thus, techniques developed to enhance the
privacy of shared network traces should be more readily transferrable
to the domain of provenance. But what is perhaps more interesting,
is the research approach used to develop those techniques. Pang
et al. [Pan+06] noted that it is not clear how one can systematically
defend against unknown attacks. This means, that it is important for
the community to engage in adversarial research on privacy, in order
to improve the methods for defending it. Additionally, Coull et al.
[Cou+09] argued that in order for privacy research to be effective, we
need to know a) what we hope to protect, b) what we consider as
sensitive, c) what is the expected utility of the data.

Overall, the challenge for provenance privacy research, is to identify
the right balance between privacy and utility value of provenance traces
for each use case. This can be a particularly hard problem, given that
many provenance use cases are inherently conflicting with privacy.
For instance, we cannot establish a full audit trail for a data item
without disclosing any information about the humans involved in its
production. It is also a problem which is unlikely to have a conclusive
answer, as the perceived effectiveness of a solution is subject to the
current demand for privacy in the society.

8.2.4 Provenance corpora

The shortage of publicly available provenance corpora is well known
to the community. One of the earliest such instances was created
in the context of the series of Provenance Challenges [Mor+07]. The
ProvBench effort [PB13] is a direct attempt to make more provenance
corpora available for research. Unfortunately, the initial success of
ProvBench didn’t have a commensurate continuation, with the latest
published corpus dating back to 2014. In addition to the low public
availability, Coe et al. [Coe+14] observed that most of the available
corpora were created fromworkflow execution traces. This means that
they may not be representative of provenance collected via different
types of collection agents. More recently, DARPA [DAR18] released a
provenance corpus for the study of Advanced PersistentThreats (APTs).

Still, after more than a decade of provenance related research,
the publicly available corpora was found to be surprisingly scarce
[Han+20b]. Available datasets like [DAR18] were found to be missing
information needed for specific applications. Worse, many academic
frameworks were found to not be accompanied with a public dataset
at all. This shortage is a hindrance to provenance related research,
affecting among others, the understanding of provenance usage, the
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study of provenance systems performance, and the improvement of
inference and constraint enforcement capabilities [PB13]. Severely
affected is also research on provenance privacy. In this case, privacy
concerns and shortage of provenance corpora form a vicious cycle;
realistic provenance corpora are not made available because of privacy
concerns; privacy research is not advancing because of the lack of
realistic provenance corpora.

It is positive that the community seems to be already busy
addressing this problem. In the past year, two distnct frameworks
were released, aiming to streamline the creation of provenance
corpora; Xanthus [Han+20b] and our own PANDAcap (discussed in
Chapter 6). Some cases may also be served by generating synthetic
provenance corpora [FM14]. However, for the situation to improve,
such frameworks and generators need to be put into use. Towards
this end, we believe that initiatives like the ACM Artifact Badging
[ACMbdg] will play a significant role, providing the researchers with
added recognition when they release reusable research data with their
work.
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Summary

In the past 25 years, the World Wide Web has disrupted the way
news are disseminated and consumed. However, the euphoria for the
democratization of news publishing was soon followed by scepticism,
as a new phenomenon emerged: fake news. With no gatekeepers to
vouch for it, the veracity of the information served over theWorldWide
Web became a major public concern. The Reuters Digital News Report
2020 cites that in at least half of the EUmember countries, 50% ormore
of the population is concerned about online fake news.

To help address the problem of trust on information communicated
over the World Wide Web, it has been proposed to also make available
the provenance metadata of the information. Similar to artwork
provenance, this would include a detailed track of how the information
was created, updated and propagated to produce the result we read,
as well as what agents—human or software—were involved in the
process. However, keeping track of provenance information is a non-
trivial task. Current approaches, are often of limited scope and may
require modifying existing applications to also generate provenance
information along with thei regular output.

This thesis explores how provenance can be automatically tracked
in an application-agnostic manner, without having to modify the
individual applications. We frame provenance capture as a data flow
analysis problem and explore the use of dynamic taint analysis in this
context. Our work shows that this appoach improves on the quality
of provenance captured compared to traditonal approaches, yielding
what we term as high-fidelity provenance. We explore the performance
cost of this approach and use deterministic record and replay to bring
it down to a more practical level. Furthermore, we create and present
the tooling necessary for the expanding the use of using deterministic
record and replay for provenance analysis. The thesis concludes with
an application of high-fidelity provenance as a tool for state-of-the art
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offensive security analysis, based on the intuition that software too
can be misguided by “fake news”. This demonstrates that the potential
uses of high-fidelity provenance for security extend beyond traditional
forensics analysis.
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Wisdom rideth with the ones that know no fear.

Norwegian folk song
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